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Add much te the charm of your home.
During this month a
Cyclaman, Primrose, Bright Colored Cineraria or even a Fern or
Foliage Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in most
gracefully those dark days between the Christmas greens and the
first daffodils.
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SHOP
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Island Gardens Which Refuse
To Believe That Winter Is
Really Here.

, A.'

PARK THEATRE
TICKETS

-•> ••• ••••»■ ••• •••

poor man served by thee, shall •••
make thee rich.—Mrs. Browning.
A

GREENS AND PANSIES

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
(Next door to the Western Union)

FREE

.».

If,

We have some good Cinerarias coming on and we want to get
them across to you before they are fully in bloom that you may
enjoy them the longest possible time.

“SILSBY’S”

FREE!

HARRY B. BRADBURY, owner of the original and
only CUT PRICE SHOE STORE in Rockland, in
addition to saving you from 1 to 3 dollars on each
pair of Shoes purchased of him, will give you a
Free Ticket for the Park Theatre with every pair of
Shoes, Men’s or Boys’. Shoes are cheaper. Don’t
pay any more than my prices—

$3.95, $4.45, $4.95, $5.45, $5.95

The Island mail brought two inter
esting exhibits Tuesday.
One was n box containing a couple
of dandelion greens, adult size, neatly
cleaned and ready for the kettle. The
box was sent by Miss Lena Burgess
of North Haven, who writes:
“How
is this for an early spring? Dandelion
greens were served for dinner Monday
•Ian. 21. at Nebo I-tdge, North Haven.
They were dug by Miss Mabelle Stone
near her home. Fresh dandelions right
out of the ground were also served
Jan. 14 at the hotel. Wc are sending
two dandelions as samples, with this
letter."
From Gwendoline Green of Vinal
haven came a large box of beautiful
liansics, which had just been picked.
The box was marked “Perishable” but
rt Is not easily conceived that any
thing could damage pansies which had
bloomed out of doors with the temper
ature at zero.

Boys’ Shoes—

$1.95, $2.45, $2.95, $3.45

RADIO

Every pair of standard make and guaranteed. A full
line of Women’s Shoes in the spring at cut prices too.

BRADBURY’S CUT PRICE SHOE STORE
Opposite Hotel Rockland.

Only Store of its kind in the city.

Headquarters for Arrowsmith Arch Supports
6-Th-14
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toararaffaiARMY AND NAVY STORE iSSarazrarai?,

THE KATZ WHISKERS IN QUALITY
AND PRICE REDUCTION FOR

FEDERAL 110
The FEDERAL Type 110 Receiver
combines with a remarkable sim
plicity of operation, a range of re
ception and beauty of music re
production heretofore impossible of
attainment in so small and modest
a radio receiver.

THIS WEEK ONLY
Men** 38 inch Sheepskin Coats ...................................................... $8.95

5

Overcoat* mado from Genuine Navy Blue Melton ................. $16.75
English Army Blankets ............................. -................................... $2.75
Heavy All Wool Lumbermon'e Shirts............................................... $3.50

ALSO MEN’S SHOES AND MOCCASINS

The extremely low price set upon
a device in which are incorporated
all of the latest developments makes
it the greatest value of any rid io
receiver appearing on the market.
Price with one pair Thones—

Plenty of Manila Rope, Anchor*, Chain, Canvas Awning* and
Cov*r* alway* on hand.
ALL MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. OPEN EVENINGS

(Tubes and Batteries not included)

Leather Jerkins................................................................................... $2.95

A FULL LINE OF LADIES' AND MEN'S HOSIER''

All Good* Guaranteed New and of the Beat Quality.

SHAPIRO

$105.00

3

INTERNATIONAL
SPECIAL

BROS.

59 Tillaon Ave., Rockland. Opp. John Bird Co.

A compact little receiving set,
capable of receiving distant stations
with wonderful clearness and power.

Tues&Thurs

Baartrittia ARMY AND NAVY STORE

$19.50
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NOW IS THE TIME
I

1000 MILES FOR $15.00
Complete set of Genuine Haynes
Parts with Panel all drilled, ready
to assemble the

TO BUY A USED CAR f

HAYNES DX RECEIVER
$15.00

And it will pay you to call and examine the stock
we have on hand.

BATTERIES
PHONES
SUPPLIES
Send for further Information

TWO

FORD SEDANS

s
=

|

DODGE SEDAN

f

CHEVROLET TOURING

|

NASH TOURING
FORD ROADSTER WITH

TRUCK BODY

REO TRUCK
A small deposit on any of these cars and wc will hold
it until spring, at which time the car will be delivered
and arrangements can be made with us for easy
payments.

SEA

VIEW

Telephone 837-M.

g
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MS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

RADIO
INCREASE YOUR RANGE AND
VOLUME

GARAGE
Main Street
9-11

£5
SS

RADIO AND AUDIO ONE OR
TWO STAGE UNITS BUILT TO
ORDER
FOR YOUR
SINGLE
TUBE SET.
PHONE 647-6

OREL E. DAVIES

ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
WORK

JEWELER OPTOMETRIST

Over the Express Office

AU the Latest in Glasses

R. W. TYLER

SSI MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
TOtf

Volume 79................. Number 11.

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 24, 1924.

Single Copies Three Cents.

THE LITTLE FLOWER

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.

ROCKLAND, • - MAINE
(Radio Editor of Thia Paper)

WITH HUGHES’ HELP

OWLS WERE

GOOD

HOSTS

What Uncle Sam Has Done
Toward Keeping World At Governorship Boom Launched For Senator Gardner At 18th
Annual Banquet—Orator From the Sheepscot Has a
Peace.
Good Word For Republicans.

your 18th birthday you will be able to
do things all over Maine by the time
you reach voting age.
"The Republicans are preparing the
same old slogan in this State, and want
to make prohibition the paramount Is
sue. When they want to do a thing
that they don’t' want the people to
know about, they are sure to talk
al>out something else, and that is pre
cisely what they are doing now.
"The principal lawbreakers In Maine
today are the pretenders tn prohibition.
What was done in Aroostook and Han
cock counties has been done to a great
er or less extent in marly every other
county for years. These people seem
to have forgotten that Uncle Sam has
something to do with things now.
When I was master of the State
Grange we went to Legislature with
nine tax laws and all but one ofthem
was passed. The revenue was In
creased, but what did Legislature do?
All of the revenue wus dissipated in
additional expenditures. We succeed
ed in kef ping the tax around three
mills. Now it is seven mills. Taxation
is of more direct concern to t-he voters
than the question of whether the
Jnlted Statfs Is going to enforce the
prohibitory law. The attempt to blind
the voters to the real issue is not going
to succeed."
Senator Gardner said that he had reeeivtd expressions from all over the
State favoring his nomination for tho
governorship, and felt that this was
really a greater honor than being
elected.
"I have never yet said to anybody
that I was a candidate,” declared Mr.
Gardner. If the people of Maine nomi
nate me I should feel tn duty bound to
accept, and would do my best to give
good administration
(applause).
Whoever may be the candidate I pledge
my best efforts toward ills election.
nd tf it should develop that I should
be the nominee I should expect to re
ceive the same support. The time, in
my opinion, is most opportune; the Is
sues are of sufficient vital interest so
that Democrats have much better than
n even chance to win.”

The following statement by Secre
tary of State Charles E. Hughes shows
•Gardner For Governor” badges year, due to his work the Dcmoractic
what the present administration has
done toward establishing peaceful rela were in evidence at the Owl Club ban party got together, formed a wonder
ful organization, and came nearer to
quet in Temple hall Tuesday night,
tions throughout the world.
election than It had for many years.
«...
and the uppiause which greeted his
“We are going to hear a great deal
The government of the United States name and appearance left no doubt this year about the Kennebec Bridge,"
has reiterated its deep Interest in the
that the organization is standing said Mr. Howard, and every Democrat
economic situation in Europe and its
is going to be in favor of it. It is
readiness to aid in any practicable way squarely behind the Rockland man's most important that we select Legis
to promote recuperation and a re candidacy.
lative candidates, who not only say
establishment of economic stability. It
Tentative candidacy is perhaps the thej- are in favor of the bridge, but
has given approval to the participa better way of expressing the ex- who will tell us what they will do
tion of competent American citizens in Senator’s status, for Mr. Gardner when It comes to the Legislative cau
an economic inquiry through an ad- made it very plain that he has never cus, where Issues are decided."
isory body appointed by the repara announced his candidacy, although he
Wlhen the toastmaster called upon
tion commission.
will take the nomination if it comes Alderman Erskine it was the signal
The Washington treaty for the limi his way.
for applause. The remarks of the ngtation of naval armament and the fourIt was thought that there might be gressive Ward 4 alderman were brief
power treaty relating to insular pos some expresion of sympathy or and certainly to the point.
session in the Pacific ocean have en sentiment in regard to the mayoralty,
“I want to say." said he “that lam
tered into force.
but the situation was evidently con a candidate for the sheriff nomination
The department has had under con sidered too much in embryo, for there and I sincerely hope you will all sup
sideration the negotiation of treaties
port me."
with a view to the prevention of the
The announcement was hailed with
unlawful introduction of liquor into the
lusty applause, and from several parts
United States. Negotiations for such
of the hall came the chorus "We will."
a treaty are now being carried on with
"Anyone who could partake In this
Great Britain, and us soon as they are
banquet and not feel renewed zeal
concluded, similar negotiations will be
either has something the matter with
undertaken with other countries.
his appetite or his spirit," said E. C.
An agreement has been reached re
Moran, Jr. The speaker said that
garding the payment to the United
those who discount the strength of
States cf the $250,000,000 owed 'to it
the Owl Club are more or less cynical,
on account i f the cost of the American
and lie told a good story as to the dif
army of occupation in Germany.
ference between the words "cynic”
Treaties have been concluded with
and “stoic."
France and Belgium acknowledging the
“It is significant" said Mr. Moran,
rights of the United States in former
"that when one Democrat leaves the
German colonies now under French and
mayor’s chair another stands ready to
Belgium mandate, and negotiations are
take his place.”
in progress with the British and French
"A dozen," interrupted Col. Hurley,
governmmts with respect to other
who is just now in a position to know
territories under mandate.
that competition is the life of trade.
Agreements have been signed with
“The Republican party," continued
Great Britain. France. Japan. Norway
Mr. Moran, "says that we should re
and Portugal, extending for another
duce the taxes, and when you examine
KNOX COUNTY WILD CAT3
period cf five years the arbitration con
the Mellon bill you see the whole
ventions in force between the United
story. The man with the small In
States nnd those countries.
come will scarcely notice the differ Looservees It What They Ware Called
In th* Old Day*.
Negotiations have been and are being
ence, but the man with the large lnconducted with several countries of
ccme will notice it immensely. The
Europe and l,atin America looking to
Garner (Democratic) plan would take Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
the conclusion of new and comprehen Col. William P. Hurley, the Owl’* Club the burden off the shoulders of those
I was much interested by reading In
sive treaties of amity and commerce
“Good Old Scout,” Who Acted a* least able to bear it, and put it on those your columns about the exploration of
designed to meet present-day condi
Ragged, Bald and Spring Mountains,
most able to do so."
Toastmaater.
tions.
Mr. Moran said that the Republican 50 years ago, by W. A. Cleveland, of
At the Washington conference on
party must not claim the credit for Mirror Lake and Danvers, Mass., more
Central American affairs, in which was no allusion to it. Alderman V . the World Court proposition—that the especially as I had myself done quite
Raymond
Erskine
did
announce
his
delegates of the United States partici
plan is the product of the League of a Rood bit of prowling among those
pated, variovg agreements were signed candidacy fcr sheriff, hut previous Nations. "We have been on the track hills in my younger days. I distinctly
newspaper
announcements
—
the
first
designed to bring about more stable
all the time," said Mr. Moran. "The remember stumbling upon that Coast
and peaceful • rorttSltions in Central of which appeared In The Courier- other party has hern off the track and Survey bolt, on the top of Ragged
Gazette—served ns shock-absorbers
America.
Is now trying to clamber on.” Mr. Mountain, and how I hurried home to
and it did not create what might be
• • • •
Moran’s peroration was an eloquent ask my father what it was for. When
termed a sensation. It did show,
The fifth Pnn-Ameriean
confer however, that “liny” is very popular tribute to "the America of Woodrow W. A. C. wrote that that wildcat
weighed 250 i>ounds, I thought it was
ence at Santiago, Chile, facilitated : with the "bunch." and that the ma Wilson." ,
sonte cut, until In a personal letter to
• • • •
better and mutually helpful under jority of the Owl Club is apparently
standing, ar.d piovided fcr the holding supporting his candidacy.
Those who attended the Owl Club's mem he explained that the printer had
made a typographical error—that the
in the immediate future of a number
The banquet was a thorough success, annual banquet in 1923 and remem
of special conferences to meet the spe fully maintaing the high standard bered the brilliant speech made by cat really weighed only 100 pounds.
When I was a boy attending school
cific needs of the American continents. which was set by last year’s feast. An Bradford C. Redonnett of Wiscasset
The Penuvian and Chilean cases for Immense quantity of chicken was ap were loudest in their applause of Lin at Simonton’s Corner, my Uncle James
the arbitration of the Tacna-Africa portioned among the 250 or more coin County's gifted orator when he Story, James Morton und Alanson
Tolman one day drove up the road on
controversy have been transmitted to guests, and it was flanked by great arose to speak Tuesday night,
the President of the United States as quantities of vegetables cooked Just to wonder you carry Rockland and Knox a horse-sled, on which they had a large
animal, which they called a catamount.
arbitrator, and each ease has been de the proper turn.
When the last County when you have a bunch of men
iivered to the opposing side in order plateful had beer, disposed of the fra like this,” was his reply to the greet They had shot it back of Hosmer's
Pond. They stopped a few minutes to
that its counter ease may be prepared grant smoke of J. W. A.’s ascended to ing.
This marks a definite step in the settle the ceiling, revealing through the thin
The sting of partisanship was absent let us children have a look at It. Thu
ment of this outstanding controversy.
haze a multitude of contented coun from Mr. Reilonnett’s remarks. He said animal was dead, of course but we were
Helpful advances have been made in tenances.
that some of his strongest friends are careful not to go too close to it.
One bright, moonlight night, a loupthe relations between the United States,
The kitchen was in charge of Mark Republicans, and that the lust time he
Haiti and the Dominican Republic. The Stone, assisted by Joseph Rhodes. Pa was a candidate every man on his cervier (we used to call it “looservee”)
American marines have been with trolman John T. Berry discarded his street voted for him, with a single ex parked himself in a big ash tree, that
drawn from the interior of Haiti, with police uniform in favor of a waiter’s ception. That one had the colic and grew In Joshua Simonton’s meadow,
the exception of one small post; the garb, and was at the head of a vigi couldn’t get to the polls. “As a par anel howled all the evening. The Rev.
country is tranquil and becoming in lant staff which comprised Leon Hal tisan and a Democrat," declared the John Simonton was calling at our
creasingly prosperous. In the Domini stead, Alfred Church, Hurry t>. Phil speaker I want to say that there is house at the time, and I guess he was
can Republic the plan of evacuation is lips, Harold Thomas, Reuben Meser one name higher to me than either afraid to go home. I never learned
the weight of one of these animals.
Republican or Democrat, and that
being successfully carried out; elec vey and Fred Hall.
tions will shortly be held, after which
The general committee in .charge of American. Let us not forget that we Even If I had 1 should be scart to write
the final steps looking to the evacuation the banquet comprised Nicholas T. owe something to the man who dis It to any newspaper.
M. M. Brown.
of the American forces will be taken
Murray, Charles M. Cook, Harold A. agrees with us.”
'We are approaching days that mean
Utica, N. Y.. Jan. 22.
The efforts of this government to Thomas, John Wood, Bernard Butler
reach an understanding with the Mexl and William Sweeney. If these com much, I question whether I could vote
can government on the fundamental petent workers omitted any detail it against those who crossed the stormy
A FINICKY HEN
sea and bared their breasts to an en
questions at issue between them hap did not become apparent.
emy
on
a
foreign
shore."
pity culminated in the resumption of
Mina M. Fitch of Mt. Tleasant has a
Music was furnished while the ban
Mr. Redonnett voiced a lament that hen which comes every morning to tho
formal diplomatic relations with Mex quet was in progress by Prof. A. T.
ico on Sept. 3 on the basis of a mutual Crockett's orchestra of six pieces, a the Stat does not have in the saddle door or window of her house and
ly acceptable agreement negotiated by pleasing incidental feature was -the today such men as Dingley, Frye and scratches to be admitted. When she Is
Reed. "The great thing necessary to let in Biddy passes through the kit
the American-Mexican commission.
vocal solo by Master John McInnis.
send a man to Congress today is his chen to the living room, climbs into the
A treaty of amity and commerce and
an extradition treaty between the
Col. William P. Hurley gracefully bank account. Have the great men wood-box nnd lays an egg. With this
United States and Turkey were ne acknowledged the compliment of being gone forever, or are they hidden away im|M>rtant business* transacted the hen
gotiated, granting to the United States asked to preside as toastmaster. He in some nook lacking the wherewitha marches calmly to the door and
the same rights and privileges as vfere read letters of regret from Mayor Cur to come forward. All we need is big scratches to be let out.
granted to the signatories of the Turko ley of Boston, B. G. McIntire, former mm and good men to lead us.”
•Can you beat it?" asks Mrs. FitchThe speaker referred to the three meaning the hen, not the egg.
allied treaty. If ratified, these treat candidate for Congress; William II.
ies will provide a better basts than has Puttangall. candidate for the guber Democrats who are being mentioned in
existed since the rupture of diplomatic natorial nomination; Fulton J. Red connection with the governorship nom
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
relations in 1917 for the protection of man, candidate for the U. S. Sena inatlon (Gardner, Brann and I’attan
American interests in Turkey.
torial nomination; D. J. McGllllcuddy, gall] and said t-hat whichever won in
Extraordinary relief measures were former Congressman; and Judge E. C. the primaries the party would get i
If I had to live my Ufa again I would ha»a
good candidate. “I wish some of ou made a rule tn read aome poetry and llatrn to
undertaken in connectipn with the re Payson of Rockland.
sonic
music at least once A week. The loss of
cent earthquake disaster in Japan.
Toastmaster Hurley called first upon lukewarm Lincoln county Democrats these tastes is a loss of happiness.—Char let
could
look
In
on
this
mfeting
and
get
Darwin.
the city’s chief executive, Mayor Ed
win L. Brown, who told tlic boys that some of your spirit,” said Mr. Redon
HERR WEISER
they were unexcelled in serving a nett. We are going to nominate men
however, who will try to bring the Herr Weiser I— Three-score-years-and ten.—
good old New England dinner.
A hale white rose of his countrymen.
“We’re'past masters also at playing county back in line. At the close of Transplanted here In the Hoosier loam,
the i>olitlcal game,” said ex-Senator the Democratic reign there we had And blossomy as Ills German home—
Arthur B. Packard. “The Owl Club is paid a county debt of $8000 and had As blossomy, and as pure and sweet
As the enol green glen of his calm retreat,
known all over the State." Mr. Packard as much to the good. Today Lincoln Far withdrawn from the noisy town
concurred tn the opinion expressed In county has a debt of between $30,000 Where trade goes clamoring up and down.
Whose fret and fever, and atress and strife
Mr. McIntire's letter, that the Demo and $35,000.
"If your good son of Knox is nomi May not trouble bis tranquil life l
crats never had a better chance to
carry the State. Allusion was made to nated for governor we will support him Breath of rest, what a balmy gust !—
Gov. Baxter’s disinclination to place most loyally (applause]. We believe Quit of the city’s heat and dust.
Jostling down by the winding road.
any political appointments down here he would make a splendid governor."
Through the orchard ways of his quaint abode.
Saying that he had often been told Tether the horse, as we onward fare
in Knox County. “But if Gov. Baxter
wanted a new dog, and it suited him, that he was on the wrong side of the Under the pear-trees trailing there,
And thumping the wooden bridge at night
he wouldn't care whether it came from fence, Mr. Redonnett declared that he With lumps of ripeness and lush delight.
INSTALLED IN YOUR HOME ON
Knox County or Aroostook County,1 had rather be a doorkeeper In the Till the stream, as It maunders on till dawn.
said Mr. Packard. The speaker said house of the Lord than dwell In the Is powdered and pelted and smiled upon.
FIVE DAYS’ TRIAL
that the Republicans have increased tents of the wicked. He asserted that Herr Weiser, with his wholesome face,
PRICE:
the county taxes 50 percent since the Woodrow Wilson had bien erucifled in And the gentle blue of his eyes, and grace
COMPLETELY INSTALLED
Democrats were in charge and that the last election, and he prayed that Of unassuming honesty,
Be there to welcome you and me!
the debt has increased from $15,000 to this campaign must at least he fair.
And what, though the toll of the farm be
Referring to the change of the At
he didn’t know how much.
stopped
Ex-Mayor Philip Howard said the lantlc Highway the speaker said: "Gov And the tireless plans of the place »* dropped.
While the prayerful master’s knees are set
Baxter
may
not
in
any
way
be
to
blame
general feeling is that the country Is
In beds of pansy and mignonette
on the verge of a great political for this, but If the curses of indignan And lily and aster and columbine
citizens
will
send
him
to
any
place
ex
Offered
In love, as yours and mine.
change. His memory carried him back
16 years to the time when he was a cept happinness he will be there."
What, but a blessing of kindly thought.
Ex-,Senator Gardner was the last Sweet as the breath of forge: me not
member of the State ciunmittee and
when the party nominated a candidate speaker. Part of the crowd had left What, but a spirit of lustrous love
as the aster he bends above!—
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
for governor who made a splendid when he arose, but the remainder gave White
What, but an odorous memory
showing running ahead of his ticket him a most enthusiastic reception.
Of the dear old man. made known to me
"This Is tire first opportunity I hay In days demanding a help like his.
not only in his home city and county,
As sweet as the life of the Illy is-—
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at thia office and but in every Congressional district and had to meet with you at one of your As sweet as the soul of a babe, bloom-wiae
examine style If you already hare a plate nearly every county. That man was banquets," said Mr. Gardner, "but
Bom of a lib In paradise
bring it tn and let ua print you cattla In lateal
—James Whitcomb Blley.
Obadiah Gardner [applause] and that this is a sample of what you can do on

RADIOLAII

$100.00

House-Sherman, Inc.
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Roek'.and. Jan. 24, 1924.

Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie. who on
oath declares tbal he la [ireasuian Io the office

ot the Rockland Puhltahlna t'o.. and that of

the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan. 22,
1924, there ttas printed a toial of 6,168 copies.
Batura ma.

FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

THUS SAITH THE I.OKH, Call un
to me, and I will answer thee, and
show thee great and mighty things
which thou knowest not. . . . Behold.
I will bring it health1 and cure, and I
will cure them, and will reveal unto
them the abundance of peace and
truth.—Jeremiah 33:2,3,6.
2,3,6.

“KEEP COOLIDGE”
THE EDGECOMB HIGHWAY

x

It is not clear in the public mind just
what the State's intention is regarding
the construction of a State road in the
town of Edgeeomb. The traveling pub
lic sees only one logical proposition,
and that is to build the "cut-off,” a
new stretch of highway 1.03 miles in
length, which would greatly facilitate
the through traffic from P.ath to Rock
land. The Federal Government has
placed its stamp of approval upon this
proposition, which means that the
project would be the recipient of Fed
eral aid. Under these circumstances
the measure would seem to be one'of
speedy accomplishment, but it still has
to conten'd with influences which want
the proposed highway to follow tlie
present route and not divert traffic
from the highway leading to Boothbay

Harbor.
A supplementary report of the State
Highway Commission shows two of its
members in favor of the cut-off, and
one opposed. A final decision may be
expected when the Governor and Ex
ecutive Council meet Feb. 5 to act upon
the proposition. Persuasion would no'
seem to be necessary, when large and
public demand so clearly point the
way, but Rockland business men and
tiavelers in general should not sit by
silently and allow such an important
matter to go by default. The obvious
thing to do is to impress upon Gov.
Baxter and his Council the urgent
need of the direct route. If you are
one of those Interested allow no time
to pass until you have written to some
member of the Executive Council say
ing that you want to see the cut-off
built. Here is a list of th members
and their addresses: Herbert A. Lom
bard, Bridgton: Cecil F. Clark. Saco;
Rupert H. Baxter, Bath: Leroy R. Fol
som, Norridgewock; James J. Clement,
ilontville; William S. Gwen, Milo;
Robert J. Peacock, Lubec.
What will Congress do? On- often
hears this question, accompanied by
the uncomplimentary remarks for which
Congress has been the targe: from time
immemorial. Perhaps the better ques
tion to ask in these days of mixed po
litical issues is: What can Congress
do? Viewed from the party standpoint
it is a problem which any fair minded
person is willing to construe as difficult.
Bearing on this subject is th follow
ing item from the Lewiston Journal:
Congressman White of the Second
District writes friends here that the
present Congress has no real Republi
can majority and that nothing may
be expected of it, except by compro
mise. The Republicans have a major
ity only by title, not in actuality. He
says "we shall have no compromise, or
accept defeat on many controverted
matters. The tax situation is eonfusRion confounded. The Mellon plan is
altogether sensible and seems to have
caught the business interests of the
country, and the people generally. The
Democratic members of the Ways and
Means committee have offered a sub
stitute, which I do not doubt will make
a substantial appeal to voters, but
which will do little to curt the worst
features of our existing system. The
radicals have offered a third plan,
worse than that of the Democrats.
W.hat will finally pass the House is
beyond me to predict. Personally I
should rather see r.o tax bill at all
than to have some of the vicious prin
ciples of taxation which will be pro
posed, written into law."

The party custom of bestowing a
second nomination upon State olHcets
would seem to be very much at fault, if
It did not take into account the valued
service given by State Auditor Elbert
D. Hayford. True, Mr. Hayford has
served more than two years, first by
appointment to fill out the unexpired
term of Roy L. Wardwell, resigned,
and has received hut one nomination
on his own account. How admirably
qualified he was to receive that ap
pointment may he judged from the fact
that he had been serving as assistant
in the department ever since the office
was created in 1907. Not content to
follow mere routine he has ever been
on the alert for a chance to improve
the system, and his is considered to
day one of the best handled depart
ments at the State House.
A Senate investigating committee
had Edward W. Bok on the rack Mon
day seeking to find the true inwardness
of his peace plan prize contest, and
evidently quite suspicious that it was
some form of propaganda. Mr. Bok
appears to have been fully a match for
his inquisitors, and did some little
quizzing on iiis own account. And just
to prove the sincerity of his proposition
he offers to duplicate it by presenting
$100,000 to the author of any peace plan
selected by tile Senate investigating
committee as the hi at to come with
in Its notice.

.Good skating ut Chickawaukle Lake,
all parts of which are now safe.

SALE STARTS FRIDAY MOANING, JANUARY 25
As a result of Smoke and Water
we are forced to dispose of our entire
Stock of Men’s and Boys’

CLOTHING. FURNISHINGS
SHOES
RUBBERS
BE SURE AND ATTEND THIS SALE AS

Big Savings cah be Made
EVERYTHING

MUST

BE

SOLD

421 Main St. Foot of Limerock Next Door to North Nat’l. Bank
MAINE POLITICS

enced
by sectional
considerations the actors in the great political drama
dismiss ambiguity and evasion, disre
rather than broad fundamentals.
The only point upon which there is gard noise and sharpen their tools for
Democratic concurrence at present is short arm fighting.—Louis Slebold in
Opposition of Johnsen, Lowden and LaFollette Not Thought predicted on criticism of the definite the New York Herald.
policies which Mr.. Coolidge has pro
Dangerous—The Democratic Outlook.
THE WILD GRAPE
vided for his party. The majority of
Democratic leaders express the opinion
that the soundly liberal-conservative Another Correspondent Has Found
Two Varieties In Knox County.
The majority of Republican Raders f the leaders of the Republican party Republican program will force their
are so thoroughly convinced that Pres in every section of the country. He own party to adopt the radical end of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ident Coolidge will be nominated to has seen about organizing his cam the argument^
Here, as on almost every other pres
The reference to the Hope Indian
paign with grim determination that
succeed himself that they have turned connotes confidence in the outcome. ent or prospective issue which may be
garden,
made by F. S. P. in your Issue
t5v ir attention to the more speculative Up to date he has refused to accept worth considering in the Presidential
of Jan. 17 is highly interesting. Ac
campaign.
Democratic
sentiment
is
far
the Judgment of erstwhile "advisers
Democratic situation.
cording to my information there are two
Barring accidents which not infre that coming events do not justify op from unanimous. Leaders in the East varieties of wild grape to be encoun
timism. At any rate he is going after and most substantial States in the tered in Maine.
quently happen in the best regulated
the indorsement of several of the mid South probably will offer stout resist
In 1916 I found Just one very old
political families, "Cal Coolidge’s luck,”
dle Western States in which Mr. La ance to the efforts made by the sup wild grapevine. It was on the south
plus definite and popular issues, will
porters of some of the candidates for
Follette may figure actively later on.
western shore of Round Pond in Union.
win him the Republican
nomination
the Presidential nomination to tie a 1 pronounced it to be Vitis Vulpina
with little effort if present conditions
“Wheat Belt" in Doubt
radical label on it.
(River Grape) and later this was veri
continue.
Differences of opinion on this point
For some reason not entirely clear
fied by the botanical department of
The leaders of the President's party
undoubtedly
will
provide
a
vigorous
and the managers of his adequately or “the wheat belt," embracing most of and spectacular battle to help make Smithsonian Institution.
In 1918 I was very glad to find the
ganized and efficiently manned cam the transmississlppi States—the Da the New York convention w l th going
paign are completely satisfied with the kotas, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, to see. The leaders who will oppose same species growing in abundance on
outlook after discounting improbable Kansas, Colorado and one or two other the adoption of a program that will fhat historical ground near the mouth
eventualities that might affect his in the mountain States—is regarded as differ very little from that long advo I of prawfurd river, South Union, where
chances. The confidence reflected by biing still open to dispute. This prob cated by Mr. . LaFollette will un the first settlors of Union landed.
Gn the late George Morse place,
the country generally in the Presi ably is the reason for the activities of doubtedly strive to bring about the
dent’s political, as well as his admin the supporters of Mr. Lowden, who acceptance of a liberal rather than a going up over Barrett Hili from Union
to Hope, there were in 1916 quantities
istrative ability, is clearly reflected by have been extremely industrious in radical platform.
of wild grape vines which I identified
continued trend of party thought in his Iowa, Illinois. Missouri. Indiana, Min
This
plan
is
understood
to
conform
nesota, Wisconsin and Kansas. The
as the Vitis pahrusca (Northern Fox
direction.
basis for the confidence of Mr. Low to the judgment of Woodrow Wilson, Grape). This species is reported as
to
whom
the
largest
number
of
Demo

Only Weak Spot Found
den's managers, the personnel of which
growing from Chesterville, Maine,
cratic leaders undoubtedly will turn
Th cnly weak spot that holds out is pretty much the same as it was four tor counsel. The leaders who will south to the mountains of Georgia. A
any hope to the less conservative ele years ago, is not revealed. There is no support Mr. Wilson’s judgment are few miles beyond the Morse place,
American Walnut
ment captained by Hiram
Johnson, question, however, that the Lowden convinced that the adoption of a rad above the Wilbur Hilt farm in Hope,
Robert La Follette and the supporters managers, whose methods involved ical plaform would lose the support is another tangle of the same kind ot
he Brunswick “Royal” of Frank Lowdep and Federal Judge the former Illinois Governor in of voters in the East and the less emo wild grape, growing near some build
ings. We find this Northern Fojf
Kenyon who are locking for an scandal that operated against his
today is one of the most opening to give the President battle in chances are trying to cheek Coolidge tional of the Middle Western States Grape "is a parent of the Isabella,
that
might
otherwise
be
induced
to
Catawba and Concord grapes.**
the Cleveland convention turns square sentiment in the Western agricultural accept a liberal program.
popular console models.
Lilian A. Cole.
ly upon the prospective alignment of section, presumably on the theory that
A good dual sf midnight oil is being
An early selection is im conservative sentiment as opposed to without this support Mr. Coolidge may expended by ardent Democrats, who Union, Jian. 21.
the program offered by Mr. Johnson be beaten for the nomination.
think they can produce a program half
perative, as our supply of and Mr. La Follette.
Efforts to induce Judge Kenyon to
HERALD BLOCK COMPANY
way between the conservative Repub
enter the lists in the wheat belt appa
It
is
considered
probable
that
Sen

lican policies expected and the radical
instruments is limited.
The Herald Block Company has been
ator Johnson and Mr. La Follette who rently have failed. When he resigned structure which Mr. McAdoo and Mr.
to date have found tlie Presidential from the Senate he appeared to have as Bryan will insist upon. Mr, Bryan, organized to conduct a real estate busi
waters extremely uncomfortable and good a chance as any man in the Re who by the way,' is not without hope ness in Camden; capital stock. $10,000,
Royal Console Phonograph . Si 15,00
heavy going, will concentrate their fire publican party of winning the Presi that the Presidential lightning may all common; nothing paid in; par
Three Record Albums, 2 10-in.,
on the conservative political and so- dential nomination. Since his appoint strike him for the fourth time, has not value of shares, $100; three shares
> iz-in...................................... 4,00
called reactionary financial elements ment to the Federal bench, however, he permitted his critics to doubt Ids own subscribed; directors—President, Alan
Ten 10-in. D. F. Black Label
which favor Mr. Coolidge. In tills re has discouraged friends and admirer* ambition. His candid advocacy of a L. Bird of Rockland; treasurer, Jessie*
Records, your selection
. 7.50
spect the campaign of the pronounced who believe he could win the support combination between the radical Re M. Stewart of Thomaston; and Lillian
libera! forces supporting Mr. Johnson of the so-called progressives in the publicans led by Mr. LaFollette and B. Barter of Rockland.
$126.50 and the radical groups acclaiming Mr. middle and far West. Hence It is that the Demoeratio party has prepared the
La Follette is expected to run on all the only opposition to Prisident Cool supporters of Mr. Wilson and backers
BIG COURTROOM 8CENE
TERMS TO SUIT BUYERS
idge that seems probable during the
Come In and Have Us Demonstrate fours with Democratic strategy later next four months will turn upon the of almost a score of aspirants for the
Piesidenti&l nomination for a show In “If Winter Comes,” One of tho
on.
Mr. Johnsen ar.d Mr. La Follette will success or failure of Mr. Johnson and down in the New York convention.
Book’s Most Impressive Incidents.
Mr.
La
Follette
and
Mr.
Lowden.
orally paint the lTesident as the crea
Up to date Mr. McAdoo, whose sup
Unless there develops one of the un porters have contributed the must , The courtroom scene in the William
EXCLUSIVE BRUNSWICK DEALER ture of “big business" and reactionary
standpat politicians in his party. The expected shifts in the Republican situa r.cise to the preliminary Presidential Fox screen version of A. S. M. Hutch
ROCKLAND
California liberal and the Wisconsin tion that infrequently upset the calcu tryout, has displayed skill of a high inson's/novel "If Winter Comes,” which
radical who are engaged in competi lations of professional leaders the coder in dodging present nnd prospec will be siiown at the Park Theatre
tion over the right to use the Roosevelt managers of the President will exper tive Issues. He wifi have to declare next Monday and Tuesday, is one of the
To have your films promptly trade mark of "Progressivlsm” have ience little difficulty in outplaying Mr. himself one way or the other later on, the most impressive incidents in the
already opened up on the President Johnson. Mr. La Follette and Mr. Low of course, when competitors and un hook. The' examination of the dazed
1 because of his alleged lack of sympa den at every point of strategic import sympathetic leaders tackle the job of anil suffering Mark Sabre by the law
developed and printed
thy with "progressive” principals. No ance.
smoking him out on foreign, the wet yer whom the author has given the
other catch phrase has been or Is lieing
and dry and domestic economic mat nickname of “Humpo" wins instant
send or bring them to
Democratic
Situation
Different
'so variously interpreted and confis
ters like tax redaction and the bonus. sympathy for the solely tried man.
The confused .conditions prevailing
The Democratic situation is the di
cated to individual uses as the term
Tlie twisted, misshapen body of the
‘progressive.” The Roosevelt trade rect antithesis to that which prevails on the Democratic side probably wifi little lawyer seems but the outward
mark has been worn so thoroughly on the Republican aide. Instead of | increase as time goes on and new men manifestation of his keen mind and re
/threadbare it has come to be without there being one leudtr as is the case n take a hand in the fiay. Up to date lentless spirit as he bends all his ener
I definite meaning, although Mr. La Fol the Republican side there are a score there are a round dozen ardent souls1 gies to connecting Mark with the death
lette and Mr. Johnson apparently are of li aders on the Democratic. The j utaking war medicine to use againkt of Effie Bright. Leslie King, who emparty of Jefferson and Wilson is also Mr. McAdoo and each other. Within hodles this part in the picture, brings
mot convinced of the fact.
Mr. Johnson is still full of tight de conceded to be almost bankrupt in | the next mi nfH—or two it is highly, out all the cruelty and vindictive force
spite the discouraging attitude of most the natter of issues aud to he iullu- probable that tie list will inciease andj ol the lawyer's nature.

ti n. In view of our long friendship I
shall not permit my name to be en
The two candidates fur the Republi tered in tiie Nebraska primary.*’
can nomination for Governor, Frank
G. Farrington of Augu.ta. president of
the Maine Senate, ari l State Sena; r
Ralph O. Brewster of Pcrtland, ar
busy in what promises to he one cf the
liveliest primary lights for many years.
The deplorable and sudden death of
“ROYAL
ex-Mayor Day of Bangor who had
started since the first of January a vig
with a set of record al
orous campaign for the Republican
nomination for Governor, has given
bums and ten records
rise to discussion as to the probable
disposition of his support.
It is quite certain that the strength
50
represented by ix-Governnr Cobh and
his associates will go to Mr. Farring
ton but the opinion is expressed that
PAYMENTS THAT ARE EASY
most of the other support for Mr. Day (
is at the present time quite mobile and
that its final disposition is very prob
lematical.
• • • •

PARTY

Brunswick
0

As Bryan Secs It

,

The Demo ratie party will face the I
voters in the Presidential campaign in
November with a platform calling for
taxation and tariff reduction, a sol
diers’ bonus and legislation to aid la
bor and agriculture, and a general !
program opposed to class governnv nt,
William Jennings Bryan, thrice candi
date for the Presidency, declared Mon
day night ut a dinner given in honor
of J'ames G. Gerard, former ambassa
dor to Germany.
The primary issue in the campaign
which he predicted would be the most
hotly contested iti many years, Mr.
Bryan said would be taxation. The
speaker hotly criticized the present
Republican administration leaders for
their alleged refusal to aid the form
ers. declaring the refusal was based
not on hostility to agriculture but on
an. unconscious bias in favor of com
mercial interests.
He asserted the
Democrats intended remediable legis
lation both for the farmers and for la
bor which, he declared, had suffered
by judicial nullification cf protecting
la ws.
Mr. Bryan reiterated his intention
ot presenting to the Demo vatic con
vention, if he is nominated a delegate,
the name of Dr. E. E. Murphee. presi
dent of the University of Florida, who.
he said, was qualified in every respect
to serve his country.
• * « «
6cnator Underwood of Alabama,
candidate for the Democratic nomina
tion for President in an address at
Cleveland, Ohio, Tuesday hurled de
fiance at tile Ku Klux Kian and served
notices that lie will demand that his
party in the national convention next
June write into its declaration of
principles the plank of the Democratic
platform of 1. 36 denouncing tlie KnowNothing movement of that period.
"That declaration my friends is as ap
plicable to the Ku Klux Kian of to
day as it was to the Know-Nothings
of ’56," he said.
• • • •
William G. M Adoo's name will not
lie entered o.i the Nebraska primary
lor tlie Deni) ratic Presidential n unination he wired Gov. Charles W. Hryij.n
Tuesday. Tile telegram said: Am in
formed that your name has been men
tioned with the Presidential nomina-
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V. F. STUDLEY

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

I

WILL

“KEEP

COOLIDGE”
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Fuller - Cobb-Davi s

OOMINS NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 35—Rockland, Basketball (League!.
Rockland High School vs. Llnco:u Academy.
Jan. 25—Methebenec Club uieeta with Mrs.
C. W. Sheldon, Masonic street.
Jan. 25—Installation of Officers,fto’dcn Rod
Chapter, O. E. S.
Jan. 28—Meeting of Parent-Teacher Associa
tion in High School Building,
Jan. 28—Republican Club meets with Mrs.
Esther It. Bird, Limerock stret.
Jan 30—Public auction party at the Cop
per Kettle, benefit B. & P. W. Club.
Feb. 2—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Pioneer Grange, East Union.
Feb. 4—Monthly meeting of City Government.
Feh. 6—Rockport, Basketball (Ix-aguel Rock
land High School vs. Rockport High School.
Feh. 7—Camden—Senator Raipli Brewster of
Portland addresses Hoard of Trade on “Town
Management.''
Feb. 8—Camden, Basketball (League! Rock
land High vs. Camden High.
Feb. 15—Vinalhaven—Valt-ntine Ball under
auspices V. H. S.
Feb. 15—Basketball (League! Rockland High
School vs. Camden High School in the Arcade.
Feb. 18-23'—Annual Community Fair.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Camden—Annual Ball of Atlantic
Engine Co.
Feb. 22-23—Winter carnival at Damariscotta.
Feb. 25-March 9—Special meetings led by
Dr. G. R. Stair, First Baptist Church.

Fred Smallwood has been engaged as
steward at the Elks Home.

.............................................................. $10.00

All $12.50 Ccats reduced to ........................................................................$7.50
All $7.50 and $8.50 Coats reduced to.......................................................... $5.00

All $6.00 Coats reduced to.........................................................................— $4.00
A few left in sizes from 8 to 12 years.

Also reduced.

We can add the FUR COLLAR to any Coat at a little extra charge.

L. E. BLACKINGTON

fear”

310 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND

Let ’em grow up indifferent to it.

Raincoats, storm coats, mackinaws,
sweaters, everything to wear, any
and everywhere.
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Men’s heavy all wool Knickers, $6.50.

STORE CLOSED FRIDAY, 2.00 P.
M. TO 3.00 P. M. DURING THE
FUNERAL OF THE LATE CAPT.
AL. CAMPBELL.

Fuller - Cobb-Davis

place at Masonic Temple, Friday even
ing. There will be a musical program
and refreshments will lie served. Each
memiber is' privileged to invite one
guest.

Schooner Frank Brainerd, which was
reported in Portland newspapers as re
pairing in Belfast, is at the plant of
the Camden Yacht building & Marine
Railway Co. teeing practically rebuilt.
The work will occupy about two
months.

Clark Island is being denuded of its
fir and spruce trees, in ■ the interests
of tha pulp industry. John Willett,
who has charge of the work, informs
The Courier-Gazette that he can give
employment to more cutters.

Don’t forget the (lance at Odd Fel
The Davis Garment shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is now having a lows hall Friday evening, the 25th.
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats, One of the old-fashioned kind.—adv.
10-11
<1 'esses and a few fur coats.—adv.

Salvation Army Citadel
10-11

COBB’S
Yes, we have Strawberries
MUSHROOMS, SPINACH, CAULIFLOWER
RIPE TOMATOES, STRING BEANS, CELERY, ENDIVES
and all the other goodies

NEW LOT CALIFORNIA NAVEL ORANGES, 15 for 25c
FLORIDA GRAPE FRUIT, 5 for.........................................................25c

NEW PRUNES, 3 pounds, 25c
NEW LAYER FIGS, largest size, pound...................... 35c
PlII.LED FIGS, for eating or cooking, pound...................................23c
NODHEADS, KINGS and McINTOSH REDS, peck................. .. 50c
(While they last)
TRY OUR SALTED GREENS
with
SALT SPARERIBS, HAM BUTTS, PIG’S

KNUCKLES

1 .FAN PORK, ETC.—Guaranteed Clean and Wholesome

EVERYTHING IN BEEF, VEAL AND LAMB

OYSTERS—In the Shell and Out
CLAMS—In the Shell and Out
I SCALLOPS, FINNAN HADDIE, HADDOCK,
SLACK SALTED COD AND POLLOCK
BOX FISH, FISH BITS, BLOATERS,
BONELESS SMOKED HERRING,
SALT MACKEREL, HERRING,
TONGUES AND SOUNDS

CONSOLIDATED BREAD

J. F.
GREGORY
SONS CO.

H. N. Brazier of Warrenton Park,
Rockport, is to be a candidate for the
416-418 MAIN STREET
Democratic sheriff nomination, his
friends say, and an early announce
ment is predicted. Mr. Brazier is a
Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robinson are
prominent Granger, and during the
at "The Laurie” for the winter.
last term of Supreme Court was fore
man of one of the traverse juries.
The tourist-eamp committee of the
Chamber of Commerce will have a
A new name mentioned in connection meeting at the headquarters this after
with the Democratic mayoralty nomi noon at 4 o’clock.
nation is that of Walter T. Prescott of
Broadway. City Clerk E. R. Keene,
Pleasant Valley Grange will install
who has also been mentioned, informs its officers Tuesday evening. Refresh
a Courier-Gazette reporter in quite em ments of cake, sandwiches and coffee
phatic terms that he is not a candi will be served. Members are asked to
date. His friends were still insisting furnish same.
this morning that they would not ac
cept his “no” as final.
Bill Williams clad in a Mah Jong

ALL THIS WEEK

TRAINER’S BREAD AND PASTRY

If you can’t find what you want to eat COME TO COBB’S—or
COME TO COBB’S first and save the trouble

COBB’S

CLEAN

out

Don’t let healthy kids be afraid of
any kind of weather.

SEE OAK STREET WINDOW FOR DISPLAY

RUMMAGE SALE

QUALITY

“Cast

Here are clothes that will do it.

A genuine treat for fun lovers will
be on tap tonight at the Methodiat ves
try when John A. Karl, Mrs. Grace
Rollins and Mrs. Nettie Stewart will
T
Rev. Dr. Roderick J. Mooney will
take part in a side-splitting dialogue.
At the stockholders’ annual meeting "Mac” Gilchrtst, Thomaston’s famous continue ns pastor of the Elm street
This
last week the Livingston Manufac reader, will participate and there will Universalist church. Auburn.
decision came after a meeting on Sunday
turing Co. electeel this board of direc be a musical program in addition.
at which the parish refused to accept
tors: W. O. Fuller (president), R. A.
The business of the Huston-Tuttle his resignation handed in at the annual
Crie (vice president), F. J. Bicknell
The opposition to
(vice president), P. P. Bicknell, (gener Book Co., which lias been carried on meeting Jan. 7.
al manager, treasurer and secretary), H. under the direction of E. B. MacAllister his resignation was marked among the
N. McDougall, E. M. Stubbs, G. II. as trustee, since the death of the late church members, and when he finally
Elethen, C. H. Morey and Arthur B. proprietor C. E. Tuttle, Is being taken expressed his decision on Sunday to
Packard. The report of the business over by the latter’s son, Irving Tuttle. remain with the church, be was loudly
ut the close cf the first year under the The new manager is a former Bowdoin applauded and a general wave of
munagi ment of P. P. Bicknell showed student, and has been familiarizing pleasure swept the congregation.
the company to be in a highly pros himself with the business during the
We can’t send gold fish by mail but
s
perous condition. The usual semi-an past year.
we are going to give them away if you
nual dividend was declared.
Milton SI. Griffin, clerk of courts for come for them soon. Watch for the
Come early if you want some of the Knox county, received Tuesday an im big ad. Kittredge Pharmacy.—adv.
gold fish due at Kittredge Pharmacy portant communication from Raymond
F, Crist, commisstener of naturaliza
next week.—ndv.
tion, Rtating that altar March 3, of this
. SALVATION ARMY
Tonight—Mac Gtlchrest, John A. year, soldiers cannot be naturalized as
they
have
been
in
the
past.
They
must
Karl, Mrs. Grace Rollins and Mrs. Net
tie Stewart give readings at the Meth go through the regular form, as do
odist vestry in addition to a musipa! other aliens. In the past it has been
the custom for soldiers to be natural
program tonight.—adv.
ized in a much 'simpler manner, hut the
The ladies of St. l’eters Guild will one year period following the return
hold a cooked food sale at the Burpee of ail American troops to the United
Furniture Store Saturday afternoon, States, expired last Thursday.
Jan. 26.
10-11

Fish
Department

ON

(Cantilever’s Excepted)

The sandstorms which are seen in
the movies have nothing on the clouds
The annual meeting of the stock
of dust which yesterday’s high winds holders of the Camden Anchor-Rock
were raising on Park atreet. Wow !
land Machine Co. will be held at the
offlee of the corporation in Camden at
Yesterday was Ideal for skating and 2 o'clock next Wednesday afternoon.
Ice boating on Chickawaukle Lake and Officers are to be elected.
■muny took advantage of the moderate
temperature, fresh breeze and smoothThe installation of the officers of
as-glass surface,
Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S., takes

A chance to talk over the local po
litical situation will be given the wo
men who attend the Republican Club
meeting Monday night to be held at the
home of Mrs. Esther B. Bird, 37 Lime
rock street.

SALE

OVERCOATS,
SHEEPSKINS,
MEN’S SHOES
WOMEN’S BOOTS AND SHOES

Some have fur collars.

Miss Elizabeth Morey, formerly of
Tlie Courier-Gazette linotype staff, Is
now employed by the Knox Messenger.

Albert H. Rogers, representing the
New Jersey Paint Works, Harry Louderbough Inc., Wayne and Fremont
streets, Jersey City, N. J., was a caller
at The Courier-Gazette office Tuesday.

,

MEN’S SUITS,

Materials, Carpol’s Hair, Polaire and Chinchilla.

Hats to match.

WEEK

SPECIAL PRICES

Colors, Tan, Blue, Reindeer, Red.
All $15.00 Coats reduced to

THIS

STOCK-TAKING

AFTER

Opportunity to SAVE MONEY on your Boy’s or Girl’s
Coat, from two years to six years. We have carried over
an unusually large stock of small sizes. About twentyfive coats to select one from.

Lucius H. Jones was in Lewiston
yesterday attending a meeting of Cen
tral Maine Power Co. store managers.

James Doherty refereed a series of
sparring bou^s in Damariscotta last
night, giving as usual, much satisfac
tion. He pocketed a nice little fee for
his night’s work.

ALL

SERVICE

SANITARY

shirt nt Willis Ayer’s store Tuesday
afternoon was the envy of the entire
Brook. The shirt was built on the
principle of a crazy quilt, only more so.
The first person who saw it started on
the double quick for box 25.

Ralph Esancy. who has been at Knox
Hospital the past 13 weeks, recover
ing from gunshot wounds in the hack
of his left leg, returned to his home
in Appleton yesterday.
The young
man’s mishap was due to the accidental
discharge of the gun when he dropped
it.

READ BAPTIST’S HEADS
Rev. Frederick Olsen Gives
Baptist Men’s League a
Striking Example of Phren
ology.

ROCKLAND HIGH vs. LINCOLN ACADMEY
FRIDAY AT THE ARCADE

+

^Monuments

STEVENS 44
DAIRY RATION

CANDY
SPECIALS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Our Gum Diggers have just arrived
from the Northern Maine woods with a
nice lot of Pure Spruce Gum. Mail
orders pron*>tly filled at 50 cents per
ounce. C. H. Moor & Co., Druggists,
Rockland, Me.
11-12
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
will hold a rummage sale in the ves
try Friday, Jan. 30, starting at 9
o’clock a. m.
11-13
Tk* charge tor Mblwamc * Card of Think,
U
coat*. cub to Ksompuy th* otdtt.

H

At the ARCADE, FRIDAY (tomorrow night)
THAT’S THE QUESTION

Members of the Baptist Men’s
League last night were given the power
Is it better to let these High School Athletic Teams struggle
to see themselves as others see them.
along with no support and eventually to have to give up competi
tive interschool athletics, or is it better to come down to the
The medium by which this was brought
Arcade and watch the best boys’ team Dockland has had for years
about was a skilled phrenologist, Rev.
do battle with tho League Champ ons? The team must have money
Frederick Olsen by name.
—ah, There’s the Rub ! So come down tomorrow night.
Mr. Olsen is pastor of the People's
Church in South Portland—a quiet,
It will be a battle royal..
mild mannered man, who proved to ba
amazingly at home on the subject of
reading character Via the overhead
route. With bis almost superhuman
faculty he combines the essentials of
a brilliant humorist, und for once at
least the Open Forum of the Baptist
Men’s League had more than its match
when it came to the question box.
"Fools rush in where angels fear to
On account of the unprecedented de
tread,” said Pope. The rush was not
Scarlet fever and measles are
quite so great last night after several mand to hear Frederic Olsen, the
supposed to be the most contag
of the inquisitors had broken their speaker of the Business and Profes
ious during the first two or three
lances against Mr. Olsen’s armor.
sional Women's Club tu.lght, the ladles
days. Another argument for separat
The Soutli Portland pastor took for have concluded to have the meeting in
ing at once the sick from the well.
his first subject George E, Torrey, and the Congn Rational vestry. The hour
Rockland Reel Cross.
immediately gained status ns a reader is S o'clock. Mr. Olsen will address the
of character, explaining ns he went dull members and their guests on "The
1865
1928
along how phrenologists draw their Romance of the Human Face.” His
conclusions from cranial characteris talk Is accompanied by demonstrations
tics.
and is so heartily recommended by
There were three in his next class ofj those who have had the privilege of
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
subjects—Frank H. Ingraham, Judge L. hearing him speak that members are
R. Campbell and Dr. It. W. Bickford. given the privilege of bringing guests
WALDOBORO, ME.
His conclusions were so apt that the for the evening. Musical numbers
spectators fairly shouted their approv given are to be by Miss Gladys Jones,
al. Next came Judge Frank B. Miller, accompanied by Mrs. Benjamin Perry.
BORN
ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner and W.
Leach—Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity Hos
O. Fuller—characterized by the phren
pital, Jan. 23, to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard S.
ologist as a "trinity of ‘nuts.’ ”
Leach, a daughter.
Esancy—Union, Jan. 14, to Mr. nnd Mrs.
At the conclusion of a delightful
Robert Esancy, a daughter—Caro Gwendolyn.
evening Mr. Olsen examined tlie head
Cohen—Roxbury. Mass.. Jan. —, to Mr. and
of the League's popular president, J.
Mrs. Abraham Cohen, a son.
N. Southard, and once more his de
r
ductions were such as to astonish his
MARRIED
hearers, with their accuracy.
Elliot Langsellc—Salem, Mass., Jan. 22. I)r.
Henry Elliot, formerly of Thomaston and Miss
Earle C. Dow of Rockport was ad
Mary Langselle of Salem.
mitted to membership.
The supper was an especially pleas
DIED
ing one.

Nicholas Palermo and Sehy V. An
drews of the Thomas Cusack Company,
New York, are painting large and at
tractive Park & Pollard signs on the
Capt. Willard A. Mills, wha made a
building ot tha Rockland Grain Com
wartime cruise to the Mediterranean
pany, whicA iiafc. the local agency for
in t'he frigate Constellation and who
the Parlt & Pollard feeds.
was reported to have crossed Penobscot
Bay more times than any other man.
Folks who are’down town o’nights died nt his home on Gay street last
find it extremely pleasing to the eye night. He was night watchman after
to gaze into the windows of Daniels’ leaving the steamboat service. Funeral
Jewelry store, where tinted lights shed services will be held from the home on
their delicate rays over the tastefully Gay street at 2 o’clock Saturday.
arranged contents. The colors are par
ticularly pretty and are changed with
Rockland lost another of her oldfrequency.
time sea captains yesterday in the
death of Capt. Joseph Albert Campbell
Loral fishermen probably wouldn’t at his home on North Main street. Fu
think of hunting for angleworms at neral services will he held tomorrow
this season of the year. And yet one afternoon at 2 o’clock from the resi
struggled out of the frozen ground dence of his brother, Judge L. It.
somehow last Sunday and wriggled Campbell, 26 Granite street. Obituary
over the icy surface as contentedly as notice will appear in the Saturday is
if it were midsummer and there had sue.
just been a rain storm. The curiosity
was espied by Carleton, son of William
Salt water bathing at 4 oclock in the
Gregory, who pointed it out to daddy morning with the temperature not
for confirmation of what might other over-much above zero, may be a fash
wise have sounded like an Improbable ionable sport in some quarters, but no
story. Mystery is, how the worm got more for Roland ltnckliffe, Whose punt
back into winter quarters after Mon upset near Maine Central wharf this
day's big freeze.
morning and left him struggling in the
icy water, A Carnegie medal possibly
The numerous friends of Mrs. Wal awaits Harold Look who assisted him
lace Reed Tarbox of Fryeburg, past from the depths. But Roland is also
National President of the Ladies of the stuff of which heroes are made
Grand Army of the Republic, Will and he got out 400 pounds of lobsters
learn with deep regret thnt Mrs. Tar- before he would go home to change
box had another severe fall on the icy his wet clothes.
street several days ago, from which it
is feared she will be unable to re
The smoke and water sale resulting
cover rapidly. Mrs. Tarbox, who had from the recent fire at M. Berman A
not wholly recovered from a fall she Son's clothing store begins tomorrow
sustained in the summer, was pre and is sure to draw a big crowd, not
paring to close her home and spend only from this city, but the surround
the remainder of the winter in Port ing towns. The entire stock of men’s
land where friends were hoping she and boys' clothing, furnishings, shoes,
would be persuaded to resume her etc., is to be disposed of in order that
former activities and render the val the firm may start anew. The prices
uable assistance she is so wonderfully will be gauged to correspond with the
capable of.
desire to close out this stock, much of
which was but little damaged.—adv.
Down in Miami, Fla., Harry Daniels
reads with much interest the winter
doings up in Rockland, through the
medium of The Courier-Oazette. In
a letter to a member of the staff he
says: “I note the paragraph about the
bluebirds feeding on Camden street at
this time of year, and the fnct that
they did not go south. They should
take a lesson from the robins. You
FOR : :
know this sleek, immaculate, cocky
redbreast that we see on the lawns
in Rockland in the summer, hunting
worms; and find him In the trees
stealing cherries, and then hopping into
the strawberry patch. Well, he is here
every winter, und such a little bum.
lie Is soused from the time he arrives
until he leaves.
His feathers are
rallied nnd dirty, his eyes have an
'atta boy’ expression, and he doesn’t
seem to care how he looks as long as
lie can get the cottonwood berries to
feed on ami keep stewed. If those
bluebirds ever find this out, you'll miss
them.’’
Another lot of those gold fish will
he given away, by the same gold
fish deal as before at the Kittredge
Pharmacy.—adv.

TO BE OR NOT TO BE

Peanut Squares, lb. .34
Peanut Cluster, b. .34
Cocoanut Gems, lb. .34
New Crop Spanish
Peanuts (salted)
lb...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .25
Necco Assorted
Chocolates, lb. .. .35
Largest

Assortment

of

SALTED

NUTS in the City

WEYMOUTH’S
402 MAIN ST., Opp. Western Union

A complete ration
made by dairymen
for dairymen: per
fectly balanced, containing
no mill-waste" and useless
“by-products."
For world-beating, record-smashing
milk and butter yields, feed Stevens
“44.” Always look for tho Ted
disk, the cow and the “ 44.”

—

Campbell—Rockland, Jan. 23, (’apt. J. Al
bert Campbell, aged 76 years, 6 months, 23 days.
Funeral aervlces at 2 o’clock Friday from 26
Granite street.
Mllto—Rockland, Jan. 23, ('apt. Willard A.
Mills, aged 90 years. Funeral Saturday at 2
o’clock from the family residence, 48 (.’ay
street.
Curtis—Bangor, Jan. 22, Lillian Dinsmore
Curtis, aged 40 years. Funeral Saturday 2 p.
m. from Crozier funeral parlors.
Gregory— Union, Jan. 22, Gladys M., daugh
ter of Hattie K. Gregory, aged 23 years, 11
months. 29 days. Funeral Friday 2 p. m. from
her late home, Glcncove.
Dow—Pleasantville, Warren, Jan. 20, Alfred
Dow, Jr., aged 23 years.
Ewell—-Waldoboro, Jan. 16, WUllard J. Ewell.
Berry—La Grange, III., Jan. —, George 11.
Berry, formerly of Camden, aged 66 years.
CARD OF THANKS

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
TEL. 800.

46 PARK ST.

ACEMTM «rOR

CARD OF THANK8

//a fc/ 6

I’OULTRYFE EDS

11-13

EXTRA

We wish to express our appreciation of the
many acts of kindness extended to us during
our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Fred J. Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Albert T.
Adams.

We wish io extend our thanks to the Ladles
Aid and to our friends who so kindly remein
hered ua with the generous gift of money and
other presents; to make our birthdays cheerful
ones.
London Burgess, Marjorie Burgess.
North Waldoboro, Jan. 22.
•

TROUSERS
FREE

FOR TWO WEEKS
WITH

THE

INTERNATIONAL

LINE

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND

GOOD

VALUES

FOR BALANCE OF THE WEEK
Very fancy milk fed Chickens, lb......................... 35c
Small Swift Premium Hams, about 8 lbs. ea. lb. 28c
The well known Sinclair Bacon, sliced, lb............. 35c
By the strip, lb.................................................... 30c
(There io no better bacon at any price)

Nice New Raisins, 2 packages for...................... 25c
Salted Greens, 2 pounds for................................... 25c
Nice Dairy Butter, pound........................................ 55c
5 lb. Bags Whole of the Wheat Flour................. 40c
This health flour is far ahead of tho ordinary Graham and ia
having a wonderful tai*.

Nice Home Made Sausage.
Salt Mackerel.

Tongues and Sounds.
Salt Herring.

If you are doing any painting or varnishing in your
home, we have Paints and Varnishes for all pur
poses. Ask us what to use.

J. A. JAMESON COMPANY
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A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the events which
Interested Rockland and vicinity fur
three weeks ending Jan. 24, 1S99.

morial hall. Frank Canning was floor
director, assisted by Jartves H. Pater
son, Alex. Simpson and Charles W.
Reese.
Dr. L. W. Hadley returned to Appleton with a bride, formerly Miss Helen
Tyler of Bradley.
Rev. Isaac Sawyer, who died in Ger
mantown, Penn., was pastor of the
Second Baptist church, Thomaston in
the Fifties.
tEdwin W. Anderson until recently a
farmer in Warren, was killed when a
passenger train struck his top buggy
in North Waldoboro.
The general trade sto-’e of the Booth
Bros. & Hurricane Isle Granite Co.
and the Cogan boarding house at Hur
ricane Isle were destroyed by fire with
a loss of $10,000. Thomas W. Sullivan
was manager of the store and Edwin
C. Patterson was clerk.
Rev. Eben Creighton of Thomaston
became pastor of the Baptist church in
Newbury, N. Y.
Hon. Edward K. O’Brien died in
Thomaston, aged 60. He had served
in the Maine Senate, and was a candi
date for Congress against James G.
Blaine. He was a shipbuilder, lime
manufacturer and banker.
Joe Kittredge of Vinalhaven was ac
cidentally shot in the cheek by the
discharge of a revolver which he was
examining.
C. H. Washburn was elected presi
dent of the Thomaston National Bank.
E. Brown was elected superintendent
of the Baptist Sunday School in
Thomaston.

Every-Other-Day

-a

Grit

Successful Poultry Raising Calls Among
other Things For Sheik and Grits Rich In
Lirrjfe. We Manufacture a Natural Sea
Shell Grit Actually Loved By Wild and
Dolnestic Fowl.

The High School organized a roller
polo league. The trams were made up
thus:
First class. F. Rhodes and
Thomas rushers, Jordan center, R.
Rhodes halfback. Skinner goal: second
class, Hall and Veazie rushers. Baker
center, Knowlton halfback. Holmes
goal; third class, Ames and Tibbetts
A generous sample will be sent to any address free.
rushers; E. Campbell center, Bird half
Just send us a pest card.
back, F. Campbell goal; fourth class,
f
Brown and Smith rushers, G. Camp
bell center, Mcro halfback, Richardson
goal, Rockland's professional team at
that time comprised Murphy. Dawson.
Fitzgerald, Moran and Cushman, and
»>'
Rockland, Maine
The Courier-Gazette’s claim for it was
that it was "capable of defeating any
polo team in existence.’’
Miss Winifred G. Hill of Massa
chusetts was elected submaster of
Rockland High School in place of J. E.
Rhodes, 2d, who resigned.
The name of John Thomas appeared
touched. Itobbiify’ orchestra furnished
five times in the Rockland city direc
ROCKPORT
music for the evening. A bountiful
tory among the five being a minister
supper was served after which came
and a deputy sheriff.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Robbins of
the social hour which was greatly en
N. B. Conant was elected prophet of
Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
joyed.
Nahamada Tribe, I. O. R. M.
and Mrs. Edgar Smith.
NORTH HOPE
Manager Prescott of the movies is
Charles E. Littlefield was a candi
Mrs. Addie Carver of Vinalhaven IS
treating his patrons to a new thing the guest of her daughter Mrs. Albert
date for Representative to Congress to
lately.
He
has
Sherman
’
s
Orchestra
succeed the late Nelson Dingley.
Adams for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall of Appleto furnish music and it is surely draw
Daniel Andrews who died at his ton were dinner guests of W. E. Hall
There will be a social at the Metho
ing
the
people.
Many
people
care
home in West Rockport, would have
dist church next Monday evening.
Sunday,
afterwards
calling
on
their
more
for
the
mp^ic
than
for
the
pic

seen three different centuries had he
Rev. L. G. March of Dover-Foxcroft,
tures. Those who attend the pictures
lived four- months longer.
He was brother George.
District Superintendent will be pres
at
the
town
hall
tonight
will
witness
eight years old when Robert Fulton
George Peabody of Appleton has been
ent and sing.
one of the most thrilling pictures seen
sailed on the Hudson in the Claremont, sawing wood with his gasoline sawing
Mrs. Calista Cole left -by boat Mon
for
some
time.
.jtSvelyn
Greeley
and
and well remembered many incidents outfit for Loring Athcarn and W. E
day night for Boston enroute to Roch
Carlyle
Blackwi^
are
the
stars
In
of the Civil War.
Hall the past week.
ester N. Y„ where she will be the
"Bulldog Drummond."
Drummond guest of her son, l-’red A. Cole for an
Rockland’s candlepin record was
Bert Whitney has his wood sawing
takes the task of rounding up thu, indefinite period,
held by Herbert W. Healey—a string machinery at Llewellyn Pease's. Alton
gang whose motto was ’Get Bulldog
of 131.
and Albert Pease are keeping them.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby. District Dep
Drummond, dead or alive.” A sensa uty Grand Matron, was In Thomaston
Councilman E. M. Brewster moved
Mrs. Daniel Ludwig and Mrs. U. G.
tional
climax
is
reached
when
he
leads
to Cranberry Isles.
Pease were callers at W. E. Hall's
Wednesday evening to Install the offi
the police to the [headquarters of the cers of Grace Chapter. O. E. S. She
C. E. Rising leased the property op Monday.
gang.
Larry
Senron
will
also
be
seen
in
posite the St. Nicholas Hotel, with the
A. I. Perry and son Donald were
was assisted by Mrs. Mlnetta A. Paul
a hurrlc.ne of action in the two reel as Grand Marshal.
intention of starting a bakeshop.
hauling hay Saturday from the barn of
comedy
'
The
Agent
”
which
out
does
The house on Bay View and Camden Mrs. Ada Conant at North Appleton.
The Nitsumsosum Club was very
his work of last week in “The Bakery.” pleasantly entertained Monday even
streets owned by J. H. Larrabee and
Several robins have been seen in
The
Thursday
nights
are
looked
for

occupied by John Saunders, was the vicinity this winter. Mrs. Alanson
ing at the home of Mrs. Frederick
ward to eagerly by old and young who Kit-hards.
burned.
Assistant Engineer A. H Wentworth reports seeing quite a num
enjoy
the
movies.
A
little
nonsense
Jones and five others had a narrow es ber in the field back of her home Sun
Miss Clara Walker entertained the
now and then is relished by the most Dumahqua Society of the Baptist Sun
cape when one of the floors fell in.
day.
of
us.
George W. Ames and George E. Mc
day School Tuesday evening at her
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Heal and son
Laughlin opened the Dewey Restau of Camden were Sunday callers at his
home on Commercial street: Refresh
rant on Oak street.
FRIENDSHIP
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Alanson
ments were served.
The Rockland banks elected these Wentworth.
The Knox County Past Matrons and
presidents:
Limerock,
George W
Miss Delia Heal is a guest of her
The coastwise schooner Stormy I’atrons Association held itheir an
Berry; Rockland, John S. Case; North, brother Arthur in Camden for an in
Petrel with a cargo of coal for B. A. nual meeting at the Masonic Hall
S. M. Bird. Albert W. Butler was definite time.
Murphy has finished unloading and Tuesday evening and was attended by
elected president of the Loan & Build
The weather man put one over Sun
has anchored in the harbor for the a large number of members and in
ing Association, with Harry O. Gurdy day night. Everybody went to bed
vited guests. Supper wa3 served in
remainder of the winter.
as secretary and treasurer.
with their windows wid© open for
R. R. Thompson and Fred Young at the banquet hall at 6.30. The menu
Carriers O. B. Lovejoy, John Hanra comfortable coolness. Before morning
tended the Frida}- night entertain consisted of baked beans, cold (goats,
han and J. A. Burpee completed 10 the wind shifted to northwest and
ment at Pleasant Point. One of the salads, rolls, cake and coffee. This was
years of service. S. W. Lawry and blowing a gale with zero weather and
pleasant features was the violin selec followed by a business meeting at
Henry C. Chatto had served nearly as snow squalls. The past week has been
tion and organ accompaniments played which the President of the Associa
long.
very mild and this sudden change is
by little Miss Arietta Maloney, daugh tion \. H. Newbert of Rockland pre
Northend ladies formed the Dewey like being suddenly transported to an
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Maloney.' sided and the following officers were
other climate.
Reading Club.
She Is nine years old and plays mostly chosen for the ensuing year: Pres., A.
George K. Robinson sprained one of
by ear.
H. Newbert of Golden Rod Chapter.
Leland Wentworth was hauling fitted
his ankles badly while vaulting in the wood to Camden Monday.
Mrs. Susie Bradford is caring for Rockland; Vice Pres., Jessie Walker,
gymnasium.
Mrs. Herbert Simmons who had a re Ivy Chapter, Warren; Sec’y., Edith
Joseph Gushee of Appleton was a
The Congregational church elected business caller in town Monday.
Lenfeet, Grace Chapter, Thomaston;
lapse last week.
these officers: Clerk. L. F. Starrett;
Mr. and Mrs. John McLean and Treasurer, Laura Mathews, Seaside
George Fish was hauling wood with
treasurer, E. <M. Stubbs; deayon, A. J. his truck to Camden for Alanson Went
Harold Allen were called home last Chapter, Camden. A pleasing program
UNION
SOMERVILLE
NORTH WALDOBORO
worth last week.
week by the illness of -their father. was given including piano solo, Al
Shaw.
Charles M. Titus was’ installed as
Samuel Allen. Mrs. Lizzie Thompson bert Adams; vocal solo, Dr.J.A.Rlehan;
Edward and Roland Edgecomb of
H. C. Brown’went-to Augusta Thurs- ; Mr .and Mrs. Robert Farris and is caring for him.
W. F. Teague made a business trip
vocal solo, Mrs. Delora Morrill; read
captain of Anderson Camp, S. of V.
Appleton, who have beery chopp4ng
daughter
Mildred
visited
f.iend3
in
day.
• * • »
Albion Wotton’ has been attending ing, Mrs. Eliza Jones: vocal duet. Mrs.
wood for A. I. Perry, returned home to Warren Thursday.
Rockland
Sunday.
Mrs. Ola Peabody and Harry O'Brien !
These births were recorded;
Saturday.
court as juror in Rockland the past Bec:ha Thurston and Mrs. Amy Miller;
Mrs. D. Stalil is visiting relatives in
i f Augusta were recent visitors at D.; Edward Ames of Appleton who at two wcek3. Mrs. Wotton -also spent vocal solo, H. Heistad. The accom
Vinalhaven, Jan. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Perry, who is attending Ap Camden.
tends
High
School
here
was
taken
E. Hitler’s.
the last week there visiting her daugh panists of the evening were Albert Ad
Charles Grindle, a son.
pleton High School, was home Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock and
Fred L. Turner is ill at Colby Col- i quite ill Thursday and is unable to ter, Mrs. Myron Mank.
ams and Miss Ragnhild Heistad. An
Waldoboro, Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. nursing a bad cold and sore throat.
attend school for a while. Over study
little daughter Jeannette of Warren, lege.
William Bramhall and Cecil Cush impressive memorial service was held
Ira E. Achorn, a daughter.
Mrs. Lila N. Leavitt, superintendent L has tired his head and eyes.
visited at W. F. Teague’s Wednesday.
Thomaston, Jan. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
man spent the past week on' Gay’s for members who had died during the
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler who has been of schools, was a business caller in; At the morning service in the Con Island cutting wood for H. A. Thomp year, numbering six and short sketches
LIBERTY
E. L. Montgomery, a daughter.
gregational church next Sunday the son.
spending a week with her sister, Mrs. town Saturday on Pleasant Ridge.
of theit- lives and fitting tributes were
Rockland, Jan. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
The Corner school, which has been pastor's subject will be “Lessons from
John Overlook and John Light have Catherine Walters, has returned to her
Mr. and Mrs. George Frisbie and given by Mrs. Hester M. Chase of
Grant Oney, a son.
a Visit to Bible Lands.”
Special
home
in
East
Waldoboro.
closed
for
11
weeks
on
account
of
the
;
Deer Isle, Jan. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. been at work for A. F. Light.
F’red Burnham and family of Thomas Rockland, who had charge of the cer
Mr. and Mrs. George Eugley, Ken whooping cough, reopened Jan. 23 with music by the choir. Service ut 10.30. ton and Virge Collamore of Portland emony. Mrs. Emma Dickens of Cam
Ray Lenfest has been hauling wood
Alpheus Cole, a daughter.
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. At the
the
same
teacher.
Miss
Dorothy
Odlin
'
neth
Sabourin,
Kendall
Teague
and
Mr.
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. den, Mrs. Elizabeth C. Spear of Rock
Waldoboro, Jan. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. for Mrs. R. It. Sukeforth.
union service in the evening at 7.30 a Van Collamore.
port, William Lenfest of Thomaston,
Lewis K. Levensaler, a daughter.
Merl Overlook had the misfortune to and Mrs. G. B. Walter attended the In of China, who was well liked and gave'
short address will be given on "The Si
excellent
satisfaction.
stallation
of
Odd
Fellows
and
Rt
Evangelist I. S. Cerecetius left Tues L. D. Ames of Camden. A very aolStonington, Jan. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. get into the brook while coasting re
lent
Helper"
and
there
will
be
lots
of
Lewis
A.
Turner
was
at
home
from
|
bekahs
at
Waldoboro
Wednesday.
cently.
day morning for Westbrook after con emn and fitting part of the ceremony
Wm. D. Crane, a son.
Mrs. John Bornheimer and children Oak Grove Seminary over the week singing. Everybody come and help ducting a successful series of meetings was the singing of "Rock of Ages," and
* • • *
Mr. and Mrs. John Light were guests
sing
and
make
this
a
real
communityspent the weekend with her parents, end.
for two weeks in the Adventist church. the placing of floral tributes on the
Appleton, Jan. 20, to Mr. and Mrs of Mrs. S. T. Overlock Sunday.
Daniel Hisier had the misfortune to service.
He is an enthusiastic and forceful altar in memory of the departed mem
Andrew Bean, a daughter.
Arthur Overlook recently got his Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oliver at the village.
Orient Chapter, O. E. S., held their speaker.
Rev. Mabel Whitney is away on a cut one of his thumbs very badly.
bers of the order which was effec
North Haven, Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. horses into the bog while crossing with
Xfir. and Mira. C. W. Evans and installation Saturday night. Past D. D.
three weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Dwight Stanley and son Alfred tively performed by six young ladles,
a load of lumber.
Elisha Thayer, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Feyler have re daughter Ruby were recent visitors of G. M. Euda Lermond installed these of Monhegun are guests at the Murphy Mrs. Myrtle Phllbrook, Mrs. Margaret
North Haven, Jan. 12, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cheney and
relatives at the home of Hosea Glid- officers in a very graceful and pleas house.
Adams, Mrs. Bertha Thurston, Miss
Mrs. Frank A. Joyce, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Light, Jr., visited turned home from New York.
ing manner: W. M.. Mrs. Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Vannah and Miss den.
Mos. Joseph IMland of Loudville Is Veda McKenney, Miss Effie Robarts
Madras. India, Dec. 17, to Mr. and Mrs. John Light Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Colby passed Pond; A. M., Ariel Leonard; W. P., visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Van ami Miss Edna McGregor, Mr. Adams
Christie Sprague of Waldoboro spent
Mrs. H. Y. Corey (Clara W. Long), a
Jesse Emerson is in poor health.
Henry Ames: S, Clara Light; T„ Collamore.
Saturday in Augusta.
presiding at the piano. The exercises
son. Albert Francis.
Clifton Leigher visited his parents. Sunday at G. B. Walter's.
Isaiah Witham of Jefferson called on Ralph Williams: C., Ethel Creighton;
About 60 friends gathered at the
Capt. Clcve Burns left Monday closed with singing "God Be With You
Rockport, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher Sunday.
A C., Florence Calderwood: Chap., morning in the Speedwell with a trip Till We Meet Again.” This was one of
home of Jacob Bogues. Friday evening, friends in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Overlook are visit
Small, a son.
J. B. Brown of, Weeks' Mills was Carrie Ames: M.. Alice Williams; Ada, of lobsters for the Consolidated Lob the most enjoyable meetings the Asso
to celebrate the birthdays of London
• * e *
ing Mr. and Mrs. James Overlook.
Henrietta Harding; Ruth. Grace Wil ster Company.
in town recently.
ciation has ever held.
The fortnight’s marriages were:
W. D. Ludwig, for 17 years an It. F. Burgess and his daughter Marjorie. A
B. D. Brown was a recent business liams; Esther, Alice Robbins; Martha.
The Fourth Quarterly Conference
Rockland, Jan. 15, Jos. F. McDonald D. carrier, has no recollection of con very pleasant evening was passed with
Nannie
Burns;
Electa,
Bernice
Paytailor
at
Weeks'
Mills.
was held Monday afternoon at the
of Cambridge, Mass., and Edith Crock sistent wheeling before at this time of instrumental music, singing ard story
JEFFERSON
son;
organist,
Marcia
Robbins;
W.
telling in order. A sum of money was
Methodist church and officers were
year.
ett of Rockland.
»
Electa Lucas and sentinel Charles Ler
elected for the year: Trustees, George
Thomaston, Jan. 18, Peter Thimes of
J. P. Fuller has gone to Troy to work presented to Mr. Burgess and Miss
Miss
Lida
Messer,
who
spent
the
SUNSET
mond.
At
the
close
of
the
installation
Marjorie received Iniany gifts.
Re
Hewes. Arthur Berry, William Paul,
Portland, and Edna Wellman of on the roads.
Mrs. Alice Williams step|>cd forward past few weeks with her sister, Mrs. Earl Dunton, H. L. Withee, Ernest
Harold Turner has been the recent freshments of candy, cake and hot
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Fifleld of and in a few well chosen words pre Myrtle Watts has returned to Walnut Torrey, Earl Dow, Randall Staniejr,
coffee were served.
Camden, Jan. 18, Fred A. Allen and guest of his father, George Turner.
Brewer are spending their vacation at, sented Mrs. Lermond with a past ma
Roland Crockett. The stewards are
Hill School, Natick, Mass.
Cora Rollins.
Mrs. Melvin Hall was a recent guest
their home here, arriving last Satur tron's jewel In recognition of her
George Hewes, Henry Davis, Arthur
Friendship, Jan. 14, LeRoy E. Sim of Mrs. R. R. Sukeforth.
If you have got t>e Asthma, Cancer day.
Erwin
Spear
spent
a
few
days
at
his
faithful work for the order. Mrs. Ler
Berry, Earl Dunton, Annie Laurie
mons of Friendship and Mariettai
Mrs. S. T. Overlook i3 recuperating or Rheumatism, see Prof. Libby at 25
Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester has been dis mond, In accepting the gift, made a home In Rockland last week.
Email, Caciidia Caln, Emma Torrey,
Munro of Round I"ond.
from her recent illness.
Park street
132-tf
charged from Silsby Hospital and is very- graceful little speech showing
School here closed Jan. 18 after a Olive Whlker, Elizabeth Prince, IJsRockport, Jan. 23, Horatio Miller
J. P. Fuller closed a very successful
spending a few days with her mother that her heart had been
deeply
successful term taught by Mrs. Mamie zie Berry, Hattie M. Stanley, Annie
and Miss Annie Higgins.
term of school Friday.
at Stonington before taking the long
Louise Small, Nellie Ballard, Ella
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
Rockport, Jan. 23, Ralph Paul and
Biden Rhodes and H. A. Fuller have
Ramsdell.
ride home.
Hewes, Delora
Morrill;
recording
Miss Sophia McCurdy.
been cutting hoop poles on the land of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Gray attended
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reynolds anil steward and secretary of quarterly
Union Jan. 4. Zirah C. Robbins of S. T. Overlock.
family who have been living In White- conference, Caciidia Caln; district
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett, Mr. and the funeral of his brother Harland at
Appleton and Miss Carrie Hemenway
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Fuller were in Mrs. Earle Keller and S. L. Bartlett Stonington on Saturday afternoon.
field for the last year have returned to steward, George Hewes; reserve dis
of Union.
Washington Saturday.
attended the installation of officers in
George Brown has returned home to
their home here.
trict steward. Ear! Dunton; commu
Waldoboro, Jan. 7, Joseph D. John
Mrs. Arthur Overlook is having a the Odd Fellows Lodge at Cooper's Eagle after having spent several
Clyde Jones has his new house nion steward, Hattie M. Stanley: di
son and Ella A. Achorn.
large hen house built with Arthur Mills Jan. 19.
weeks at Lewis W. Sylvester's.
nearly completed.
rector of religious education, Mabel
Stonington, Jan. 4, Peter Anderson Overlock as boss car|>enter.
Mrs. Alfred Dunham of Sunshine is
Mrs. Ella Brann was the guest of
Fred Wellman, Clarence Dudley of Withee; director of social and recrea
of Deer Isle and Alice It. Thurlow of
Mrs. Maud Woodbury of North Jeffer spending a few days at Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland and Emery Savage are work tional life, Earl Dow; custodian of
Stonin-gton,
ing in the woods for Erwin Spear.
Keystone Cigars—Mild,
Sumatra son last week, returning home Friday. Courtney Eaton’s.
deeds and other legal papers, Marlon
* • * •
Miss Doris Dome spent the last
Several from this place attended
Mr. Slater of Thomaston has bought Weidman: Sunday school superin
The best investment
Booth Bros. & Hurricane Isle Granite Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—
prayer meeting Thursday night at the weekend with Mrs. Elmer Eaton.
the Ramsdell fariA and will soon live tendent, Earl Dunton: president of
Co. had four gangs of cutters at work
Jl-»«
I ever made
there.
Miss Ethelyn Eaton was the guest
home of D. J. Woodbury in North Jef
Isidies’ Aid, Mabel Withee; Deaconess,
on Hurricane, getting out 12 Corin
of Miss Annabelle Colby recently.
ferson.
Charles Munsey is spending the win Marlon Weidman; trier of appeals,
That’s what everyone says
thian caps for the Buffalo Savings
Miss Fannie Conary of Deer Isle
Miss Annie Allard, who is working in
ter with his sister, Mrs. Prentice Arthur Berry, member of laymenfo as
NORTH APPLETON
who uses a Buckeye In
Bank—the largest caps of that order
Avery,
Windsor, was the guest recently of was entertained by Mrs. Christine Luf
sociation, Arthur Berry; member of
ever cut in granite.
cubator. The big hatches,
kin this week.
Clarence, Celia and Carol Jones campmeeting association, Emma Tor
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harwood of her mother, Mrs. Susan Allard.
Miss Sophia Mathews of Warren fell
the
fine
husky,
wonderful
have
been
very
sick
with
the
whooping
rey; apportioned benevolences, Georgs
on a slippery sidewalk and sprained Hope were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
cough.
m
chicks, the absolute cer
Mrs. L. J. Johnson.
Hewes, Annie L. Small, Marlon Weldan ankle badly.
There was a dance Saturday evening
man, Arthur Berry, Amy Miller, Cora
tainty of always getting a
Charles B. Raymond and bride of
•
I
•
*
Morrill; Christian stewardship, De
good hatch, make it a
the Harbor House, Vinalhaven, were at the hall. The music was furnished
lora Morrill, Annie Richards; foreign
serenaded by a delegation from Ocean by Helen Meservey piano, Stanley Me
real
investment,
safe
servey cornet. Leland Johnson violin
missions, Caciidia Cain, Etta Caln;
Bound Rebekah Lodge.
and profitable—instead of
and Edward Johnson drums.
home missions and church extension.
Vinalhaver.’s Scotch residents cele
a gamble.
The once popular song. “ 'Tis the last
Emma Torrey, E’annie Kibble: relig
brated ’’Bobbie" Burns’ birthday with
rose of summer, left blooming alone.’
ious Instruction (Sunday Schools) Earl
Buy a Buckeye—the in
an entertainment and dance in Me
doe3 not apply to the pansy which
Dunton; tracts, Gwendolyn Morrill,
cubator that is fully guar
Charles Towle picked Saturday from
Mabel Daueett; temperance, Annie L.
anteed by the world’s
his wife's pansy bed, for we expect to
Small; education, Elisabeth Libby;
largest manufacturer and
see Charlie plucking nosegays of these
education for negroes, Annie L. Small;
hospitals, Marion Weidman;; church
used by more than 700,000
Melt a little Vicks in a hardy winter blossoms from now until
The QUEEN is simple as A. B. C.
arbutus blooms.
records, Annie Spear; auditing, Ar
prosperous
poultry
raisers.
spoon and inhale the
Regulated by the turn of a small
Miss Priscilla Robbins of Camden
thur Berry; parsonage and furniture,
Come
in
and
see
these
nut. Perfectly insulated. Requires
medicated vapors. Apply was a Saturday night guest of her
Ladies’ Aid; church music, Mattle
wonderful machines — 65
less fuel. Has self supporting trays
Russell, Amy Miller, Caciidia (Caln.
frequently up the nostrils. aunt, Grace Johnson.
that can't fall out. On the market 20
Miss Susie Davis of West Appleton
Emma Torrey, Charles Kibble; esti
to 6Q0-egg capacity.
Always use freely just
years. Accomplishes results claimed.
was a guest last week of her cousin
mating ministerial support. Stewards.
: : Said By : :
before going to bed.
x
There is a size to Fit your necds-70to J
Gladys Cunningham.
W. J. ROBERTSON
1000 eggs. Buy a QUEEN now and j
«
•
Miss Helen Meservey closed a sue
—Dealer In—
have a flock of chicks to be proud of..'
cessful term of school in Morrill Friday
L R. CAMPBELL
BUILDING MATERIALS
and is now at home.
20 Gleason St.,
Thomesten
Booklets and catalog on request
Know
the
tremendous
pull

Attorney at Law
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Meservey of
Kendall A Whitney, Portland, My.l
Camden were guests for the weekend
HATCH EVERY HATCHA
EGG
I
ing power of Courier-Gazette Special Attention to Probate Mattoro
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
878 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MB.
S. Meservey.
ads.
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STRAND THEATRE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
•
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What Is Being Done Along
This Line In the City
Schools.

FOR SALE
Remarkable Business Opportunity

Alice Lake, Gaston Glass nnd Robert McKlm are starring today in "The Spider and
the Ply.” Paula, sweetheart of Don Marcello,
who lias pledged himself to the revolutionists
seeking freedom from the tyrannical moves
of Mendozza, who while secretary of Governor
Marcello, Is because of the influence he wields
oier the man, considered the real ruler, Is
double crossed by Mendozza, who learns of
Don’s new affiliation. Don’s comrades are ar
rested. They believe Don Marcello a traitor,
but are sent away. Marcello later Is thrown
Into the sea by those who believed him a
traitor, but he Is saved by a fisherman. He
learns of the whereabouts of his comrades,
effects their escape and, with their aid. suc
ceeds not only in ridding the community of
Mendozza, but also reinstalls his father as
Governor and wins Paula.
The double-header for Friday and Saturday
Introduces Pete Morrison in "Duty First’ and
Harold Lloyd in "Grandma’s Boy.” Lloyd Is
seen as a young man striving to he brave and
falling at every turn, always in a humorous
way, of course. Finally Grandma tells him of
how his Grandfather overcame cowardice with
a good luck charm. She gives the charm to
the boy, who goes out and, with the confidence
born of possessing the charm, licks his small
world to a frazzle. He finds that self-confi
dence Is tho secret of courage, and he wins
hls final and greatest battle—the heart of the
girl In a manner that leaves the audience
laugher hysterically long after '’The End” is
flashed on the screen.—adv.

J MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

,

for

' AuctlsU. A 17.00 a. m , 17.30 a. ffl.. (1.10 p.m.
Bangot. AS7.00a. m.,17 30 a m., IllOp. m.
Boston, Al'.OO.i m..t7.:l0a.m., (1.10p.m.
Brunswick.Afi-.OOa.m.,(7.30a. m.. (l.lOp. m.,
,5LewutOTl, A|7.00a. m., (7.30 a.m.. (1.10 p. m.
New York. (l.lOp. m
|
Portland, AJ7.00 a..m., (7.30 a. m.. (1.10 p. m..
’3^t>rr™iile, AI7.00 a.m.,(7.30a. m..(l. 10 p.m. '
Woolwich. A}7.00o.m.. t7.30a.m..(l.l0 p.m..
(5.30 p. m.
,
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
t Daily, except Sunday
- 1

Much Is being done this year in
McLain
bringing about a uniform system of
Miss Peckham, Junior Red Cross
physical culture In the schools of this
worker, addressed the principals and
city. Beginning with the lowest and
teachers of the McLain school last
extending through the various grades
Stonrtay night. Miss Pecfcham illus
IJ. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,* '
up to and Including the High school,
trated her talk with samples of Junior
9 24-23 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen ! Passenger Aft.
all pupils must take some form of ex
lied Cross work done by children all
ercise.
over the world.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Once each week Philip A. Jobes, In
About 148 children In the city are re
charge
of
this
work,
visits
every
school
ceiving a half pint of milk each day.
BANGOR LINE
room and has a short period of setting
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Manual Training
up drills and various games which call
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
In the Manual Training Department,
for physical skill. The room teacher
6.00 P. M. for Boston.
pei haps the most interesting work so
gets the new ideas during this visit
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
at 5.00 P. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
far this term has been done is the cane
and each day holds a repetition of
Saturdays
at 5 00 A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. M.;
seating of chairs. Earl Titus and Ash
these drills. To know how the chil
Belfast 7.15 A. M; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
ton McLain fllnlshed putting In new
dren enjoy th^se exercises and how It
due Winterport 0.30 A. M.
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
tnachltle woven bottoms in old chairs
helps them to keep a clear mind for
Thursdays at 10.00 A. M. for Boston and way
last term. Judson Flanagan, Harry
their studies, one needs only to visit
landings, due the following morning about
Hersey, Maurice Hall and William
a room which Is having this work. All
.00 A. M.
NOTE:—During the close of navigation at
Butman >have Just completed one each
parents and others who are Interested
Bangor steamer will run to and from Winterport.
of the same type while several others
are cordially Invited and a visit is well
Frieght from and to Bangor will be handled
PARK THEATRE
have nearly completed the longer proc
worth the time spent.
via Bucksport.
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
ess of wealing them In by hand.
Two afternoons at 3.30 the grammar
The final showings of the Paramount picture,
BAR HARBOR LINE
Lyndon Nelson and Merl Black were
school boys report at the Leglcn gym
Bill Illckok,” starring William S. Hart,
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
the first of the eighth grade boys to
naglum, one half one dny and the other "Wild
which opened at the Park Theatre yesterday North Haven, Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Complete one of the six new benches
half the next. Hsrc the boys are given will take place there this afternoon and even
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
for the shower bath and locker room
advanced work in the form of army ing. The story Is a western thriller of ex bor 11 A. M.
merit, written and produced by the
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8.00
while several of the seventh grade boys
exercises, basketball, indoor baseball ceptional
star himself. Ethel Grey Terry Is hading
and massed games. Here the material woman, heading a thoroughly capable sup A. M. for Rock'.and and way landings.
have duck and boards -nearly com
BLUE HILL LINE
for future High school teams is de porting cast. On the same program there
pleted for the same room.
ill be Bull Montana In "The Two Johns*1
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
A new "Oliver” combination grinder
veloped as well as strong bodies for also
the International News.
Dark Harbor, South Brooksville, Sargcntvllle,
the present and It is the Identical
has just been Installed so the boys may
"White Tiger," a photoplay telling the dra Deer Isle, Brooklln, South Bluehlll, due Bluework that would be received were the malic story of International crime and ro hill 11.00 A. M.
now learn to sharpen their own plane
mantic love, comes to the Park Friday and
Return—Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8.00 A.
pupil enrolled as a member of the Saturday.
blades, chisels and knives.
The star Is Priscilla Dean and M. for Rockland and way landings.
Y. M. C. A. While all this Is going on the supporting cast a "blue book" group.
Mias Cleveland as judge of the
At Boston connection is made via the MetWallace Beery of “Tho Flame of Life" and rcpolltan Line exnress freight steamers for
South American production maps made
the High school basketball team is
Robin Hood” fame will be seen In the prin New York and points South and West.
practicing in the Arcade, a squad of cipal
by Grade 8A gave the first honors to
"heavy” characterization, while Ray
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
about SO players being out for the team mond Griffith handles a secondary masculine
Helen Moulalson. Five points were
Portland-New York Freight Service
characterization,
and Matt Moore plays the
which
so
far
has
won
all
eight
games
taken into consideration In judging.
Direct
Freight Service between Portlaud and
straight lead opposite Miss Dean. Moore will
played.
Three were considered nearly correct.
be remembered for his superb characterization New York Is resumed from the New State Pier,
t’oriland, Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
From the above one can realize how
The others In order were Helen Bird,
"The Storm.”
“White Tiger” Is a rival to "Outside the and Saturdays each way.
the new High School building la being
Miry Bird, David Dlmick, Norma
Through rates and direct track connection!
/ $w VAz iw iW
iv/W
$)"< ivy tY/iWitVivy iWiWiiVlVy-ivy'>Vy ow tv 7 tv< tY/WiY/iV/li"? ivy
.aw,
”
Miss
Dean
’
s
spectacular
success
of
two
looked forward to for It will have a or three years ago, and is said to lie a more with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
Hutchison, Haymond Pendleton and I?
well equipped gym with
shower thrilling play than the older production. "The roads.
Marian Davis.
F S. SHERMAN, Supt.. Rockland, Maine.
baths, dressing rooms, etc. Athletics Riding Master"—comedy—is part of the pro
The roll of honor contains the names
R. S. GHERMAN. Agent. Rockland, Maine.
HOPE
WALDOBORO
will then be under their own roof, so gram.—adv.
of Dorothy Eaton, Geo. Wood, Jr., Alice CAPT. CONLEY’S DEATH
to s[Ktik, and the Arcade and Legion
Helllcr, Edward Barnard, Irene Wey
Vinalhaven and Rockland
EMPIRE THEATRE
Miss Dorothy Ludwig entertained a
Mrs. Herbert Achorn of Camden has hall can be given up.
mouth and Henry Marsh.
A Word of Appreciation From few
Steamboat Co.
The Legion has done all In its power
friends at whist Saturday evening. been the guest of her mother, Mrs. Ella
The perfect attendance banner which
Today will be the last showing of "Souls
to help the bad school housing situa
The Rockland Band gave a fine con
has been held by this grade for 16
One of Hia Lifelong Friends.
Achorn.
” featuring Pat O'Malley. Clco
The direct route between
tion, taking care of the commercial In Bondage,
cert in Park Theatre last Sunday to a
weeks has been won by Grade 7B.
and others. It Is an Interesting reel ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
C. A. Gannon of Boston has been in department as well as providing the Madison
large
and
appreciative
audience.
Those
Grade 8B welcomes the return of Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
from the beginning to the end. As an added
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
attending from Hope and vicinity felt town for a few days.
gymnasium and deserves the highest attraction there is a Mack Bennett's comedy
Hose O'Neil and Wesley Stuart who
Again death has visited our ranks
entitled “Down to the Sea. in Shoes,” which
well compensated for making the trip.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
have been ill with the mumps.
Mrs. H. A. Thomas and Miss Ruth praise for this public service. Mgr. Is a scream.
(Subject to change without notice)
•There was a debate Friday after end taken one of my old friends and The band is giving a minstrel show Thomas of Rockland have been visit Benson ot the Park and Empire Thea
William Fox will present ‘‘South Sen Love,”
at
the
Empire
Friday
and
Saturday.
The
companions,
Capt.
M.
E.
Conley
who
tres
so
far
has
loaned
the
Arcade
for
before very long and the writer feels ing Mrs. Herman Nash.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3,
noon In Grade 8C between the boys and
adorahie Shirley Mason has the principal role
1924
girls the, boys taking -the affimatlve died Jan. 6 at the Sailors Snug Har sure that to be among those absent
F. A. Hovey was In Portland last practice and games and Is doing his as a girl of the South Seas. Love isn’t fair to
Swan’s Island dally except Stanleys
full share.
with William Brewster for captain and bor, Staten Island, N. Y. Deceased was will be missing a good deal.
her to commence with, but beneath the stately at Leaves
week.
5.30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven.
Rockland is on the road under the palms which bend gracefully in the trade Vinalhaven
Next Saturday is day session at
the girls the negative with Virginia
Regular meeting Wiwurna Chap
and Rockland.
born on Isle au Haut about 74 years Hope Grange, also installation of offi
winds, she ventually comes into her own. The
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. for
Eagan as captain. The boys won by
ter, O. E. S., Tuesday evening. De excellent direction of Coach Jones, to a story is one not alone of romance, hut with
ago, and was the son of the lats Pat cers for 1924. Harold Nash of Camden grees were conferred upon five candi favorable position In the athletic world racing, passionate action, a touch of humor Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, end
a larger majority.
rick Conley and Mrs. Helen (Turner) has been invited to officiate.
and a dash of the hot, surging pathos that Swan’s Island.
W. 8. WHITE.
dates. Luncheon was served at the (f the State. The co-operation and glows
Tyler
subtly in every romance of the tropics
Conley. When a young man he went
backing of every citizen of the live
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen were at close of the work.
General Manager.
The third chapter of "The Steel Trail’’ with
Jimmie Accardi, Ruth Pendleton. fishing and followed that business for Harold Allen's In Camden last Sunday.
Rockland, Maine, Jan. 3, 1924.
city
Is
desired
In
this
project.
The
‘
boys
William
Duncan
and
Edith
.Johnson
will
al.-><>
Friends of Mrs. Carl R. Gray of
John Karl. Rose Moody R. Frederick years, sailing out of Gloucester and
shown together with a two reel comedy
William Shields of Camden was a Omaha, were delighted Sunday night have an exceptionally able team this
Hamlin. Charles Carver, George Knight Boston. About 20 years ago he left Sunday guest at Fred Kimball's.
season and hope for a big attendance entitled “My Pal.’’—adv.
to
hear
her
voice
when
a
Bible
leason
and Arthur Turner of Grade I had the the fish business and took a position
Mrs. Luella Bartlett is suffering with conducted by her was broadcast from at the Lincoln Academy game Friday
Estate of Maurice A. Dennison
most star papers In arithmetic last with the McWilliams S. S. Co. of New- a bad cold.
night when the Academy boys play in
NOTICE
7 until 8 o’clock.
week.
DR. T. L McBEATH
York, as master of one of Its barges
tho
Arcade.
The
subscriber
hereby gives notice that on
Friends of Fred Tuttle are very sorry
Willard J. Ewell who died Jan. 16,
In Grade 2. the pupils are all back and there romained until about two to bear of his illness. H!b aunt, Mrs.
January 15, 1024. he was duly appointed ad
Osteopathic Physician
was
burled
in
the
Slalgo
cemetery,
mlnlstrator
of
the
estate
of
Maurice
A.
Den
again after a month’s siege of the years ago, when, on account of failing Belle Wiley of Lincolnville is assisting
nlson, late of Rockland, in the County of Knox,
Friday afternoon. Mr. Ewell was a
VINALHAVEN
DY APPOINTMENT ONLY
mumps. The school is studying this health, he left his barge and went to Mrs. Tuttle for a while.
deceased, and on this date was qualified to fill
Talophona 13,
life-long resident of Waldoboro and re
tnon.(h the Eskimo. The children have the Sailors Snug Harbor and re
said
trust
by
giving
bond
as
the
law
directs
SI
UNION
STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Dunton observed sided on a prosperous farm In the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chllles returned Mon
All persons having demands against the
compared the Eskimo home and clothes mained there until the end.
Graduate of American School of
the 50th anniversary of their marriage southern part of the town.
day from a visit with friends In Waldoboro eetate, are desired to present the same for
wltji those of the Indian and with their
and Portland. While in Portland they had
Oateoopathy
Capt. Conley Is a man that I shall on Thursday, Jan. 10. They were unit
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Feyler returned the pleasure of hearing Harry Lauder the settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
dim. • They are now learning a poem. miss a great deal as we have always ed In marriage in Waldoboro In 1874
qulred to make payment Immediately to
famous Scot.
FRANK A. RICHARDSON.
H.
V.
TWEED1E,
M. D.
‘JJk the Land of Ice and Snow." The been friends and were brought up as and came to Hope 50 years ago next Friday from Poughkeepsie, N. Y„
Union Church Circle will hold Its usual
Rockland. Me
cohstruction work for the past few near neighbors. I went to see him last Mny, where they have made their home where they have spent the past four supper tonight at the vestry at 5.30.
Jan.
15.
1024.
Jan24
31
Feb7
Diseases of the Eye;
The Ladles of the G. A. R. will hold the next
Weeks has been cutting out Eskimo Christmas and he had just got out of ever since. Mr. and Mrs. Dunton en months.
Mrs. Mary Cooper-of Rockland was a meeting Feb. 1. Thia will be preceded by a
Estate of Abbie P. Carleton
dogs, sledges, bears and seals. The the Hospital and had been very sick joy the average good health and their
Refractions, Etc.
supper,
each
member
to
Invite
one
guest.
NOTICE
drawing leesons have been making and was a sick man at that time. But home at Valley Farm Is one of the recent guest of Mrs. Malvina Comery.
The Apron Club and guests were delightfully
407 MAIN STREET
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Chester
Bennor
♦res
in
Thomaston
entertained
Tuesday
by
Mrs.
Fred
K.
Coombs,
H«rv
, to 12 A. M.; I to I P. M.
Igloos and Eskimo boys and girls. still he met m« with the-same smile most hospitable places, where friends
December 18, 1923. he was du'y appointed
Thursday.
Mrs. Fred Morong returned Friday from administrator of the estate of Abbie P. Car
ResMieee. 21 Fulton Street. Tel. Ul-I
Every child In school can spell the that he always carried through life. are always welcome and the stranger
Office Taloohoao 4SJ-W
lelon, late of Rockport, In the County of Knox,
Mrs. F. O. Kent and E. W. Kent of Rockland.
days of the week. They are all work He was always ready to give a helping Is invariably made so. In honor of the
A rehearsal of the Vinalhaven High School and on Jan. i22, 1924. was qualified to fill
Bremen
have
been
guests
of
Mrs.
S.
II.
Orchestra was held Monday evening at the said trust by giving bond as the law direct
ing hard to see how many will have hand to anyone in need and was very occasion Mr. and Mrs. Dunton, with
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Band hall with Mrs. Albra Vlnal Smith as dl
AU persons having demands ngalnnt the
their "New Year Bells" covered with tender-hearted, and a man who loved their sons Allie and John, entertained Weston.
eatate, are desired to present the same for
J. S. Black of Vinalhaven spent a rector.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
gold seals.
children and I do not know of any a party of friends at dinner last Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ingerson leave this settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
In the fifth grade contest for perfect better trait In a man's character than day. The evening was very pleasant day with Mr. and Mrs. William Grant week for a visit with friends in Boston.
qulred to make payment Immediately to
Tslephons 323.
last week.
Vinalhaven High School will hold a Valen
Z. M. DWLNAL.
arithmetic papers. Warren Davis leads to love little ones.
ly spent with music and reminiscences.
Camden, Maine 3C 8umm«r Strsat.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chllles, who tine Ball Feb. 15.
RooklanB
the boys in the number of stars se
Capt. Conley leaves four brothers
Mrs. Katherine Coombs has returned to
Jan. 22. 1924.
Jan24-31 Fel»7
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rockland, having spent a few days as guest of
68-tf
cured. Harriet Beaton, Dorothy Ma- and two sisters, Miss Lizzie Conley of
ADDIE R. POST
William Grant have returned home to het son Entile.
Estate of Solomon N. Mank
gune and Kathleen Seavey arc tied for Isle au Haut. Miss Grace D. Conley of
L.
A.
Coombs
has
a
31
-foot
motor
boat
Not
Medicine,
Not
Osteopathy
NOTICE
Vinalhaven.
honors among the girls. The pupils of Pasadena, Calif.: David T. Conley of
nearly completed for C. E. Young. He and his
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Addle R. (Hall), wife of William A.
• • * •
crew are also at work on a 32-foot boat to be January 15, 1924, he was duly appointed ad C. M. WHEELER, D.C PL C
this grade are pleased that they now Isle au Haut, J. T. Conley of Camden, Post, died Jan. 18. at 'her home In
launched In June for W. H. Graffam of New ministrator of the estate of Solomon N. Mank,
The
officers
of
Charles
Keizer
Relief
have their full membership, those Me.; Rev. J. B. Conley of Pasadena. Winslow’s Mills after a brief illness.
Chiropractor
tonvllle, Mass.
late of Union, In the County of Knox, de
children who have been out with Calif., and Lincoln T, Con-ley of Port Funeral services at the home were con Corps were installed Saturday by the
The Fellowcraft degree was conferred on one ceased, and on Jan. 22, 1924, was qualified 403 MAIN STftEET . . RCCKLANO
State
President,
Mrs.
Mary
Cooper
of
candidate
Tuesday
evening
by
Moaes
Webster
to fill said trust by giving bond as the law
mumps having returned to school.
land. They have lost a. kind and lov ducted by the Rev. L. E. Carter of
Graduat, Palmar School ot Chireeraatle
directs.
Rockland. Dinner was served at noon Lodge.
Office Hour,:
ing brother, and we all have lost a Nobleboro.
Purchase Street
Marguerite Chapter, 0. E. S., held Its reg
All
persons
having
demands
against
the
Monday,,
Wodnaadoyo. Fridays, 10-12. 2-1, 7-1
followed by the Installation. Meetings
meeting Monday evening.
estate, are desired to present the same for
Tuesday,. Thursday,. 10-12, 2-5
Mrs. Post, who was the daughter of of the Corps will be held every two ular
Miss Edith Arcy of Purchase street good friend. There is lots more that
The date of the Canton Vinalhaven instal settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
Saturday, 10-12
Tai. hnn
Is receiving congratulations from her I could say but my pen refuses to write the late Edwin and Julia (Paul) Hall, weeks. A letter has been received latlon Is Feb. 8. Ocean Bound Rebekahs will quired to make payment Immediately to
fellow teachers on receiving her di the good things that .1 would like to was born In South Thomaston Feb. 1, from the Waldoboro-Boston Club Install Feb. 12.
MELVIN L PHILBROOK,
rb adams m d
Union, Maine.
ploma from A. N. Palmer Co. This is say; but In closing will say that w-e all 1862. and passed the greater part of broaching their Intention of raising
Jan. 22. 1P24.
Jan24 31 Feb7
OK so keera: I to 0 A. M.
the third diploma that has been re have been friends in this life, so let her life in that town.
NORTH HAVEN
funds for the purchase of a soldiers'
Estate of G. Emil Lunden
I to 4 aad 7 to I P. M. eed
In 1880 she was married to William monument for the town. As time did
ceived since June by Rockland teach us hope that we all may meet in that
NOTICE
great
beyond
where
there
will
be
no
ky asoslntmeet
A. Post, also of South Thomaston. not permit this matter to be taken up
ers. The others are held by Miss Coch
Unity Guild held a very successful meeting
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
more parting.
400 Male Ot. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Six years ago, their home buildings at the Corps meeting Saturday action at the church parlors Tuesday afternoon. The November 20, 1923, he was duly appointed
ran of McLain and Miss Smith of Pur
Capt. Charles Rich,
Tahehoea iro
4S-tf
on the Owl’s Head road, being destroy concerning it will be in order at the work committee, Mrs. Nellie York, Mrs. Clara administrator of the estate of G. Emil Lunden,
chase Street.
Dyer and Mrs. Katharine Dunc&n, have plenty late of Rockport, In the County of Knox, de
95 Rankin Street. Rockland.
ed by lightning, the family removed to next meeting, Feb. 2.
Edith Taylor of Grade 2 has added
of work and It la hoped the next meeting Feb. ceased, nnd on January 15, was qualified to E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Winslow's Mills, where Mr. Post has
her name to the roll of honor for
will find each member present.
fill said trust by giving bond as the law
The Woman’s Club met wttih Mrs. 12 Last
Wednesday evening the officers of Gloria directs.
SOUTH WARREN
a large farm.
arithmetic.
Harold R. Smith Tuesday afternoon. Temple, Pythian Sisters, were installed In t
OMae: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
All persons having demands against the
Naturally of a quiet, retiring dispo Ten members were present.
In Grade 1 the children having the
Miss very pleasing manner by Sisters Lillian Hop estate, are desired to present the same for
Office Homo: I to S ted 7 te 0 P. M
Mrs. Oliver Hylcr of Thomaston sition Mrs. Post's greatest Interest was Marlon Clark contributed an Interest kins as G. Manager and Elda Ames as G. 8. settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc re
best deportment during the past week
Raaidoeoe uatll 0 A. M. and ky AorMetetoea
were chosen leaders of the lines for spent Friday with her mother, Mrs. in her home and family but if a friend ing and well-written paper. Miss Following are die officers who took the obll quired to make payment immediately to
gatlon: P. C., Lena Dickey; M. E. C., Nellie
HARVEY E. LUNDEN.
or a neighbor was in trouble, she was Clark took for her subject, "How the York; B. 8., Ethel Howard; B. J., Carrlo
this week. They are: Helen Condon, Amanda Grafton.
Rockport. Maine.
Toloeheeoa: Roildonoe. 41.4: Oklee 14k
Bernice Lindsey, Lawrence Rollnson
A car of lumber was shipped from always ready and willing to aid theim. Profile was Saved” and the story of the Parsons; Manager. Gertrude Snow; M. of R.
Jan. 15, 1924.
Jan24 31-Feh7
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
and Walter Thompson. Those chosen here this morning frotn the Counce lot. A few days before her illness, she re preservation of the wonderful stone C., Grace Perry; M. of F., Alma Leyonberg;
Estate of Jennie Myrick
Piotector, Emma Stone; Guard, Hattie Bray.
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
The telephone has been installed at marked to her daughter Edna, that the face in Profile Notch was listened to At the close of the Temple session the enter
to'put the candles on the calendar this
NOTICE
COMPLEE
DRUG
ANO
SUNDRY
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
past summer had been an unusually with closest attention. Miss Clark's talnment and refreshment committee look
week are Vasil Naum, Ruth Harrington, T. W. Marshall's, ring 173-6.
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
December 18, 1923, he was duly appointed
Mrs. Rose Marshall and Mrs. Nettie pleasant one for her, as she had visited personal acquaintance with the man charge of the evening. This fine program was administrator of the estate of Jennie Mvrlck,
Earl Withee, Rosa Vultriggo and Eva
KODAKS.
DEPRESCRIP1 IONS.
given: Singing, “Americareading. “Our
PRINTING ANO
INVELOPING,
Copeland spent Wednesday in Thom a good deal among her married children who saved the profile made the paper Flag,” Ethel Howard; reading, Eva Hopkins late of Vinalhaven, In the County of Knox,
Stearns.
LARGING.
Ellxaleeth Grlflln nnd Walter ,Willey aston guests of Mrs. Cleveland Burns. and several whom she had not seen for doubly entertaining. The club mem reading, Edith Beverage; nolo. Montie Stone deceased, and on Jan. 15, 1924, was qualified
fill said trust by giving bond as the law 370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Kenneth Fales has bought a Dodge some time, were home during the bers voted to give a "Sliver Tea” for reading, Gertrude Snow. The call that supper to
of Grade 4 had the most 100 papers In
was ready took evory one to the dining room directs.
summer. Mrs. Post Is survived by her the benefit of the library In March. where a bountiful meal was served consisting
arithmetic for last week. Others who car.
AU persons having demands against the
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
had papers were Raymond Robinson
Mrs. Emma Bradford called
on husband, and 10 children—Mrs. Eve The next meeting will be held with ot roast pork, gravy, potatoes, mashed turnip, estate, are desired to present the same for
dressing, pies, cakes, coffee and tea. The coin settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
lyn Donnelly of Linwood Heights. Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz.
Joan Moulalson, Neta Gatti. William friends In Thomaston Wednesday.
(06 PLEASANT STREET
mlttee who worked so hard and received many quired to make payment immediately to
At the regular meeting of Good Will Penn., Helen E. of Boston, Emery of
Ripley, Sidney Kirkpatrick, Frederick
W. Y. FOSSETT,
The Waldoboro Public Library As compliments were Sisters Nellie York, Hattie
i
Vinalhaven, Maine. PLUMBING
Davis, Flora Colson and Helen de Grange Thursday evening an excep Little Valley. N. Y.. Chester W. of sociation held Its annual meeting at Bray. Katharine Duncan, Ethel Howard and
HEATING
Jen. 15. 1924.
Jan24-31-Fcb7
Rochomont.
The boys won in the tionally good time was reported. In the Wellington, Me., Mrs. Susie Clark of the Library Monday evening. The re Edith Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bellmore and non who
Estate of Frank Keizer
TEL. 244arithmetic contest, climbing highest on middle of the program a recess was South China, Mrs. Ruth Buckminster ports of the secretary, librarian and have been in New Bedford part of the winter
NOTICE
117-tf
the ladder and having the highest av called and a game was conducted by of Owl's Head and Adriel, William treasurer were read and accepted. The arrived home last week.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Fremont Beverage was In Rockland this January 15, 1924, she was duly appointed
Evte Fernald and Nettie Copaland George and Edna, all of Winslow's treasurer reports 9555.35 being re
erage for the week.
week.
executiix of the last will and testament or
ARTHUR L ORNE
The fifth grade boys chose for their called the “Laughing Game,” L. 11. Mills; also a sister, Mrs. Osgood Graf ceived through the year. Expenditures
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman and child Frank Keizer, late of Rockland, In the Count’,
home Tuesday from a visit to Mrs. of Knox, deceased, without bond as the win
captain of the basketball team Joseph Bucklin winning first prize consisting fam of South Portland.
were $420.44. The report of the trus arrived
Insurance
Waterman’s home, Vinalhaven.
Grlflln. The girls selected for them of a large box of home made candy and
directs, and on this date was qualified to fill
tees was read by E. A. Glidden. The
Tho mumps are still hanging around also said trust.
Alice Spear second prize, a ten quart
the name of Golden Crown.
Suoeeetor to A. J. Erekina A Co.
MRS. E. J. PARKER
following officers were elected for the several cases of pink eye.
AH persons having demands against the
North Haven was favored with a visit from estate, are desired to present the same for
Those who get 100 in arithmetic are pail of buttered pop corn. They very
ensuing year; President, E. A. Glid
Boston Post reporter and photographer last settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re 4(7 MAIN ST. - . RCCKLANO. MB
placed on the honor roll list. Ralph generously treated all around.
Mrs. Parker, wife of Elbridge John den; vice president, Charles W. Wal week.
The outcome was a fine write up on
immediately to
Post and Carleton Ripley have already
Parker, and daughter of James and lace; secretary, Hadley H. Kuhn; the smelt industry and also a good cut and quired to make payment
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
SUSAN FRANCES KKIZKR,
been listed on the roll. We all hope
Adelaide Shepard, who died recently treasurer, John T. Gay. Two trustees short article on our new church In the Sunday
Rockland. Maine.
SOUTH THOMASTON
paper.
Attorney at Lav
that very soon we can welcome Doro
Jan. 15. 1924.
Jan24-31 Feb7
was born at Harbor Grace, Newfound were elected for the three year term:
The Sunday morning service at the church
thy White back with us.
Estate of Lucy J. Overlock
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRAcTICB
The officers of Knox Lodge, F. & A land 1n 1864. Her parents were earnest Mrs. W. A. White, Mrs. J. T. Gay. was very well attended and each one went
with a feeling of an hour well spent.
NOTICE
Oak Grove
XL, were publicly installed Saturday Christian people. She was educated in Maynard Kuhn was appointed as audi home
431 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, MB.
Besides the usual able sermon by Rev. Mr
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
House S03-W
Much Interest has been shown by the evening, Jan. 19, by Past Master the schools of Harbor Grace and was tor. Mrs. Harold R. Smith was ap Perry the children’s choir sang a selection January 15, 1924, he was duly appointed ad Telephonee—Office 468.
married
in
Chelsea
eighteen
years
ago
Mrs.
Lester
Stone
a
solo
and
Parker
Stone
ministrator
of
the
estate
of
Lucy
J.
Overlock,
pointed as chairman of -the entertain
Charles R. Crowley, assisted by Wil
children In their farm sand table,
solo.
late
of
Washington,
In
the
County
of
Knox,
and
moved
to
Jefferson,
Me.,
where
ment committee. The matter of rais
fine log cabin has been drawn by one lard P. Sleeper as marshal and Gilford
EDWARD K. GOULD
Clyde Ames* house Is being wired by the deceased, and on this date was qualified to
of the children's grandfather and adds B. Butler as chaplain. The officers Mr. and Mra Parker made their home ing funds for the support of the library Vinalhaven Light & Power Co.
fill said trust by giving bond as the law
The new one-piece cable was laid last Thursday directs.
much to the effect. Not only domestl are: Charles W. Heard. W. SI.; Har until 10 years ago, when they moved was left to the trustees. Voted to ap
Attorney at Law
it was decided not to connect it until the
AU persons having demands against the
portion $25 for magazine subscriptions but
cated animals 'have been brought but vey D. Crowley, S. W.; Ralph Rowell, to Danvers.
old one gave out. A very short wait was in estate, are desired to present the same for
Mrs. Parker Joined the church in her Magazine committee: C. W. Wallace. order for sometime between midnight Satur settlement, and all indebted thereto are re RON TILLNON AVE. end MAIM NT
also many wild ones which we are J. W.; Charles R. Crowley, treasurer;
careful to place in the woods behind 11. W. W4nflpld S. Clarke, secretary; girlhood days. She was a member of R. L. Sheaff, Anne G. Gay. The book day and Sunday morning the lights went out, quired to make payment immediately to
WILLARI) K. OVERLOCK,
the Vinalhaven Light A Power Co. worked
the cabin. The following people re Sidney O. Hurd, chaplain; Joseph the Missionary Society of the Metho committee for the year was appointed aSo good
A. G MOORE
part of Sunday connecting the new
Washington. Maine.
celvtd 100 in spelling the past week. Baum, marshal; Milt&n Bassick. S. D. dist church and interested In all or as follows: R. L. Sheaff, Mra. W. A. cable. Our light troubles will be few and far
Jan. 15, 1924.
Jan24 31 Feh7
Piano Tuner
Mulford Simmons. Freeland Hill, Pat- Paris RaeklilT. J. D.; Wesley Snowdeal, ganizations of the church. During the White. Mrs. J. T. Gay. Voted to use between from now on.
Estate of Alice E. Simmons
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
sey Ferrero and Hilda Foster. Free S. S.; Fred Pierce. Jr 8.; Leroy Allen, last year her Illness prevented her at the interest for the Charles C. Lilly
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
The tendance at public religious services, fund for purchaee of new books. A
land Hill had the most perfect arith organist; Orrin Pierce, tyler.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
January 5, 1924, he was duly appointed ad
worshipful master presented the retir but her interest in the local church fine picture of the late Charles C. Lilly,
metic papers._________
ministrator
of the estate of Alice E. Simmons,
Mrs. Austin Wlnchenbach, who has been
E. Howard
ing master, Harvey D. Crowley, a past and town never flagged. Mrs. Parker presented by his family, was accepted
spending the past week In Bath arrived home late of Rockland, In the County of Knox, de
master's Jewel. Appropriate musical was faithful to her name.
censed,
and
on this date was qualified to till
OCEANVILLE
by the Association and will be placed Monday.
,
Miss Gertrude Wlnchenbach is visiting rela said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
Besides her husband she leaves a with the framed parohment given in
lv« bee Cousins spent the weekend with selections by Mrs. Harry Waterman,
All persons having demands against the
Fred Luscombe, Ralph Rowell and son John Elbridge, who Is a lieutenant his memory by the Waldoboro-Boston tlves at the village.
Genie Pierson St Stonington.
estate, are desired to present the same for
■William
J. Ewell died Jan. 15. He was
Charles McDonald spent Sunday with friends Harry Waterman added much to the and commissioned navy officer In the Club.
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
settlement,
and all indebted there are re
life long resident of tills section and an honest
'’I’rlends of Mrs. Whitfield (irons are glad impressiveness of tl>e exercises. After United States navy,
and daughter.
and upright citizen. Two years ago his health quired to make payment immediately to
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
ELMER K. SIMMONS.
began to fail and six months ago his condl
interesting remarks :bj\ several mem Florence Parker, who is president of
to see her out again after her reeent illness.
Rockland, Maine,
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
tion took a sudden ill turn from which he
A pleasant evening Tuesday was spent with bers and visitors a ilMBtlnus fish chow the Epworth league of the Methodist
January 5, 1924.
.lanlO-17-24
never rallied. His nearest relative was
FOR
SALE
Mrs. Lettie Greenlaw. Whist was ployed, prises der was served, uffl?r the direction church, and three brothers, two who
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,
cousin in Bangor who came several weeks ago
being won by Mrs. Whitfield Gross and Mrs.
and
remained
until
the
end.
The
funeral
was
HOT WATER AND STEAM
Lettie Greenlaw and the booby by Iva Lee of Mrs. Elva Curtis, Worthy Matron- live in Malden and one In Virginia.—
HOME and
held Friday, Rev. O. J. Barnard officiating,
Know the tremendous puk
Cousins and Dots Greenlaw. Refreshments of elect of Forget-me-not Chapter, O. E. Salem Evening News.
Interment was in the family lot at Slalgo. He
HEATING
Ice cream and cake were served.
S. There will be a special communica
was 70 years of age.
Lena and r.dllli Sprague spent Monday af
KENNETH
KNIGHT
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Davis
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
20
Franklin
Street, - - Rockland
tion Jan. 26 for the Fellowcraft degree.
These small ads in The Couriering power of Courier-Gazette
ternoon with Iva Lee Cousins.
Stephen Burrows attended the installation of
Mrs. John Gross cslled. on Mrs. Emms Gross
Installation of the officers of Forget- Gazette are read by every body. That
Telephone 424-1
ROCKPORT. Ml.
Odd Fellows Wednesday night.
Thursday.
„ , , me-not Chapter, O. E. 8.. will be held la why they are so popular and
•X-tf
The whooping cough patients are Improving ads.
137-tt
Mr. Cole left for Ills home In Portland
with no new cases.
effective.
Jan. 28,
Ututsday.

<

The stock and fixtures of the Davis
Garment Store, corner Main and Elm
streets, Rockland. A live, going, profi
table business, well established.

Will also sell the building with the
stock, or will guarantee the purchaser
a continuous lease.

Reason for selling am planning mov
ing to Portland.

H.

DAVIS

Davis Garment Store,

Tel. 288, Rockland, Me.

Protessional&Business Gards

~

?

7 7 7_

W.

Crockett

PLUMBING
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THOMASTON
Walter Swift was in Augusta last
week to attend the annual meeting of
the Maine Farmers Exchange.
Miss ltuth Crockett entertained some
of her friends Tuesday evening, the
o.'oasion being her 14th birthday,
(lames and music were indulged in. A
delicious lunch was
served—sand
wiches, fancy cookies, birthday cake
nnd chocolate. Miss Ruth received a
number of pretty gifts.
The Meetinghouse Hill Club met
with Mrs. E. L. Risteen Tuesday even
ing at her home.
Mrs. Alan L. Bird of Rockland en
tertained guests from here yesterday
in honor of Mrs. Ralph Cushing of Chi
cago.
Saturday evening at Watts hall,
Thomaston Locals vs. Rockland Amer
ican Legion; and Thomaston Freshmen
vs. Rockland.
Miss Helen Tayloe of Medford,
Mass., is visiting Miss Clara Spear
for the remainder of the week.
William Atwood of Portland is in
town on business.
Dr. Henry Elliot, formerly of Thom
aston and Miss Mary Lar.gselle were
married in Salem. Jan. 22.
Mrs. E. L. Risteen entertains the
Pythian Sisters Friday evening.
Jennie Harvey Percival plans to
open the dancing class Wednesday
evening. Jan. 30. The class is from
7.30 to 8.30, followed by the assembly.
Mrs. Stanley Cushing will be hostess
nt a party this afternoon at her home,
the guest of honor being Mrs. Ralph
Cushing of Chicago.
The Christmas Club met with Mrs.
E. W. Peaslee Tuesday, a buffet lunch
being served.
Mrs. Ralph Cushing returns to Chi
cago tomorrow after having spent a
week with Mrs. Cora Cushing.
The funeral services of the late Mrs.
Lucinda Stackpole were held Friday
afternoon at her home on Dunn street.
Rev. Roy H. Short of the Baptist
church officiating.
Mrs. Stackpole,
who died at the age of 76 years, was
born in Demoines, Iowa, the daughter
of the late William Harrison of Vir
ginia and Mary Clark of Iowa. The
tamily moved to Sacramento, Calif.,
where she met and married the late
T. W. Stackpole of Thomaston. She
has been a resident of this town for 50
years, a woman of kindly disposition
and of a home-loving nature. She is
survived bj- her daughter Carrie, who
lovingly cared for her in her long ill
ness, and by her son William; also
four grandchildren—Mrs. Gray
of
Wlarren, Mrs. Haupt of South Warren.
Thomas and Donald Stackpole of
Thomaston; and two great grandbhildren. The interment was in the fam
ily lot.

KILN WOOD
$7.00
WE

ARE

NOW

PAYING

PER CORD
For first-class KILN WOOD delivered at our
Rockport Plant

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.
11-14

FRANK O. HASKELL
CASH GROCERY
TELEPHONE 316
41 OCEAN STREET
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
Best All Round Flour, per bag.............................................. 85c
1OJ/2 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar.......... . ...................... $1.00
Brown Sugar, I I pounds for................................................. $1.00
Confectioner’s Sugar, 2 pounds............................................ 25c
Occident Flour, per bag ...................................................... $1.15
Fresh Pork, per pound................................................................ 15c
Native Pork Steak, pound........................................................... 25c
Native Pork Roast, lb................ 17c. Chops, lb....................... 19c
Pot Roast or Stew Beef, pound.............................................. 14c
Hamburg Steak, 2 lbs......... 25c. Pork Sausage, lb.............. 20c
Smoked Shoulders (No. 1 Light Smoked) pound............... 14c
Bacon, sliced, per pound........................... 27c
Dixie Bacon, pound.................................. 18c

Liver, lb. 10c >
3 lbs. 25c!

NOTED REM EDI ES CHANGE HANDS

Corned Beef, newly corned, pound.......................................... 8c1
Hams, whole, lb.................. 18c. Hams, half, lb..................... 20c
Sliced to fry, pound........................................................... 25c
LAMB—Legs, lb. 32c. Fores, lb. 20c. Chops 38c. Stew 1 5c
Five Ribs Cut of Beef, for roasting, lb....................................25c
Other Roasts, lb............................................................................. 18c
Sirloin or Porterhouse Roasts, pound...................................35c!
Top Round Steak, lb. 40c. Best cut Rump Steak, lb. 50c
Heavy Salt Pork, pound............................................................. 18c I
Honeycomb Tripe, 3 pounds................................................... 25c

George H. Gardiner, proprietor of the
G. I. Robinson Drug Co. of Thomaston,
who for many years has been manu
facturing Pendleton’s Panacea, Gardi
ner’s Cough Balsam of Spruce Gum
and Wild Cherry, and the Blue Bell
line cf remedies, has sold his rights
and formulns to E. E. Boynton of Cam
den. who will continue their manufac
ture at that town tinder the name of
The Pendletdn Co.
These are sterling medicines of longestablished reputation and under Mr.
Boynton’s experienced direction The
Courier-Gazette looks to see their sale
widely extended.

Sauer Kraut, 5 lbs.......... 25c. Corned Pork Ribs, lb. . .
18c
Sliced Pineapple, can..................35c; 3 cans.................. $1 .00:
Grated Pineapple, can..................25c; 3 cans.................. 70c
29c!
Del Monte Peaches, can........................................................
Tomato Soup (Campbell’s) 3 cans . ,25c; dozen cans
90c
Pears, (in heavy syrup), can.............................................. .
22c |
Shrimp, 2 cans for....................................................................
25c
Tomatoes, No. 3 can, each............... 18c; 3 cans............
50c
Early June Peas, can.................... 18c; 3 cans..................
50c
Maine Corn, can—Yellow Bantam .... 15c; 2 cans . . 25c
Evaporated Milk, can.............................................................
11c

CAMDEN
Funeral services were held at the
Mortuary Chapel Tuesday afternoon
lor George H. Berry, a former resident
of Camden who died in La Grange, Ill.,
at the age of 66 years. Rev. li. I. Holt
was the officiating clergyman.
Fred T. Simpson is the guest of his
sister, Miss Selina Simpson in Hing
ham. Mass.
The Tuesday Whist Club met this
week with Miss Teresa Arau.
The Baptist Ladies Circle met yes
terday afternoon with Mrs. Richardson
on Union street.
The Friday Club will be entertained
this week by Mrs. W. R. Gill.
There was a large attendance at the
Baptist Calendar Club Tuesday even
ing. An excellent musical program
was rendered consisting of the fol
lowing numbers: Violin, Clifford Bur
kett, Vira Stevenson accompanist:
piano. Margaret McAuley; vocal, Mrs.
John Mathews, Mrs. Arthur Grinnell
and Mrs. Edwin Prince, Mrs. C. L.
Young accompanist;
piano, Sylvia
Ixingman. Tho program was followed
by remarks by the pastor, Rev. E. M.
Holman. Refreshments of cocoa, cake
and fancy crackers were furnished
and several new members added.
A large delegation from Camden at
tended the annual meeting of the Past
Matrons and Patrons of Knox County
at Masonic hall, Rockport, Tuesday
evening.
Harold Corthell is in Boston and
New York on a business trip.
Miss Caroline Morrison leaves today
for Jersey City where she will visit her
daughter, Mrs. Charles Whrner Jones.
The newly elected officers of the
Camden Board of Trade are John Bird,
president; B. F. Mathews, vice presi
dent John Leach, secretary; J. Hale
llodgman, treasurer; John Taylor, col
lector; executive committee, B. F.
Mathews. John L. Tewksbury, Oscar
Emery, Z. M. Dwinal und C. E. Lord.
Plans have been made for a banquet to
be held Feb 7 when Senator Ralph
Erewster will be tho speaker. His sub
ject will be "Town Management.”
At a recent meeting of Amity Lodge.
F. & A. XL, a committee consisting of
Carl H. Hopkins, John L. Tewksbury
and II. D. Small was appointed to re
ceive subscriptions toward the million
dollar fund which will lie used for the
erection of a George Washington Me
morial at Alexandria, Va. Each Mason
will be assessed one dollar.
Mrs. A. IL Jones and Mrs. G. K.
Mayo were guests Wednesday of Mrs.
E. E. Boynton and Mrs. Perry at their
home, Free street.
RALPH BREWSTER TO SPEAK
“Town Management” will be the
vital topic discussed by Senator Ralph
Brewster of Portland, candidate for the
Republican "gubernatorial nomination,
before the Camden Board of Trade,
Feb. 7. The nearly elected officers of
that live organization are: John Bird,
president; B. T. Mathews, vice presi
dent; John Leach, secretary; J. Hale
llodgman, treasurer. B. F. Mathews.
John L. Tewksbury, Oscar Emery, Z.
M. Dwinal and C. E. Lord form the
executive committee.

The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Is now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.

Apples, can.......... 20c. Pumpkin or Squash, can . f... 1 5c
Marshmallows, pound.................................................................. 35c
Broken Candy, Cream Mixture, pound 18c; 2 pounds 30c
New Walnuts, pound............... 25c; 5 pounds................. $1.00
Castanas. pound...................... 18c; 3 pounds......................... 50c
Pop Corn, 5 pounds.................. .'................................................ 25c
Corn Krumbles (same as corn cakes), box......................... 28c
New Citron, pound..................................................................... 58c
CUT PRICES ON ALL MEDICINES

Large Galvanized Wash Tubs, each..................................... 90c
Large Galvanized Foot Tubs, each........................................65c
Brooms, each............ 65c. Mop Handles, each............... 10c
Lanterns, each .... 75c. Clothes Pms, 8 dozen .... 25c
No. 9 Wash Boilers, copper bottom, each........................... $2.50
Wash Boards, each..................................................................... 39c
5 gallon Oil Cans............ 90c. I gallon Oil Cans............... 35c
Axe Handles, each.......................................................................... 50c
2 pound package Cocoa, each....................................................22c
Large Bags Salt, each................................................................ 24c
Small Bags Salt........................... 7c; 4 for.............................. 25c

Swift’s Pride Soap, 7 bars......................................................... 25c
American Family Soap, bar............ 5c; 25 bars................90c
Sunbrite Cleaner, 2 cans...................
5c
Fancy Red Salmon, 15'/2 oz. can, steak salmon, each . . 35c
3 cans for............................................................................ $1.00
(Glenwood Brand) Tuna Fish, can.......................................... 25c
Fresh Eggs, dozen .... 48c. Western Eggs, dozen .... 44c
Nut Oleo, lb.................... 24c. Tub Butter, lb........................52c
Full Cream Cheese, lb. 35c. Mince Meat, lb. 20c; 2 lbs. 35c
Pure Lard, lb..................... 17c; 20 lb, tubs ... r... . $3.30
Compound Lard, lb................ 16c; 20 lb. tubs................ $3.00
Pea Beans, quart 18c; 3 quarts 50c; 6 quarts 90c; peck $1.10
Yellow Eye Beans, quart................. 19c; peck.................... $1.45
Potatoes, peck 29c; bushel $1.10; 2/i bushel bags $2.50
Apples, peck, cooking......................25c; eating .................. 35c
Turnips, pound........................... 2c; bushel......................... $1.00
Onions, 7 pounds............ 25c. Beets, 7 pounds............... 25c
Carrots and Parsnips, 3 pounds............................................... 25c

Graham Flour, 5 lbs. . .25c. Granulated Meal, 6 lbs. . .25c
Whole Rice, 4 lbs. 25c. Formosa Oolong Tea, lb. 35c; 3 lb. $1
Large package Rolled Oats, each.......................................... 19c
Quaker Corn Flakes, 5 packages............................................ 25c
Pure Cream Tartar, % lb. pkg........... 10c; 1 lb. pkg............. 35c
Baking Soda, 5 pkgs. 25c. Cream Corn Starch, 2 pkgs. 15c
Cassia, Nutmeg, Ginger, Allspice, Sage, pkg. 10c; 3 for 25c
Mustard, small cans................. 12c; Yl lb. cans................... 20c
Cloves, pkg. ..20c. Small cans Cocoa, . ,7c; 4 for ..25c
Celery Salt, White Pepper, Onion Salt, Paprika, each ... 5c
Toilet Paper, 7 rolls................. 25c; 4 packages................... 25c
Seeded Raisins, 2 pkgs........... 25c. New Dates, 2 lbs............ 25c
Prunes, 4 lbs.................. 25c. Prunes, 2 lb. pkgs.................... 28c
Cocoanut, pkg. ...................... 15c; 2 pkgs.......................... 25c
Baker’s Chocolate, half pound cake..................................... 15c
Jello, assorted flavors, each............ 10c; 3 for............. 25c
Peko Buds Tea, Yl lb. pkg......................................................... 34c

AT HASKELL’S

M. R. LINSCOTT’S

SOUTH END MARKET
71 CRESCENT STREET.

TELEPHONE 856
—FOR—

»

ONE

WEEK

_______ _________

10 lbs. Sugar $1.00. Confectioner’s Sugar, 2 lbs. 24c
Best All Round Flour, per bag.............................. 85c
Large package Rolled Oats, 3 lbs. 7 oz............... 18c
Seeded Raisins, pkg............. 12c; 3 pkgs............... 35c
New Dates, 2 pounds for.......................................... 25c
Tall can Milk............. 10c; 5 cans for............... 48c
Native Hennery Eggs, dozen................................... 45c
Trumpet Brand Tomatoes, 2 cans for................. 25c.
Hawaiian Crushed Pineapple, can 24c; 2 cans 45c
Pure Leaf Lard, lb. 16c. Heavy Salt Pork, lb. 17c
Hatchet Brand Macaroni, large package............ 18c
Butter cut from tub, lb. 52c. Country Butter, lb. 58c
Cloverbloom Butter, pound.................................... 60c
Honeycomb Tripe, 3 lbs............................................... 25c
Best Rump Steak, lb. 35c. Top Round Steak, lb. 25c
Bottom Round Steak, lb. 20c. Loin Roast, lb. 30c
Rib Roast, lb...........1 8c. Good Chuck, lb............ 16c
Corned Beef, 8c to I 5c. Hamburg Steak, 2 lbs. 25c
Pie Meat, lb............. 12c. Beef Rolled, lb.............. 15c
Veal Steak, lb.......... 45c. Veal Roast, lb............ 35c
Stew Veal, lb........... 20c. Pork Steak, lb............ 25c
Peas, 3 cans.......... 45c. Pea Beans, quart........... 1 5c
Yellow Eye Beans, quart................................ «. 19c
Oranges, doz ... ,35c. Grapefruit, 3 for ... ,25c

BE HONEST WITH
YOURSELF

Add up your old grocery bills; check up the prices
with THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA
CO.’S prices; and why not save that two or three
dollars every week as many are doing. By thus
saving weekly you can make your bank account
grow, and have a few more comforts of life.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
TEA tO.
THOMASTON, Open Evenings
WARREN,
CAMDEN,
VINALHAVEN,
ROCKLAND, 738 Main Street
ROCKLAND, 462 Main Street
ROCKLAND, 252 Main Street

:: Look At Our Prices ::
Grandmother’s Bread, large loaf (fresh daily)
10c
Pure Lard and Compound........................................ 1 7c
P. & G„ Welcome, Good Will Soap, 4 for.......... 23c
Lenox, 8 bars . . 34c. Sunny Monday, 10 for .. 30c
Palm Olive, 2 for 1 5c. Life Buoy Soap, 3 for 20c
Baker’s Cocoa ... 18c. Baker’s Chocolate ... 18c
Shredded Wheat.......... lie. Corn Flakes........... 7c
Puffed Wheat....................................................... ... 12’/z
A wonderful All Round Flour, nice and white $1.03
(Better and more food made from this flour than any other.)
TRY IT! WE GUARANTEE IT 1

THE EASTERN OIL BURNER CO.

4 pounds Pea Beans for.......................................... 29c

Seeks Several Maine Men

Tha OLD muat be replaced by the NEW.
Timea change and wonders will never cease.
The GREATEST WONDER YET KNOWN—GRANDMOTHER’S
BREAD— made from the beat flour obtainable, absolutely pure leaf
lard, fresh milk, tho finest bakery, modern in every way, and
A REAL MASTER BAKER, who watches every loaf.
This makes GRANDMOTHER'S BREAD the best BREAD EVER.
Try it once; we do not ask anything else; 10c a loaf.

—'to associate themselves actively with this organisation
which is marketing the most successful domestic Oil Burner
in New England, price considered. More than a thousand
installations in New England are giving sali factory service.
It is proposed to divide Maine into eleven logical zones. The
position calls for good business judgment, a faculty for hand
ling a mechanical device, and sufficient finances to allow for
territorial sales. Every opportunity to Investigate fully the
merit of the enterprise will be accorded. Communicate with—

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

W anted

187 Pine Street,
Providence, R. I.

Eastern Oil Burner Co.,

1
j

TENANTS HARBOR
Nlaomi Chapter, O. E. S., will install
officers tumorruw nig'ht.

Eggs and Chicks

j

Club Organizers Wanted

[
j

To secure subscribers in every neigh
borhood for the National Republican
paper. A profitable work for women
who desire to serve the Kepublican
cause For particulars write THE NATIONAL REPUBLICAN, 425 Tent St..
N. W.. Washington. D. C.
7*12

j

I

FOR SALE
and R. I.
FOR SALE—White
Red Cockerels. M. F.
(Hendon, Me.. R.
F D. 4.
16*12
DAY OLD CHICKS—Improved S.
R. I.
Reds. $18 per hundred. Hatching eggs from
pens headed by males front II. A. Daniels’ Fed!
greed Reds. $’• per hundred. 0. C. COOK,
rriendslnp, Maine. 9
8e16
BABY CHIX—Wyllle’s Single Comb Reds
bred for eggs, type and color. Order early 22c
each postpaid. F. H. WYLLiE, Thomaston. R.
F D. Phone 171-42.
3*12

DODGE COUPE
A-1 Condition
Can Be Seen at the

FIREPROOF GARAGE
Or TEL. 97

MR. GOLDBERG

9-tf

The Store Where You Save Money
Everything advertised in our ad. of
Jan. 10 remain* at the same Low
Prices, except a few articles mentioned
below, which have changed slightly in
price. We wish also to remind you of
a few articles which we are selling at
regular prices. Compare them with
your grocer's or with our competitors’
who are trying to make you believe
they are underselling us, and you will
see for you self the saving you can
make by trading with us.

10 lb. bag Granulated Sugar.......... 93c
Confectioner’s Sugar, lb..................... 11c
Top Round Steak, lb.......................... 30;
Best Cut Rump Steak, lb................. 40c
Five Rib Roast, lb.............................. 18c
Sirloin Roast, lb.................................... 30c
We have newly Corned Beef, per lb.
............................................6c, 7c and 8c
We also have Chuck Corned, all lean,
per lb................. ................................ 12c
Shoulder Clods, corned, all meat, no
bones, no waste, lb.......................... 14c
Home Made Country Sausage, lb. 20c
(Just as good as some stores sell for
3(ia and 35c lb.)
The very best Pork Roast, lb.......... 18c
Chops, lb. /............ ».x..................... 21c
Salt Pork, fat and lean, 2 lbs........ 25c
Heavy Fat Salt Pork, lb................... 18c
A1 Smoked Shoulders, lb................... 13c
Swifts Pure Lard, lb.......................... 17c
Compound, lb...................................... 16c
Sunkist Peaches, the best goods on
the market, large can ......................30c
Medium can .................................. 25c
Large can Sliced Pineapple, none
better ......................;......................... 33e
Grated Pineapple, Sunkist, none bet
ter, medium can ............................. 25c
Large can Peart.................................. 20c
Early June'Peas, can ........................ 17c
3 cans ................................................ 48c
Tomato Soup, 3 cans ........................ 25c
Caroline Evaporated Milk, can ....... 10c
Van Camp’s Milk, can ...................... 11c
New Citron, lb..................................... 55c
New Walnuts, lb......23c; 5 Ib3...... $1.00
Libby’s Fancy Red Steak Salmon,
16 oz. can ........................................ 30c
2 lb. pkg. Cocoa ................................ 20c
Good All Round Flour .................... 85c
The very best All Round Flour.......95c

3 boxes Purity Salt .......................... 25c
10 lb. Bag Salt ................................... 21c
Small Bag Salt ................................... 5c
2 lb. pkg. Salt ...................................... 5c
3 Crow Mustard, small can ............. 10c
3 Crow Cream Tartar, 1 lb. pkg........35c
Potatoes, Native, raised in Appleton,
in 1 bushel bags, per bushel ....... $1.15
Carrots, lb..... 5c. Turnips, bushel ... 90c
Pea Beans, quart ...,15c; peck ....$1.10
Yellow Eye Beans, qt. 18c; peck $1.40
Seeded Raisins, package ................... 12c
Seedless, lb........................................... 12c
New Dates, lb.................................... 12c
Prunes, 4 lbs....... r............................... 25c
Oranges, sweet and juicy, dozen .... 20c
Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmers’
Egg3, dozen ..................................... 48c
Western Fresh Eggs, dozen ............. 39c
Nut Butter, lb.........23c; 5 lbs.......... $1.10
Brookfield Creamery Butter, lb...... 62c
Other make Creamery Butter, just as
good, lb............................................... 58c
Creamery Tub Butter, lb.................. 52c
Very good Country Butter, lb.......... 52c
Full Cream Cheese, 5 lbs................... $1.50

!!$•

AFtB-'S •

ASH AND

APIRV?.

MARKET
'■'H

1st Perks Up nnd Talks Back, the Cop
will send him to the Pen for Life.
For Sale
How Thankful we should be that This
FOR SALE—Two baby carriages in
Town has no Bossy Copl
condition. 12 HOLMES ST. Tel. 757-1.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertlsemttma la this column not to exoeee
three hues loeerted once for 25 rente. 2 time*
for SO cents
Additional lines 5 cents eact
ter cne time. It eenta t times 9*1 words make
• line

Lost and Found
FOUND—HOUND—Young,

Phone 105.

Used Cars
OVERLAND TOURING, good condition
throughout. Low priced for quick sale. A.
C. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave., phone 576-R or
FIREPROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
149-tf
1921

Miscellaneous
"$500

SECURES

FLOCK

POULTRY! COW.

"GOOD

HOME”

FARM

CROPS—Equipment

included to settle affaire; 75 acres; prosperous
district; excellent £r«ut fishing; schools, stores,
churches ; good .akrkets; dark loam tillage,
brook-watered p allure, variety fruit; good 6room cottage, barffT poultry house, garage. Low
price $1,000 takes all. only $500 needed. De
tails page 13 Illus. Catalog Bargains throughout
New England. Copy free. STROUT FARM
AGENCY, 284DG Water St., Augusta, Me.
ll*lt
SNOWMAN. TSi. 672-R does all kinds of
Trucking and Moving.
ll*tf
FAINTING AUTOMOBILES.

AND

REPAIR

ING, also good bargains in used cars. STEV
ENS GARAGE, 57 Pacific street. Tel. 563-R.

9-20

good

______ 11-13
FOR SALE—A few good R. I. Red Breeding
Cockerels, Tompkins strain. V. P. HALL, 21
Rockland St., Rockland.
ll-tf
FOR SALE—2 good second-hand Upright
Pianos. 1 Victor Phonograph; 1 Columbia
Phonograph ; 2 Cornets—silver plated—good as
new. STUDLEY’S MUS1<’ STORE. Rockland.
Tel. 713._____________________________ ll-tf
FOR SALE—Six h. p. sawing machine; 2%
steel axle wagon; also heavy two horse low
nose sled. Good trade for some one. W. W.
BUTLER. Rockland. Tel. 603-M.
10-12
FOR SALE—2 two-horse sleds, one at 193
Thomaston St., Rockland and one at Friend
ship. R W. DAVIS A SONS.
10*12
FOR SALE—House in Camden, with all mod
ern Improvements, stable and garage. Slate
roof on all buildings, (’all after 5.30. MRS.
W. E. DRINKWATEK, 39 Mountain St.. Cam
den. Me. Tel. 85-5.____________
10*13
FOR SALE—Gilbert Smith upright piano.
Good as new. Bargain. 18 UNION ST., Cam
den, Me.
10-12
FOR SALE—HAY—10 tons early cut hay de
livered in any quantity at reasonable price. C.
F. PRESCOTT. Tel. 462-J.___________ 10*12
FOR SALE—-Green hard wood, 4 feet long,
delivered $12; sawed $14-—full measure. BERT
MERRILL, Thomaston, Maine. Tel. 45-5.
10*12
FOR SALE—Mountain split dry hard wood;
also junks. Price right. FRANK ERICKSON,
R. F. D., Box 70, Thouuston. Telephone
189-42, North Cushing.
9*11
FOR SALE—Set of double horse sleds, heavy
for two horses, pole and body all complete. S.
B. HASKELL, Camden. Tel. 238-11.
8-tf
FOR SALE OR TO LET—All k.nds of horses.
Sleighs and Harnesses. F. K. GARDNER,
Blacksmith Shop, Thomaston, Me..
7*12
FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or junks.
Telephone 172-6, Warren, Me., or write JOHN
COGAN, Thomardon R. F. D.
10-15

FOR SALE—Small place on Primrose H1U In
West Rockport. Inquire of C. E. FERNALD.
__________________________________ 153*11
FOR SALE—Lobster fisherman trapa on
hand and made to order. FIELD & KETP, 1»
McLoud St., near Haskeli’s Store. Southend.
Tel. 758-3.__________________________ 151-tf
FOR SALE—New General Electric Motors
3-5-10 H. P. with starters and switches; 60
cycle, 220 watts, 3 phase. Apply D. SHAFTER,
15 Rockland St., Rockland, Me.
151-tf
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
in Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 66c;
•null bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
PANY.
1-tf
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water heat,
cement cellar; all modern improvements; large
gulden spot. New grocery business well stocked.
M. G GURNEY, 3 Park St., Cwnden, Me. Tel.
155-11.
1-tf

NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth

Residence Phone 946-M

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our eocond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.

V.

WANTED—You to know that It will pay you
to store your Battery with us this winter.
HOUSE SHERMAN INC., Exide Service Sta
tion. Tel. 650-W. Next to Ford agency, Rock
1-tf
The Bossy Cop makes the Automo- land.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
hilist feel Pretty Cheap for Purklng
female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S.
his car Wrong. And If the Automobil- and
RANLErr, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14.
1-tf

yellow and white.
Owner can have same by coming after him.
(J. G. MII.I.Elt. fftzry lllll. Union. Me 11«13
LOST—Weed Tire Chain. between Rockland
and Rockville. Reward. Call 352-1. ELMER
STARR, Rockville,___________________ 11*13
LOST—Saturday afternoon between Larrabee
and Dodge's store and A. D. Bird’s colored
bead bag containing money. MRS. A. J. LAR
RABEE , 58 Camden St. Tel. 811 W,
10-12
LOST—On Saturday, Jan. 19 one truck tire
chain 32x4%, almost new with the name Weed
on each hook; oh the road between South
Cushing and (Reason St., via Water and Knox
Sts.. Thomaston. Finder please notify W. J.
ROBERTSON, Lumber and Builders Supplies,
(also Buckeye Incubators & Brooders) Thom
aston, and receive reward. Telephone 124-3.
10-12
FOUND
—
A
Better
Kerosene
—
Lusterllte.
You
10 lbs................................................... $2.80 can have It delivered in 5-gal. lots to your
5 lb. can Karo Syrup, red or blue,
home anywhere In Rockland free. For service
1-tf
can ..................................................... 30c call MOODY’S. 455-M.

Largo Galvanized Wash Tubs ....... 80c
Medium Size Galvanized Tub ....... 70c
Brooms, very good............................... 65c
Lanterns, each ................................... 45c
Just received 2'/2 quart Aluminum
Percolators, each ......................... $1.19
Remember, we have no sale days.
We sell for the same low prices every
day as long as goods last. When we
buy more goods and have to pay a dif
ferent price, we are obliged to change
prieet. Don’t wait; look over our ad.
of Jan. 10 and send in your order.
With $10.00 order, 10 lbs. Sugar....... 75e.

WANTED—l’ulp cutlers. Apply to JOHN
WILLETT. Clark Island, or telephone 21-23.
____________________________________ 11*14
LOST—Dec. 15 small black and tan hound,
named Skeeter, also large black and white
hound, with brown head, named Diamond.
CHARLES BAIRD, R. F. D., Camden, Me. Tel.
Lincolnville 18-3._____________________11*14
LOST—Wednesday, between Sheldon’s Drug
Store and the Thorndike Hotel, pocketbook
containing hills and change. Reward. MRS.
ELIZABETH KIMBALL. Thorndike Hotel. Tel.
561-5.
11-13
WANTED—Position as housekeeper for re
fined widower or bachelor. HOUSEKEEPER.
6 Willow Street. Rockland. Me.
10*12
WANTED—100 Lady Agents can be put to
work at once. Inclose a Dime for terms and a
present. L. A. DOW, Rockland, Maine. 9*11
WANTED—Clerks, 18 up. Excellent salary.
For government positions at Washington. Ex
am., Rockland. Feb. 9. Expedience unnec
essary. For free particulars, write It. TERRY,
(former Civil Service examiner), 635 Barrister
Bldg.. Washington. D. C,_____________ 9*11
WANTED—Crocheters, experienced on Boot
ees, Infants’ Sacques, Infants’ Silk Hoods,
Ladies’ Dressing Sacques and Ladies’ Shawls.
Steady homework, good pay. We pay parcelpost charges both ways. Send us pieces show
ing ntltt-hes. SIMON ASCHER & CO., 134th St.
Ac 3rd Av. . N, w \ ..rk < in.
3 14

F. STUDLEY

279-285 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

58-tf

ing, Crockery, and Household Goods Bought
To Let
and Sold. (’. T, y}AGG, Rankin Block. 8-If
TO
LET
—
Furnished
room at 10 PLEASANT
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
____________________ ll*tf
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall ST.
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
TO LET—Furnished front room with heat.
Centrally located near Main Street. All mod
ern conveniences. 12 OAK STREET.
11*13
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
You Know What You Are Doing keeping. All modern conveniences. Apply 12
ELM STREET.________________________ 9-tf
Other People May Not
TO LET—Four room tenement, corner Front
and Achorn Streets. Apply to H. DAVIS, cor
Main
and Elm Streets.______________ 149-tf
Ted Them Through on Advertise
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
ment In Thia Papet.
and musical lnst:uments or anytlilng that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J. R. FLYE, 221 Malo 8t„ Rockland.

1 tf

BY ONE LONE POINT

InSocialCircles
Mrs. W. II. Thomas announces the
engagement of her daughter, Alma P.
Colson, to Walter A. Hoyt of Lynn,
Mass.
J. C. Perry, who has been visiting
his daughters in San Francisco and
Santa Barbara, arrived in New York
this week, and will visit relatives there
before returning home.
The Arth Club niet Tuesday after
noon with Mrs. Qlara Engleson. {ill
but one of the mambers being present.
A large amount of needlework was
done. The refreshments included rib
bon cake, ices, coffee, etc.

Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and
Mrs. Billings were recent guests at the
Copper Kettle.
Charles W. Sheldon is in Portland at
tending a convention of Rexall agents.

The current issue of Century con
tains one of Prof. C. Wilbert Snow’s
poems. It is entitled "Zeb Kinney on
Philosophers.”
Miss Gwendolyn Wolfe motored from
Boston recently, and Is the guest of
Mr. and Mis. Ensign Otis, Lindsey
street.

Word comes from St. Petersburg,
Fla., that A. P. Blaisdell and son Percy
are both confined to their beds with
malarial fever.
Mrs. E. B. Hastings is confined to
her home on Talbot avenue by illness,
but is convalescing.

Mrs. W. C. Bird entertained the auc
tion club of which she is a member at
her home on State street Tuesday
evening with supper and cards. The
prizes were won by Mrs. A. F. Lamb
and Albert T. Thurston.
•S. L. Alperin and daughter, Mies
Dorothy Alperin of Rockland street
leave the first of March for Worcester,
Mass., where they will make their fu
ture home.

William H. Weed, aide de camp at
the Payson Co.’s store has moved from
Pleasant street to 18 Shaw avenue.
A birthday luncheon followed by
much happy conversation, but
no
cards, was given Tuesday at the
Thorndike Hotel with Mrs. L. E.
Wardwell of Camden and Mrs. E. K.
Leighton of this city as guests of
hnor and Mrs. Emily C. Hitchcock as
hostess.

The annual meeting cf the Congre
gational parish was held last night,
following the most largely attended
circle supptr of the season. These of
ficers were elected: Moderator, A. H.
Jones; clerk, J. E. Stevens: trusteed,
A. L. Orne, R. K. Snow, C. M. Kalloch,
G. A. Lawrence, E. L. Brown and W.
W. Spear; treasurer. H. A. Buffum;
ushers and pew committee, Alfred E.
Keyes, W. A. Hill and Henry B. Bird;
music committee, J. C. Perry, Mrs. Lil
lian B. Mortland, Mrs. H. A. Buffum
and Mrs. John O. Stevens; auditor, F.
W. Powers, it was voted to increase
the salary of the pastor, Rev. W. S.
Rounds, a step which the parish felt es
pecial pleasure in taking. It was al
so voted to make improvements in the
auditorium, in which work the Wo
man’s Association will co-operate.
The reports show a small balance in
the treasury.
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Every-Other-Day

Thomaston High Defeated
Camden High Last Night—
Lincoln At the Arcade To
morrow Night.

Camden
Goals Fouls Pts.
Mayhew, rf............._..... 3
0
6
Leach, If ........................ 12
4
McCobb, c ...................... QOO
Jones, FC ............................. 0
0
0
Emery, rg ...................... 0
0
0
Quinn, lg........................ 0
0
0

4
2
10
The score: Thomaston 12, Camden
A savage last period rally on the
part of Camden High School came 10. Referee, Sturtevant.
» » » •
within a point of 'taking Thomaston
A pronounced interest has been
High’s win in Watts hall last night.
The third period ended with the game manifested in tomorrow night's bas
apparently on ice .for the Thomaston ketball game, due to be played at 8
five but something happened to the T. o'clock In the Arcade between Rock
H. S. morale that last quarter and land High School and Lincoln Acad
Skewes caged the ball three times in emy. Both teams are in prime condi
rapid succession while the Thomaston tion and whichever way the feather
team calmly looked on. The rest of blows there will be no alibi. These
the period was fast enough to suit the teams are generally considered as the
most fastidious.
Thomaston's of principal contenders for the champion
laurels ■ although
Camden’s
fense was largely Feehan with Hall ship
and Condon much Ip evidence. Skewed prowess remains yet to he tried. Lin
was the particular star of the Megunti- coln has defeated both Rockport and
oook outfit and worked every minute. Thomaston and Rockland has won a
Camden High is without the service 19-13 victory over the lattei- team in
of their greatest point-getter, Dodge, Watts hall. The game has been thor
oughly advertised and a diligent corp3
this year. The summary:
of ticket sellers has combed the city
Thomaston
Goals Fouls Points so it behooves the wise fans to be on
Grafton, rf ................... 0
1
1 hand early if those center balcony
desired.
Feehan, If ...............
1
6
s front row seats «are
* • •
Kalloch, c..................... 0
3
3
An attractive basketball schedule
Condon, rb ................. 2
0
4
Hall, lb ......................... 0
2
2 folder has been issued by the High
School Athletic Association giving the
Total ......................... 3
12
18 schedule of boys and girls teams and
the results of the games played thus
Camden
far. The most noticeable feature of
Goals Fouls Points the calendar to the average fan is
Stockwell, lb ............. 1
3
5 the schedule or lack of schedule of the
Gerrish, rb................... 0
0
0 girls' organization. Hallowell High is
Snowdeal, c .............. ..1
1
3 the only school listed outside this dis
Mayhew, If...............:1
o
2 trict except Maine School of Com
Skewes, rf ................... 3
1
7 merce, Auburn which plays here Feb.
29.
Total ..................... :. 6
5
17
The score—Thomaston High, 18,
Writing from Cambridge, Mass., to
Camden High 17.
a member of The Courier-Gazette staff,
Referee—Glidden or Newcastle.
George E. Cross, 82 years of age, says:
• • • •
"I saw in your paper the other day
The big crowd at Thomaston last where a man scored 23 pins in one
night was treated to an exhibition of box while bowling candlepins. I have
1924 basketball refereeing. There have done the same on the Kennedy
been many changes in the rules in alleys, with the late Mr. Kittredge. I
tended to speed up the game and avoid had to get 20 pins to tie him in the
roughness. The spectators misunder last box and I made 27. On the same
stood the strict interpretation of Ref alley I have twice rolled 95 without a
eree Glidden and called for him to spare or a strike. For five years every
throw away his whistle or “cut the Thanksgiving I won the turkey prize,
whistling solo.” In spite of the all too and the year I was 78 I bowled 164
frequent shrilling of the whistle the on Gillette’s alleys in Somerville,
new game is faster and livelier than Mass. I have bowled two strings on
the old rough and tumble variety. The Hobbs' alleys this winter. The first
Rockland team witnessed the contest was 80 and the next was 101. I was
and will undoubtedly be subjected to so lame in both legs that I had to ride
even closer refereeing in the Lincoln home in an auto." Many Rockland
Academy game at the Arcade tomor bowlers have learned to their sorrow
row night.
that “Uncle George” is a worthy op
A surface judgment would make jt ponent on any alley.
appear that Rockland High, having
beaten Thomaston already, would have
little to fear from the Meguntleoak
team but a glance at the summitry
shows that Camden made twice the
number of field goals and with a crip
Three Shows—2:00, 6:45, 8:30
pled team at that.

EMPIRE

There was a great ovation for the
Thomaston boys after their victory
as well as many cheers coupled with
the name of Sturtevant. Thomaston
is justly proud of hor High School and
Its four-square guardian.

Miss Kitty Coburn gave a dinner
party, followed by two tables of auc
tion at the Copper Kettle recently.
Mrs. George W. Smith won the prize.

Mrs. W. Irving Elwell, who is having
a fortnight’s vacation from the FullerCobb-Davis store, is spending a week
in Portland, Cornish and Augusta.

Thomaston Girls 12, Camdon Girls 10
The Thomaston girls nosed out a
12 to 10 victory dfccr Camden and
made it a pertpet nieht
T. H. g.
Both teams worked ,hurd und Referee
Sturtevant worked jjardest of all to
judge from his expression. The sum
mary:
Thomaston
Goals Fouls Pts.
Thorndike, rf................- 12
4
Keller, rf.................... X’ 2
0
4
Keiser, If ................... - 10
2
Comstock, if .............. :. 10
2
Mossman, c .................. 0
0
0
Felt, sc ........................
0
0
0
Keller, rg ...................... 0
0
0
Keiser, Irg .............-..... 0
0 _ 0
Young, lg ...................... 0
0
0

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White arrived
Tuesday night from New York, where
they have been guests for several
weeks of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White.
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Last Time Today

“Souls of Bondage”
—With—

Cleo Madison

THE STORY OF SUGAR

Friday-Saturday

A powerful drama of a girl who was
a daughter of the sea and a mother
to its fearless troubles.
: : ALSO : :
Chapter Three of

FLOOR LAMPS

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Comedy: “MY PAL"
MONDAY-TUESDAY
“PURE THE GRIT"

Wonderful New
Coal Oil Light
Vapor ,,
Saves Oil li

Burns

The most successful in the series of
winter auction parties Ik Id at the B
& P. W. Club rooms was given last
night with 14 tables. Prizes were won
by Mrs. P. Jt. Dainon, Mrs. A. K. P.
Harvey, Miss Kitty Coburn, Mrs. V. F.
Studley, Mrs. Fred B. Achorn, Mrs. L.
E. McRae, and consolation by Mrs
Karl O’Brien.

We didn't have gold fish enough to
go around lari time hut a new lot is
due next week and will be elven away
as before at the Kittredge Pharmacy
—adv.

AT ASTOUNDING REDUCTIONS TO EFFECT QUICK CLEARANCE

AS LONG AS THEY LAST;

NOTABLE VALUES TO BE HAD HERE DURING OUR
SALE*’ BESIDES THOSE LISTED BELOW.

THERE ARE

MANY OTHER

“ODD

LOT
COME EARLY! YOU WILL WANT SOME OF THESE GOODS BEFORE THEY
ARE CLOSED OUT
Odd Lot Felt Base Art Rugs

Odd Lot Tapestry and

Axminster Rugs

Odd Lot
Odd Lot
Price
Price
RUG 6x7H ft., $5.75 val........ $3.45 1 SEAMLESS TAPESTRY 7 Vix9
RUGS. 6x9 ft., $8.00 val., ea. $4.98
ft., $20.00 value........................ $12.95
RUG, 6x9 ft., $9.00 value ....... $5.98 1 HEAVY SEAMLESS VBLVET
RUG 8’4xio% ft., $45.00 val. $25.98
RUGS. 7%x9 ft., 11.25 val. ea. $7.98
1 SEAMLESS TAPESTRY, 9x12
RUGS 9x9 ft.. $13.50 val. ea. $8.98
ft., $32.00 value........................ $19.95
RUG 9x10^ ft. $15.75 val. $9.98 1 AXMINSTER SEAMED RUG.
8%xl0% ft., $45.00 value .... $25.95
1 SEAMLESS
AXMINSTER
Odd Lot Grass Rugs
9xl2,ft„ plain green with floral
border, one of the best grades,
Odd Lot
.................................................. $45.00
Price
n.AIN RUGS, 36x72 in., $3.00
Odd Lot Couch Covers
quality; each ............................. $1.69
1 lot TAPESTRY OOUCH COV
FIGURED RUGS 36x72 in.,
ERS, values up to $10.00 each.
$3.50 quality; each ................... $1.97
Odd Lot Price............................ $5.98
FIGURED RUGS, 34x90 in.,
1 lot TAPESTRY COUCH COV
$8.50 quality; each .................. $5.49
ERS, assorted patterns, values
PLAIN RUG 6x9 ft., $10.00
up to $7.50. Odd Lot Sale
quality; ........................................ $6.49
Price, each ................................ $2.93
FIGURED RUG 6x9 ft., $12.50
1 lot ODD CURTAINS, includ
quality......................... ................ $7.49
ing nets, voile, marquisette,
etc., at .................. Close Out Prices
FIGURED RUG, 6x9 ft., $7.50
quality ........................................ $3.98 1 lot REMNANTS and some
large pieces CURTAIN MA
FIGURED RUGS 9x12 ft.,
TERIALS. at .......Cloee Out Prices
$12.50 quality; each ................ $7.45
1 roll TAPESTRY STAIR CAR
FIGURED RUG 9x12 ft., $16.50
PET, high grade, Bigelowquality................ ..........................$9.98
Hartford Tapestry, Brussells
PLAIN RUG 9x12 ft. $15.00
Stair Carpet, $2.50 value, per
quality .......... _........................
$839
yard. Odd Lot Price, yard $1.69

1
2
1
3
4
1

2
3
3
1

1
1
3

1
1

Odd Lot Wcol&Fibre Rugs

4
3

Odd Lot
Price
RUGS 4x7 ft., $10.00 val. each $4.98
RUGS 9x12 ft., $15.00 value;
each .......................... .................... $9.98J
HEAVY RUGS 9x12 ft., $25.00
qual., slightly damaged, ea. $14.95
RUG 8Hxl^>J ft., $20. vulue $10.95
1.95
RUG 7%xlJJ4 ft.. $20.00 val. $13.5
1.50
RUGS 6x9
$8.30 value; ea. $4.5

fL,

Odd Lots Laces
The following lots of Laces will be
sold on the—
ONE CENT SALE PLAN
1 lot VAL. LACES, value 5c per
yard; 2 yards .............................. 6c
1 lot VAL. LACES, value 10c
per yard; 2 yards........................ 11c
1 lot VENICE LACES, 10c to
23c per yard, the second yard
for .......................................... 1e extra
1 lot CLUNY LACE, 39c value;
2 yards for........................1.......... 40c

|

Odd Lot Rag Carpet Art
Squares

Odd Lot Luggage
8 High Grade Leather Bags at Close
Out Prices as listed below
BLACK BAG was $12.50; to
.. $9.95
BLACK BAG was $18.50; to
$12.95
BROWN I’.At i, was $16.50; to
$13.95
TAN BAG, was $25.00; to
$16.95
close out ........
TAN BAG, was $18.50; to
$12.95
TAN BAG, was $22.30; to
$14.95
close out .....
TAN BAG, was $29.00; to
$13.95
close out .....
TAN BAG, was $25.00; to
close out ......
. $16.95

Odd Lot
Price
3 RUGS, 4x7 ft., $6.50 value $3.98
1 RUG, 8x10 ft., $18.50 value $11.35
1 RUG 6x9 ft., blue and white,
$10.98 value .............................. $7.98
1 RUG 9x12 ft., pink and white,
with fancy border, $23.50
value .......................................... $14.95

Odd Lot Blankets
ESMOND BLANKETS, slightly soiled, value $4.95 to $6.50;
each .......................................... $3.98
3 BATH ROBE BLANKETS,
value up to $5.00; each ....... $2.69

5

Odd Lot Sheets
Odd Lot House Dresses

Odd Lot
Price
1 lot Standard Quality $2.00
SHEETS, 81x90, seamless;
Odd Lot Kimonos
eai h .............................................. $1.39
Odd Lot
Price 1 lot 75c Standurd Quality
BLEACHED SHEETING, 81
7 FIGURED CREPE KIMONOS
inches wide; yard ..................... 53c
$1.69 value. Odd l ot Price .... 98c

$3.98 value; to close, each.......... $2.69

2 FIGURED JAP CltEI’E

KI

Odd Lot Outing Flannels
MONOS, $4.98 vulue.
Odd
Odd- Lot
Lot Price ................................... $2.98
Price
2 PLAIN PINK CREPE KIMO
NOS, $3.98 value; each ....... $2.19 2 pieces 33c LIGHT OUTING,
36 In. wide; yard .........................27c
5 LADIES’ CORDUROY BATH
ROBES. $5.00 value ................... $3.49 11 pieces Dark and Light OUT
ING, 36 in. wide; 29c quality;
3 MEN S BATH ROBES, $5.50
yard ................................................ 25c
value ............................................ $3.79
8 nieces 30c quality, FIGURED
2 doz. LADIES’ FANCY STRIPE
FLANNELETTE; yard ......... 19c
OUTING FLANNEL NIGHT
30c
grade EDEN
ROBES, $8.60 value; eeefc $1.43 I pieces
FLANNEL; yard ....................... 18c
1 doz. 1’INK pUTING NIGHT
$2.00

ROBES,

value;

each

$1.49

Odd Lot Waists
1 lot BUNGALOW APRONS.
$1.25 value .................................... 89c
Odd Lot
1 lot BUNGALOW APRONS.
Price
$2.50 to $3.00 value ................. $1.69 2 WAISTS, $15.00 value; ea. $9.98
1 lot Light and Dark BUNGA
I WAIST $8 00 value ................ $5.98
LOW APRONS. $1.50 to $1.75
IS WAISTS. In all colors and
value; each ............................ $1.19
sizes. $5.98 value; all new
(some extra sizes)
goods; each ......... ................... $3.98

OUR BLANKET SALE IS STILL ON FOR THE BALANCE OF THE MONTH.
THE COLD
WEATHER HAS COME. WE ARE SELLING BLANKETS AT THE SAME WARM WEATHER PRICES.

OUR LBNEN SALE

CONTINUES FOR

THE

BALANCE

OF

JANUARY.

F. J. SIMONTON COMPANY_
INCOME TAX IN NUTSHELL.

SALTED

SPECIAL

NUT

Jumbo Salted Peanuts, lb......................................
Spanish Salted Peanuts, lb.....................................
Jumbo Blanched Peanuts, lb.................................

30c
29c
49c

V/HO? Single persons who had
net income of $1,600 or more or
gross income of $5,000 or more,
and married couples who had net
Income of $2,000 or more or gross
income of $5,000 or more must file
returns.

ALL FRESHLY SALTED

WHEN? The filling period is from
January I to March 15, 1924.

CHISHOLM BROS, Confectioners

WHERE? Collector of Internal
revenue for the district in which
the person lives or has his prin
cipal place of business.

Opposite Waiting Room

WARREN

PARK

A public auction for the benefit of
the Business und Professional Worn
en's Club is scheduled for next Wed
nesday night at the Copper Kettle.
Refreshments will be served.

Lionel Wilson, now district manager
in Duluth, Minn., for the Travelers’ In
surance Co., will arrive home Saturday
for the first visit in over a year and
a half. His regular vacation Is still a
year off. hut he is Bast aXtending the
managers’ conference at the Travelers’
home office in Hartford, Conn., and
thus is enabled to spend the weekend
with the family In Thomaston and his
sister, Mrs. John O. Stevens In this
city.
,

ON ALL LOTS LEFT FROM OUR JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

Ralph Robinson Who 'has been out
on account of Illness resumer work at
the woolen mill Monday.
Jeruel Hart accompanied H. L.
Emery to his home in Auburn Satur
day where a very enjoyable weekend
was sptnt.
Frank E. Percy has recently installed
a radio set.
A splendid melodrama of the under

Mrs. John O. Stevens and Miss Hortense Wilson of Thomaston motored to
Portland Tuesday.

ROCKLAND

WE MINCE A FINAL MACH-DOWN

SHIRLEY MASON
“SOUTH SEA LOVE”

STREET,

FRIDAY, JA.JST. SStlx

1
1
"2

“Down to the Sea in
Shoes”

MAIN

THIS WEEK Starting TOMORROW

MACK SENNETT COMEDY

Mrs. S. S. Waldron left Wednesday
for Boston where she will 'be the guest
of her sisters, Miss Emma Titus and
Mrs. Abbott Davis.

The Thomaston Bridge Club met
with Mrs. Alan L. Bird, Broadway, yes
•terday afternoon for luncheon and
bridge, with .Mrs. Ralph Cushing of
Chicago as guest of honor. Mrs. Cush
ing is the guest of Mrs. Cora Cushing
Thomaston.

412

3

: : With : :

Capt. G. E. Horton has gone to New
York to superintend repairs on the
steam yacht Kehtoh.

DEPARTMENT STORE

A Powerful Drams with a Soul.

“THE STEEL TRAIL”

Miss Pearl Borgerson, clerk to the
clerk of courts, and prominent In sev
eral fraternal organizations, was oper
ated upon for appendicitis at Knox
Hospital this forenoon.

NT

world is to appear at Glover ihall next
Saturday night. “Bull Dog Drummond,”
is a story of thrilling action with a
smashing climax when the gang Is
finally sulslued.
Larry Semon Is
claimed to out do his work in “The
Bakery,” in “The Agent,” which will
also be shown.
Mrs. Kathryn Overlook left Monday
for Boston where she will be the guest
of Dr. and >lrs. Forrest T. Bangs for
a few w-eeks.
Alfred Dow. Jr., of Pleasantville died
Sunday at the age of 23 years.

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6.45, 8:30

HOW? Instructions
on
Form
1040A and Form 1040; also the
law and regulations.

WHAT? Four per ceAt normal
tax on the first $4,000 of net in
come in excess of the personal
exemption and credits for de
pendents. Eight per eent normal
tax on balance of not income.
Surtax from 1 per cent to 50 per
cent on net Incomes over $6,000
for the year 1923.

TIPS FOR TAXPAYERS
No. 10
For the purpose of the income tax
law a. person’s marital status is deter
mined as of the last day of his or her
taxable year, December 31, If the re
turn is made on the calendar year
basis, as most are. If on that day he
was single, he must tile a return if his

net income for 1923 was $1,000 or more,
or if his gross Income was $5,000 or
more. He is entitled to a personal
exemption of only $1,000. If he was
married, although the ceremony was
performed on December 31, he is
granted the exemption allowed a mar
ried person for the full year, $2,500, if
his net income and his wife’s combined
was $5,000 or less, and $2,000 If the
combined net Income exceeded $5,000.
If the combined net income of husband
and wife for the year 1923 equalled or
exei edi-d $2,000 or the gross income
equaled or exceeded $5,000, a return
must be filed.
A widow or widower whose spouse
died before the end of the year Is
classed as a single person. Divorcees
and persons separated by mutual con
sent are classed as single persons.

Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
tier assistance In making out Income
tax returns.
adv. tf.

TO

LET

STOREHOUSE at rear of Maaonie
Block, Rockland. Two floors 100 ft
long, 35 ft. wide. Would prefer to
let tho whole building to ono party.

TELEPHONE 467
84-tf

A Thrilling Photoplay

Cotlt Yon Nothing

EXTRA SPECIALS
$15.50 and up
SILK SHADE8

Mahogany and Polychrome Bases
Regular $22 50, cut to $15.50
Others Priced‘ Accordingly

TABLE LAMPS TOO
REDUCED PRICES

$6.00 and up
Adjusto ■’Lights

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

The Davis Garment shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Is now having
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
313-315 Main St. Roekland. Tai. 745-J.
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.

WILLIAM

TODAY

“WILD BILL HICKOK”

Recent tests the Government andnoted
_. .. leading Universkiee prove
me meaein givee more men iwim
light and bum loaa than half as n»
oM as the heat round wick, opt
lamps on the market. Thus the
will pay for Itaelf many tii
saved, to ear nothing of__________
uantity ano Quality of pure white light
produces. A style for every need.

S

$1000.00

WHI

Be Given

by the Mantle Lamp Company—the larg
est Coal Oil (kerosene) mantlela
in the world—to any person wl
them an oil lamp equal to the______
Would they dare invite such comparison
wkh an other lights if there were any doubt
•bout the superiority of the Aladdin?

Let Ua Call and Show You
This Orcatwt of All Lights

PHILIP SEEK1NS
TEL. 27-3.

THOMASTON, ME.

ll’Th-17
4

It’s
At

(BULL MONTANA in ‘TWO JOHNS”

to have thia wonderful new Aladdin coal
oil (kerosene) mantle lamp demonstrated
right in your own home. You don’t need
to pay us a cent unless you are perfectly
satisfied and agree that it is the best oil
lamp you ever saw.

Twice the Light
gut
On alf the Oil

HART

LA8TTIME

The Strand *•»

JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager.

JAMES J. O'HARA, Organist

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

TODAY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

PRISCILLA DEAN

“THE SPIDER
AND THE ROSE”

“GRANDMA’S BOY”

l

In a Thrilling Drama That You’ll Remember For Many a Day.

“WHITE

TIGER”

With a Superlative Supporting Cast, Including

WALLACE

BEERY,

MATT

MOORE

ALSO COMEDY

“THE

RIDING

When the one who means every
thing In the world betrays you—
when your friends brand you a
traitor because you have been faith
ful—when your father upbraids you
because you seek to restore him to
his proper position—that’s the time
the web of the spider starts choking.
FEATURING—

ALICE LAKE

MASTER”

Grandma gives the Buy the charm,
und he goes out, captures the tramp
and fights the Bully to a knockout.
Grandma then tells him the charm
is only her umbrella handle. All he
needed was self-confidence 1
He
proves he really has it by winning
the Girl—without the charm.
FEATURING—

HAROLD LLOYD
PETE MORRISON

—AND—

MONDAY-TUESDAY
A 8creen Version of
A. S. M, Hutchinson’s
Famous Novel

«'

V

IF WINTER COMES

GASTON GLASS

“DUTYFIRST”

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
“THE SPOILERS”—An epic of the Yukon Days

1

A

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 24, 1924.
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DUTY

IS THE POLICY HbNEST?

0 N LOBSTERS

SHE ALWAYS HAS
George Otis Smith Challenges
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
Director Crie Makes Urgent Plea For Maine Lobster Fisher
Constitutionality
of
Maine's
TWO-BOTTLE OUTFIT
We Have For
men To Obtain Protection For Their Interests.
Water Power Law.

At
which although belonging to Canada,
Editor ot The Courier-Gazette: —
We who have enjoyed the pleasure look not unlike some of the islands al
of sailing along the coast of Maine, ready mentioned in the voyage. Campappreciate the change in scenery and abello Island is so near Lubec that at
the beauty of our native land. As low tide a stone can almost be thrown
you leave Kittery, the most western from one shore to the other. As you
town on the coast and head eastward gaze on this beautiful island it is al
you pass York Harbor, Cape Porpoise most Impossible to realize that it Is
and Biddeford Pool, with their snug not native soil. You almost rub your
little harbors. The shores remind you eyes In astonishment and say to your
somewhat of the I>aetflc, along the self, "Can it be possible that a for
coast of Southern California; as you eign country looks so like our own
look inland you behold mountains of native State?" This country although
different shapes and sizes, some slop apparently friendly is always ready to
ing eastward, some westward, re enjoy the freedom of our markets to
the extent of a monopoly, whenever
sembling those located in Mexico.
I recall one day when on a mountain an opix>rtunity presents itself.
As we look back over the recent past
peak near San Diego. California, I
chanced to gaze across the border into we recall to mind what happened when
Mexico, and there before njy eyes was Canada opened the waters over which
a sight never to be forgotten so long she has control to lobster fishing,
as memory favors me. There were months earlier than had been the cus
many high mountain peaks but the one tom for many years. After this hap
that impressed me most was an im pened it did not take long to flood the
mense one extending high into the air. Vnited States markets with lobsters
with a summit appartntly as level and to such an exent that the price drop
smooth as any mowing field in Maine ped so low that the Maine fishermen
It must have contained hundreds of could not make a cent profit, because
' gear, bait and gasoline were so expenacres—a sight I never had witnessed
i sive that It took every cent they re
before.
The coast along lower California is ceived to pay their operating expenses.
comparatively free from islands, like Fair competition might be tolerated,
wise only a few arc encountered on but unfair competition should not be
this voyage until you pass Cape allowed by the Vnited States Govern
Elizabeth, a picturesque point with its ment because many thousands of her
two magnificent lighthouses. As you citizens earn their daily bread by
round the point and head up into lobster fishing. • • • •
Casco Bay toward Portland the sight
A large percentage of the fishermen
that meets your eye can only he imag
crossed the Atlantic and fought in the
ined by the person who has had the
World War nt a very small salary,
pleasure of witnessing such a view. It
only to find on their return that the
is one of Nature’s great pictures of
Federal Government had neglected to
islands, mountains, and ocean and once
protect their Interests while they were
seen will always be remembered.
abroad giving their very best to their
Portland, the largest city in the State
country. It is nice to talk about a
Is located on this beautiful bay.
As you proceed you pass rugged Soldier's Bonus and I would like to
see everyone who fought in the World
points, dotted with cottages, beautiful
War receive a bonus; I would also
inlets, snug harbors, surrounded by
enjoy knowing that the bonus came
lovely villages; rivers extending far
from the pockets of the profiteers and
Into the Interior and navigable for
many miles; then more islands, the others who hid behind shipbuilding or
any other screen to prevent themselves
scenery changing continually with
from receiving the treatment that
each mile that is covered until you
every soldier and sailor received during
wonder if these mountains and islands
the war. Whenever it becomes nec
will ever cease to be. After passing
essary to declare war. I 'believe every
White Head Light Station, another
man who is able to do work of any
beauty spot, you head up the Muscle
kind, mental or physical, should be
Ridge Channel, with beautiful islands
drafted. If in business, the Govern
on the south and a pleasing main
ment should take his business nnd ubc
coast on the north. For miles you are
it for the benefit of the war, pay each
protected front the broad Atlantic by
one a war per diem according to his
islands until you round Owl’s Head
ability, then there could be no hiding
Light Station and proceed up the Pe
behind smoke screens or any profit
nobscot Bay, on which is located the
eering. All would be used alike and
City of Rockland, noted for the man
no one could make millions while the
ufacture of lime.
boys in the trenches were being used
• * • *
for targets to shoot at. After the war
A few miles further up the bay you has cer.sed each man should be given
see the pretty little village of Cam back the business he possessed before
den with two large mountains for a war was declared. Then after releas
background.
Continuing among the ing the soldiers and sailors I believe
islands you enter the mouth of Penob everything would return to normal
scot River, with the City of Belfast conditions more rapidly than has been
on the west anj old historical Castine the case after any previous war.
on the east. Now you are at the
Coming back to the bonus again, it
mouth of one of the prettiest rivers in would be fine for every man to re
the world, with the City of Bangor 36 ceive a few hundred dollars as part
miles away at the head of navigation. payment for the sacrifice made by him.
As you continue eastward you ;kiss But really what does a bonus amount
through Eggemoggin Ranch, with Deer to compared with a man's business
Isle on your right and Sargentviile. whereby he earns enough to furnish
Sedgwick, and B-ooklin on your left.
In the background is Bluvhill Moun
tain w'hlch derived its name from its
beautiful color of blue, almost at the
base of which is the town of Bluehill
prettily located at the head of Bluehill
Bay. Pissing Mount Desert Island,
lofty mountain peaks are seen pro
jecting out of the Atlantic, a sight sel
dom, if ever, seen in any other part
of the world. After entering French- ,
man’s Bay. Bar Harbor is soon seen1
with its magnificent cottages, some ot.
which are located among the hills,'
ethers on huge weather beaten bluffs,
which bid defiance to the great waves
of Mother Ocean In severe storms,
while others are almost hidden by
forests of spruce trees which despite
the season changes are ever green.
Something new and beautiful meets
your gaze continually until you finally
reach the homo of the American sar
dine, the City of Eastport, situated
WALDOBORO, ME.
just across the narrow stretch of water
known as Passamaquoddy Bay. To the
101-Th-tf
eastward more islands are visible. I

WANTED

ANTIQUES
Of AU Kind*

Write or Phone 32-3
C. E. MATHEWS

APPERSON
□
What About This
Mechanical Gear*
Shift
People everywhere are talk
ing about the mechanical gear
shift on the Apperson. Those
who have actually driven the
car know it is the greatest inno
vation since the electric starter.

tssarse <4s*> prc-adeca
—U Jl| !■ clutdl M

Nothing like it—shifting gears
mechanically without taking
hand from wheel or eyes from
the road, with all possibility of
“clashing” gears eliminated.

Operate this gear-shift your
self if for nothing more than
to be able to talk intelligently
about the most advanced engi
neering achievement today.

PRICES—Five Passenger Touring, $1685;

Sedan, $2400.
Completely equipped, delivered in Rockland.

If interested, ask for demonstration.

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue.

THE

Rockland.
Tel. 576-R.
—and—
FIREPROOF GARAGE

Home

or 'Away

Well

Washington, D. C., Jan. 19.
Hon. Charles E. Gurney, Chairman.
Fortified Against At
Public
Utilities Commission of
Maine.
tacks.
Before continuing this welfare part
of the argument, which includes the
Priest Drug Co.,
economic and engineering reasons
why Maine's present water-power
Bangor, Maine.
policy doesn't pay. I wish to tell why I
Dear Sirs:
think it is not even passably honest.
It gives me pleasure to recommend
You are far better qualified than I
Priest's Indigestion Powder as I am to Judge of the constitutionality of
subject to indigestion. One day seeing Maine's non-transmission law, but I
an ad. in a paper of Priest's Powder am well aware of the trend of recent
and what it had done for others I tried judicial opinions and have yet to meet
it and find that when distress of stom anyone west of Kittery, and indeed I
ach or indigestion attacks a dose of rarely meet one within our State, who
Priest's Indigestion Powder brings in believes that this Maine law would
stant relief. I am never without it stand the test of an appeal to the high
and I have two bottles now, one to take er courts. Maine electricity and West
with me if going away and after meals Virginia gas are forms of energy that
at home and find indigestion is greatly must enter freely into interstate com
relieved. Thanks.
merce.
Yours
But back of any recent court decis
Emily B. Fisk.
ion stands the whole background of
Gossville, N. H.
American history. The United States
If you have never used MI'STO- is not simply a political confederation
TURP for Rheumatism, Lumbago. —it is an economic union. State lines
Tired Aching Muscles, pains in the aTe commonly more accidental than
chest and other parts of the body, we logical; they are not economic barriers.
will gladly give you a regular twenty- There are no custom-houses along the
five (!5c) Jar of Musto-Turp free of Maine-New Hampshire boundary. Any
charge at our wholesale and retail economic embargo other than a nec
store at 98-100 Exchange street or on essary quarantine against disease sug
receipt of 10c to help pay packing and gests war and discord between nations
pestage we will mail to any address. and surely is not expressive of peace
This offer expires when our present and union of States. In these days even
stock of twenty thousand (20,000) Jars nations distant from each other are
is exhausted.
coming together in their realization of
economic inter-dependence and It is
an anachronism for adjacent States
the necessities of life for his family, to draw apart. Our State motto loses
if he is put out of business because its force if Maine pulls off In the
the Federal Government allows an wrong direction. Now that a hundred
other country to flood the market of and ferty-flve years have passed since
the Vnited States with an inferior the articles of confederation were
grade of goods and compels him to sell signed, isn’t it time that we put the ac
his high grade product in competition cent on “United” rather than on
and at such a low price that there is "States"
not a living wage for him? Such ne
Even if we had the legal right to set
glect on the part of the Government is a barrier between States or If we could
discouraging to the lobster fishermen evade the effect of the unconstitution
to say the least.
ally of the Maine law by legislating
While the good work of the Bureau the prohibition into each new charter
cf Fisheries is in progress starting a granted to a power company, has
publicity campaign to increase the Maine the moral right to plead her own
market of fish it might be well to need of water power as a reason for
start a movement to protect the mar excluding anyone else from its use?
kets of the lobster fishermen from for How long could Maine wood lots last
eign competition. Maine furnishes the if Pennsylvania placed an embargo
choicest flavored lobsters in the world, on Its coal and the half-million tons
and Canada has to send a large per and more of anthracite failed to come
centage of her lobsters hundreds of annually into the cities and towns of
miles, in crates out of water. A great Maine? And let no one think of water
many die and those that do arrive power as a substitute for fuel in com
alive are weak and no doubt are in a bating a real Maine winter; if all the
diseased condition before they are rivers of Maine were fully harnessed
eaten. The dead are generally boiled and hitched up to the house-heating
and put on the market. Many are tak load alone the electricity generated,
en from the shell and shipped many even regardless of its cost, would not
miles to Inland markets. Lobsters de be anywhere near enough to heat
teriorate more rapidly than almost any Maine homes.
fish, thereby rendering them poisonous
• • • •
to the human system. Still it is allow
We have three practical sources of
ed to go on, putting the worthy fish energy—coal, oil, and falling water.
ermen of Maine in competition with the Maine has a goodly share of one and
Canadian fishermen, who have but one none of the others. It is well to take
thought in mind, and that being to this account of stock when we talk
control the market of the United about nonexport of electric energy.
States.
What would freight rates be if the
Fishermen of New England are we railroads of Maig^ had not the bitumi
going to wait until Canada has full nous coal fields of West Virginia,
control of our business, or are we Maryland, and Pennsylvania to furnish
going to unite and demand our rights motive power? Would our Maine po
as Americans? What has Canada tatoes have become so large a factor
done? She has abrogated the agree In interstate commerce if energy from
ment that has been in force for years; other States had not bee n available to
1. e. allowing our vessels to enter her help haul trainloads of potatoes to
ports to ship crews and purchase bait, market? I recall hearing in New Eng
ice, provisions etc., providing we pay land some criticisms of Pennsylvania
her a tzx of 11.50 per ton on each ves placing a special tax on her anthracite,
sel. unless in distress or on account of practically an export tax on the ship
storms. She did. however, open her ments of this favored coal to Maine
heart nnd allowed for a short time, our and other States, and as I believe in
vessels to "enter her ports for the pur the free exchange of commodities
pose above mentioned, for $1 per ton among the several States, I condemn
I am told, surely a great privilege the Pennsylvania anthracite tax al
when she allows our fishermen to most as much as I condemn the Maine
spend their good money in her ports, non-transmission law. However. I can
providing we will pay her an extra not grant the same privilege of criti
profit, and still she demands the privi cising Pennsylvania to those who be
lege of putting our own American lob lieve that in her own statute Maine Is
ster fishermen out of business. Yet within her legal and moral rights.
the story isn’t half told.
There Is such a thing as interstate
justice a.s well as interstate commerce.
• • • •
Finally. I might suggest another ap
About the year 1871 a treaty known
as the Washington Treaty, really a proach to our civic conscience In this
Fishery Treaty, was started, and an matter of holding fast to our own re
agreement was reached which went in sources—are they in truth our own?
As
God-given
resources
to effect about 1873, to continue twelve Query:
years as an experiment. At the ter whence came the rain and snow that
mination of about four years a com fall on our Maine hills and give birth
mittee met in behalf of Canada to find to our streams? Answer: Even our
if Canada was getting what belonged rain clouds are In part imported from
to her. As a result of that gathering the Wtstern States. Indeed the Anthe wise men of Canada succeeded In drosc'iggln and Saco rivers themselves
getting American representatives to derive a considerable part of their flow
allow an award of 85.500,000; this was from rain and snow that fall on New
paid by the American Government the Hampshire acres. Are we war anted
next year. The assessment as you see. in all fairness in prohibiting the return
into New Hampshire of electric cur
was paid before the time limit of the
rent derived from water that is it
agreement expired.
self derived from New Hampshire?
A few years later 54.500,000 of the Shall our State policy as to natural
85.500,000 was paid to the fishermen In resources be expressed by the childish
the form of bounty to encourage them phrase "Finding's keeping?"
to fish and appropriate our markets.
I venture a man-in-the-street opin
After paying from 81 to 8t.5O per ton ion that Maine's statutory prohibition
for the right to spend American money of the export of electric energy is un
in Canada and then giving them constitutional. not simply because it
85,500.000, don’t you think we have is out of harmony with American prin
given about ail we ca,n afford to for ciples but because It lacks equity If
the support of Canadian fishermen? It not, indeed, common morality.
would seem that we have babied Cana
In a later letter I may return to a
da so long that she has become discussion of the reasons why Maine's
a spoiled child and has decided to ab water powers can best be developed
sorb the last breath of life from our by giving a free field to the marketing
fishermen. She does not intend. In the of the electric energy they can produce.
future, to allow our vessels to enter Sharing what we have with our
her ports, excepting in timg. of dis neighbors will be found profitable, as
tress or severe storms. How can we well as right.
tolerate such abuse longer? If we do,
Geo. Otis Smith.
we haven't any right to expect any
thing except poverty in our coastal
towns.
Lobster fishermen of Maine, why not
make a New Year's Resolution and
start 1924 right and every lobsteT
doing good. Doctors, Dsntists, Noims
fisherman do his part to get a duty on
rocoiBondit Ask forsoioplofroo. <
lobsters shipped from Canada into the
United States Markets, protecting your
rights in a measure against unjust
foreign competition? The only way
the fishermen will ever receive pro
tection is by working themselves. You
do not get any lobsters unless you pull
your trapsi and you will not get any
duty unless you get busy and do some
thing yourselves. If each fisherman
will only do something, I do not
think it will be long before you will see
a move towards protecting your in
dustry. but if you sit idle you will have
the privilege of seeing your markets
flooded with lobsters from Canada, at
a price so cheap that you cannot make
a living wage after operating expenses
are paid. You have had that experience
■ once. Do you want it to happen again ?
Ilf you do not, my advice to you Is to
get busy.
H. D. Crie,

I

Director of Fisheries.

PIANOS
Standard Makes

Ivcrs & Pond
Merrill

WITH THE RADIO FANS
(By the Radio Editor)
Last week offered three very good
radio nights, but through the middle of
the week there seemed to be consider
able code Interference.
My report
which follows, -gives It as I found
conditions at the Keag.
• e a a
Monday, Jan, 14—Very good radio
night. 1 was satisfied to listen to ths
nearby stations whose programs were
very good. The dinner concert from
WOR was fine.
• a a a

Francis Bacon

McPhail
Accordions,
$4. to $100.
Auto Harps,
$7. to $12.
Brief Cases,
$3. to $7.
Clarinets,
$35. to $85.
Chinese Gongs,
$4.50
Cornets,
$15. to $100.
Drum Traps, $30. to $100.
Harmonicas, $15c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders,
50c

Mandolins,
$4. to $25.
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
Music Cases, $1.50 to $20.
Music Stands, $1. to $2.75
Music Rolls,
$1. to $3.75
Saxophones. $85. to $200.
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

V. F. STUDLEY

Tuesday, Jan. 15—Plugged In for
only about half an hour. All the near
by stations seemed to come in good
and loud. Picked up 8X0 testing at
M2 a. m„ which came in unusually
loud. Much code up around 400 meters
all the evening and some static. Re
ception Just fair.
a a a •

Wednesday, Jan. 16—Early program**'
from WNAC and WOR came in fltia.'
KDKA was very loud and clear. Fad-i*
ing noticeable on all stations nnd some'
code interference. Fair radio night.
• a a a

Thursday, Jan. 17—Found my antenna
pole and all lying on the ground thia
morning. Put up new wire about 200
feet long which works well. Called it
a very good night up to 8 p. m.. at
which time my partner decided to hear
the radio dramh which put a stop to
station hunting. Drama came in fine
except for occasional fading.

* * *«

Friday. Jan. 18—Couldn't seem to get
interested tonight. Picked up WHA9
Telephone 713. ROCKLAND, ME. 283 Main St.
at 5.45 p. m.. but nothing seemed to be
real good. Quit at 8.02 and called It a
poor night.
• • • •
Saturday,
Jon.
19—Considerable
static and code Interference tonight.
WGY's dance music camo In poorly.
Either a poor night or the set has gone
PREMIER LENINE DEAD the Petrograd Soviet had paved the wrong.
way. The tottering provisional gov
e • » »
ernment was powerless to save itself.
Final Chapter Written In Ro After 24 hours of almost bloodless skir Sunday. Jan. 20—Picked up WDAV
mishing, during which theatres func of New Bedford,' Mass., at 8.10 this
mantic Career of Soviet Rus tioned
aj. usual, while street fighting afternoon, a new one for me. WHA8
went on in the next block, Ktrensky of Louisville came in fine all the after
sia's Head.
I plugged In until 7.45 and
had fled, the rest of the provisional noon.
called it one of the best nights thia
Nikolai Lenine. premier of Soviet government were prisoners; the city
year. All stations 1 received were
Russia, died Monday at his country was completely in the hands of the
Soviets hnd Nikolai Lenine sat smiling loud and clear and were eeay to pick
villa near Moscow.
up and hold. A near perfect night.
Nikolai Lenine, lawyer, pamphleteer n a little room at Smoiny Institute,
• • • •
and finally dictator of all Russia, wat ipplying his signature to proclamaI am very grateful to W. C. Lufkin
the organizer and chief exponent ol tons he had drawn up long before, an
the movement which became knowr nouncing the Proletarian Revolution and Ernest Packard who answered my
as Bolshevism, and which he character n Ituesia and calling upon the prole request for information regarding sta
iz'd as “the great experiment; the tarians of the world to unite to assist tion 10-AR. These gentlemen who so
hem.
kindly called me up have already
Dictatorship of the Proletariat." Hi
Lenlne's principal program at the logged this station, which is located In
real name was Vladimir Iliitch Ullannoment was immediate peace with Dartmouth. N. 8. Mr. Lufkin tells
off. He was bom April 24, 1870 In th<
Jermany. With dynamic Intolerance me he has erected a new antenna and
town of Simbirsk.
f even such Important associates as his report reveals that he is not losing
When the- Czar was overthrown earlj
'rotzkv, who opposed what they term-' any of his former interest In Tadlo.
in 1917. Lenine, with a group of hi:
(I a disgraceful peace Lenine pushed- Among his new finds are stations
supporters, returned to Russia. The)
hrough his plan. The already exist-- WRAF of Laporte, Ind. on 224 meters
went from Switzerland, through Ger
ng fraternization between Russia, and and KFKA of Greely, Colorado, on 448
many. At the time it was charged
Jerman soldiers at the front was urg meters.
and generally believed in ail Alliei
* • • •
countries that Lenine was an agent o' 'd on to tremendous proportion*, and
Was
pleased
to
receive a letter from
ifter
a
few
months
of
the
Soviet
re

the German government, whom th<
German General staff aided with time, Russia had signed the Treaty of one of my comrades of the good old
funds and advice to disrupt the Rus Irest-Litovsk and was definitely out army day* last week. G. R. Anderaftn
of Rockville. Conn. Memories of our
sian army, and break Russia from thi if the world conflict.
Internally. Russian life turned upside "rookie" experiences at Sackett’e Har
Entente. The Germans gave the part)
of 40 Russians free conduct ♦througl town Factories were taken over by bor. Madison Barracks and Baker
he workers. Great estates were con- Farm all came back to me with his
their country in a train under guard
in order to keep them from spreadlnr Iscated by the peasants, who divided lettet. Gus and I entered the service
hem among themselves. The eris- together, and went through to the end
revolutionary propaganda among th'
soldiers a tthe stations where the) oeracy sought any kind of safety it in the same Company. Gus Is now s
stopped. But if the Germuns hoped foi •ould find, and the middle-class or radio fan. and operates a Neutrodyne..
disintegration of the Russian Army torgeolse, became special objects for He Is a personal acquaintance of Mr.
Lenine and his supporters contend that he hatred of the masses. Free trade Reinartz who developed the highly
this plan was a boomerang. From th< was abolished and in its stead was es- successful and universally popular
very moment the Bolsheviki were in abtlshed a system of governemnt con- Reinartz circuit.
• • • •
power in Petrograd, they set about t< rol that rationed food, placing the
Mrs. Andrews of Whitehead called
spend communism In the German workingmen in preferred cla-sses, and
lolng out little or none at all to the me up Sunday afternoon to Inquire the
Army.
When Lenine arrived in Russia he )thers. The use of money was con- location of station 1-ACR. a new sta
manufactured tion which they had Just picked up
made his first appearance at the All- lemned, and _ grain.
Russian Congress of Soviets, urging Products and labor becartle the chief broadcasting phonograph music. -Will
some reader please give me the loca
the workers to seize the power and tc nedia of exchange.
Four long dismal years passed dur- tion of this station for Mrs. Andrews?
do away with the Kerensky govern
• • • •
ment. Not having found an ear. the ng which internal counter revolution,
Bolshevik faction, under
Lenine': n many cases assisted by allied inter
I notice In looking over receiver sets
leadership, attempted in July, 1917. a vention. kept 'Russia in a constant tur that in nearly every case the operators
coup d’etat, which was suppressed by moil. Enemies of the communists as use the whole 2854 volts of B Battery
the Petrograd Soviet and the Kerensky sassinated some Bolshevik leaders, and. on their detectors. Just because a de
n September 1918 Lenine himself was
government.
tector is rated for 2154 volte does not
From July. 1917, until Lenine re ihot and severely wounded. Plots and mean that the tube performs the beet
counter
plots,
terror
and
counter-ter

turned suddenly to Petrograd to be
on this voltage. If you have a good set
come almost over night the Dictator of ror. swept Russia from one end to the the chances are that 18 volts Will give
other,
and
the
bloodshed,
misery
and
Russia, he was in hiding. Secreted
you much better quality In your recep
in a straw stack on the island in the (amine of these four black years have tion than 2254 volts and I have used as
no
counterpart
in
modern
history.
Neva, not far from Kronstadt, he re
low as 10 volts with excellent results.
mained for days while platoons of Through all of this period Lenine. No doubt 2254 will give you louder re
backed
by
the
solid,
strictly-disciplintd
Kerensky soldiers, aided by blood
ception and on some sets is absolutely
hounds. searched for him.
Peasant communistic party directed affairs.
necessary, but usually a lower voltage
friends brought him food and news
will give you good undlstorted quality
papers, and carried messages from
SEARSMONT
and give you better control of the set,
him to Leon Trotzky, later second In
especially If It has s tendency to "slop
command of the Proletarian Dictator
The annual planning meeting of the Farm over." Try this. It hasworked won
Bureau
was
held
In
Vietor
Grange
hall
Jan.
ship, who was then practically In con
,
18 with the extension workers. X. R. Donahue ders for mo.
trol of the Petrograd Soviet.
•• •
eonntr agent, and Miss Estelle Nason. Home
The search soon became too hot for demonstration agent were present, th Ute
My reversed feedbackgets better
him on the island, and one night, after morning there were demonstrations on home eon- and better every day. I am constantly
leniences. At noon the women of the Duretu
having shaved off his beard, and being served a bountiful dinner of chicken, roeet experimenting with plate voltage and
equipped with a false- passport de pork and all the fixings that go with It sad grid biases, and It Is the first circuit
scribing him as a Finn, he made his a fine line of pastry. In the afternoon Mlsa that I have tried since the Haynos DX
Nason conducted the planning meeting for (he
way back to one of the suburbs of Pet year'a work after which the following oflleera that 1 have become very enthusiastic
rograd. A friendly locomotive engi were elected : Mra. Charles F. Andrews, chair over. My latest Improvement is the
; Miss Thelma Wentworth secretary; Mra.
neer agreed to smuggle Ltnlne over man
Francella Moody clothing project leader; Mra. use of a UV 199 tube for the radio
the heavily guarded Finnish frontier in Cora Thnmaa. food project leader: Mra. C. E. stage. I am getting the control-down
his engine. Lenine boarded the loco Lure, health project leader: Mlsa Emma to a system and think tt the very best
household management; Mrs. F.
motive wearing the grimy clothes of a Rwcetland.
A. Dunton. publicity. There were 27 women thing' I have tried yet, although I
fireman and stoked the engine until it and 20 nten In attendance. The next meet haven’t permanently assembled it yet.
had successfully passed through the ing will be held Feb. 7.
• • • •
control station at the frontier.
PICTURE FRAMING—Furniture
repaired,
Experimenters
who desire to try
On November 6, 1917, Lenine re saws sharpened, ail kinds of shop carpenter
turned to Petrograd, Trotzky and oth work promptly and carefully done. EDWIN H. this circuit are requested to write to
me and I will be pleased to tell them
er leaders of the communist faction of MAXCY. over Payion's More, at tha Brook.
all I can about it.
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SAVINGS

ROCKLAND

eepWell

BANK

Avoid Sickness
TAXI

ROCKLAND, • - • MAINS

Office Houra—9 to 3

V

>

4,55'

Saturdaya 9 to 12

QoaQQ

<

atMTtoa
will claanee ths system, purify I
ths blood and keep you sreu.

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

For Constipation
Indigestion, BUioaanaaa,sse.
£rrffvw<y VtgstoMa.

Do you approve ths winning plan
inrubitanett
(A* «■ x

w,

Yes □
No □

Name .................................................................................................

PROF. LIBBY

(Mssss print)

Ths Reliable and Satisfactory

Address....................................................................... .....................

Psychic and Medium

City....................................

Stats.......... M.............................

Are you a voter?.............................................................................
Mall Promptly te

Can Be Consulted Dally
From 10:00 A. M, te StOO R. M.

i i at i i

THB AMERICAN PEACE AWARD
Mt MADISON AVSNU8, NSW YORK CITY
NM.. Them Interests^ in

25 Park St., Rockland
*
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